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Executive Summary
OVERVIEW
Wolverine Terminals ULC (Wolverine) is proposing the Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service (the “Project”) within
the Port of Prince Rupert (the “Port”) in Prince Rupert, British Columbia (BC). The proposed Project includes the
construction of a marine berth and operation of a marine fuelling service within the Port. The “Project area” for the
purpose of this Environmental Effects Evaluation consists of the marine berth location for the construction
component of the Project and the inner and outer harbour of the Port for the operation component of the Project.

AF
T

The proposed Project is located on federal lands managed by the Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA) and is
within the asserted traditional lands of the Tsimshian Nation. The proposed Project is subject to Section 67 of the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) 2012 which specifies that federal authorities such as the RPRA
and Transport Canada (TC) must not make a decision about a proposed “project” on federal lands unless the
proposed “project” is determined to be unlikely to cause significant adverse environmental effects, or the
Governor in Council decides that those effects are justified.
This environmental effects evaluation report has been prepared by Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) on behalf of
Wolverine for the proposed Project to describe valued components of the environment that may be affected by the
Project, potential adverse environmental effects resulting from the Project, and proposed measures to mitigate
potential adverse environmental effects.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

R

The proposed Project includes the construction of a marine berth and the operation of a marine fuelling service in
the inner and outer harbour of the Port.

D

Construction components of the Project would mainly be marine based with some onshore work. Components
include the construction of a marine berth and the off-site fabrication of a rail barge and a fuel distribution barge.
The marine berth is proposed to be located at a site previously used by harbour towage companies adjacent to
the Westview Terminal owned by Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group. The construction of the berth includes the
potential removal of existing disused steel piles and associated mooring structures along the marine foreshore,
installing three new mooring dolphins that would be connected to each other and the shore with gangways, and
installation of connections to pre-existing land-based electrical, water and gas utility services.

Operational components of the Project include loading marine fuel transport rail cars onto a rail barge at the
existing Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal owned and operated by Canadian National Rail (CN), towing and
mooring the rail barge to the marine berth, decanting marine fuel from the rail cars into the rail barge, transferring
the marine fuel from the rail barge to a fuel distribution barge, and delivering fuel to ships at anchor in the inner
and outer harbour of the Port via the fuel distribution barge.
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FIRST NATION ENGAGEMENT
The PRPA and TC have identified that the Project is located within the traditional territory of the following
First Nations: Lax Kw’alaams Band, Metlakatla First Nation, Kitselas First Nation, Kitsumkalum First Nation,
Gitxaala Nation, and Gitga’at Nation.

AF
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Wolverine initiated engagement with all of the First Nations and provided them with the Project Description for
comment and input as well as an early, initial review draft of the environmental effect evaluation. Wolverine has
met with Metlakatla First Nation, Lax Kw’alaams Band, Gitgaa’at Nation, Gitxaala Nation, Kitselas Nation, and
Kitsumkalum Indian Band for their participation in the environmental effects evaluation. Wolverine engaged with
these First Nations seeking information on potential effects to their interests and the current use of lands and
marine resources for traditional purposes.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

R

Wolverine was guided by the PRPA requirements for public engagement for the environmental review process
and developed a plan in consultation with the PRPA to inform and consult with the public on the Project.
In accordance with PRPA guidance, Wolverine prepared a Project Description document and held a 30-day public
comment period to receive comments on the document. Two open houses were held during the public comment
period to introduce the Project to the public, answer questions, and hear concerns. Additional events are planned
for the environmental effects evaluation once the draft is complete. Wolverine has engaged with the public and
stakeholders through a range of other methods including meetings and presentations with the stakeholders and
community groups, and through the project website. Comments and responses have been tracked and are
presented in the Public Engagement section. Key concerns identified include site location, noise, potential for
emissions, community contributions, odour and employment opportunities. These concerns will be considered in
the environmental effects evaluation.

VALUED COMPONENTS

D

Valued components of the environment that may be affected by the Project include air quality, in-air noise, marine
water quality, terrestrial vegetation, terrestrial wildlife, fish and fish habitat (including marine vegetation, marine
invertebrates and fish), marine mammals, marine birds, First Nations current use of lands and marine resources
for traditional purposes, archaeological resources, visual amenities, marine/land use and socio-economics.
A summary of potential effects, proposed mitigation measures and significant residual effects is outlined below.

Air Quality

Project activities would result in emissions to the atmosphere of select criteria air contaminants, greenhouse
gases, and volatile organic compounds such as benzene and hydrogen sulfide. It is expected that the Project’s
operation phase would result in the largest air emissions and potential air quality effects. Emissions during the
construction and decommissioning phases are expected to be lower. Project activities that would result in air
emissions include generator, boiler and heater diesel combustion, tug boat engine diesel combustion and fugitive
emissions. Mitigation measures that will be implemented to assist in minimizing air emissions include avoiding tug
engine idling, minimizing generator use, maintaining equipment according to manufacturer’s specifications,
ensuring tugs meet regulated emission limits, using shore power at the marine berth, operating the fuel transfer
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system as closed loop system, venting tank headspace emissions through a scrubber, venting delivery chain
headspace through a scrubber (where possible) and developing an air emission management plan.

In-Air Noise

AF
T

The existing noise environment is affected by the transportation and industrial infrastructure surrounding the
Project area. The main existing noise sources are: train and locomotive passages, CN yard operations, car and
truck traffic, ship movements in the Prince Rupert harbour, aircraft flyovers, and human activities. The
environmental effects of noise was assessed for Project construction and operations. The noise study area
included the Project area and a 3 km buffer in all directions. Assessment of the potential health effects from the
construction and operation of the Project have been based on guidance from Health Canada’s Guidance for
Evaluating Human Health Impacts in Environmental Assessment: Noise and the BC Oil and Gas Commission’s
British Columbia Noise Control Best Practices Guideline. For the construction phase the calculated noise level
exceeded the threshold of noise complaints at one receptor and therefore some increased annoyance may occur.
In the assessment calculations the worst-case scenario for impact pile driving techniques was assumed. In the
case that vibratory pile driving techniques are applied the noise level is predicted to be lower and thus decrease
the likelihood of exceeding the threshold of noise complaints at receptors. The low frequency noise (LFN)
assessment indicated no LFN issues should be experienced at any receptors. It is expected that an undesirable
increase in noise during construction activities would be reduced through the implementation of acceptable
mitigation measures where possible to avoid and limit adverse noise effects. After mitigation measures are
applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.

Marine Water Quality

D

R

The inner harbour of the Port is a deep, ice free inlet. The main entrance to the inner harbour is 457 m wide and
at least 35 m deep. Tides are mixed but are mainly semi-diurnal. The mean tide higher high water is 6.1 m chart
datum and mean tide lower low water is 1.2 m chart datum. The PRPA has a Marine Environmental Water Quality
(MEWQ) Program which monitors marine water quality in the Port. Water quality is categorized into five
categories: excellent, good, fair, marginal and poor based on a comparison of water quality to provincial and
federal guidelines. The current water quality in the Port is generally good which is attributed to exceedances of
Enterococcus, fecal coliform and dissolved oxygen. Several effects to marine water quality may occur from
Project construction and operation activities including use of cementitious material in and near water, pile driving
activities, accidental spills of deleterious substances and accidental spills of fuel during fuel transfers. Proposed
mitigation includes having an environmental monitor on-site during marine berth construction to monitor water
quality, preparing a Marine Water Quality Protection Plan, using pre-cast concrete, preparing a Spill Prevention
and Emergency Response Plan, restricting locations and timing of fuel transfers during extreme weather
conditions, deploying a containment boom around the barges when they are docked at the marine berth, and
following recommendations developed as part of a comprehensive accidents and malfunctions risk assessment.
After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.
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Terrestrial Vegetation

AF
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The Project is located at sea level within the Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone, very wet
hypermaritime central variant. Vegetation has been highly modified in the upland portion of the Project area is
generally considered a “brownfield” site based on previous industrial usage of the Project area. Due to the
disturbed industrial site conditions, it is unlikely that this rare plant species would be present in the Project area.
Potential adverse effects to terrestrial vegetation include disturbance during installation of the marine berth access
gangway, installation of connections to land-based utility services and the introduction of invasive species during
Project construction and operation. Proposed mitigation measures during construction include: limit vegetation
removal where possible, plant and seed with native plant species and properly dispose of invasive species. After
mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.

Terrestrial Wildlife

Shrubs and small trees present around the disturbed industrial area may provide nesting opportunities for a
variety of songbirds and larger trees surrounding the upland portion of the Project area may provide nesting
platforms for raptors and foraging habitat. The vegetated portions of the Project area may also provide wildlife
habitat in the form of foraging, hunting, migrating, breeding, thermal cover, escape cover, and nesting habitat for a
variety of large and small mammals, and invertebrates. There is the potential for a number of terrestrial wildlife
species at risk to occur in the Project area. Potential adverse effects to terrestrial wildlife are limited to the
potential disturbance of vegetation that could provide habitat. Proposed mitigation measures during include
disturbing or clearing vegetation outside of the least risk window for breeding birds. After mitigation measures are
applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.

R

Fish and Fish Habitat

D

Key marine vegetation in BC that provides important spawning, rearing, cover and foraging habitat for various
marine species includes kelp and eelgrass. Bull kelp and eelgrass have been found along the shoreline over a
portion of the Port, but none have been mapped along the shoreline adjacent to the proposed marine berth
location. Important areas for several marine invertebrates have been identified by Fisheries and Oceans Canada
(DFO) in the Port including inshore Tanner crab, Dungeness crab, green sea urchin and shrimp. One listed
marine invertebrate species, the Northern Abalone, is known to occur in the Port but is unlikely to occur in or near
the marine berth location. Both anadromous and marine fish are known to occur in the Port. Several salmon
spawning streams flow into the Port, and the Port may provide migration, holding and rearing habitat for these
salmonids. The Port overlaps with important areas for eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus) and Pacific herring
(Clupea pallasii). Pacific herring are known to spawn along various sections of shoreline in the Port; however,
they are not known to spawn in or adjacent to the proposed marine berth location. Potential adverse effects to fish
and fish habitat include a decrease in water quality from construction and operation activities including suspension
of sediment from impact pile driving, use of cementitious materials and from hydrocarbon spills. Proposed
mitigation measures during construction include working in the least risk work window for fish as well as
monitoring water quality and underwater noise. Proposed mitigation during operations includes restricting the
location of fuel transfers to avoid sensitive fish habitats, including canopy forming kelp beds, eelgrass beds and
Pacific herring spawning locations, and restrict timing of fuel transfers to avoid extreme weather conditions. After
mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.
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Marine Mammals
Ten marine mammals are known to occur in the Port, six of which are listed species. Listed species include
Northern elephant seal, fin whale, harbour porpoise, humpback whale, Northern resident killer whale, and Steller
sea lion. The Port overlaps with an important area for the northern resident killer whales where they aggregate
each year between May and July to feed on salmon. Potential adverse effects to marine mammals include affects
from underwater noise from impact pile driving and collisions with vessels during operations. Proposed mitigation
measures include monitoring a 250 m safety perimeter around pile driving and suspending work if a marine
mammal is observed within it, and following the “Mariner’s Guide to Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises of Western
Canada” while the barges are transiting during operations. After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects
are not expected to be significant.

Marine Birds
The marine environment in the Port supports a variety of birds including waterfowl, raptors seabirds and
shorebirds. The Port overlaps with the Big Bay South to Delusion Bay Important Bird Area. This important bird
area has been identified because of the congregatory species, waterfowl concentrations and colonial waterbirds /
seabird concentrations that occur in the area. It provides various types of habitat for birds including tidal
rivers/estuaries, marine mud or sand flats, marine inlets / coastal features and marine coastal cliffs/rocky shores.
The Port also overlaps within an important area for birds, specifically for black and white-winged. Surveys and
satellite telemetry studies have shown that they use the Prince Rupert area as a staging area during their yearly
migration. There are nine listed marine bird species that have the potential to occur in the general vicinity of the
Port. Potential adverse effects to marine birds include effects from accidental spills during construction and
operation. Proposed mitigation measures include following mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water
Quality section and restrict timing of fuel transfers to avoid extreme weather conditions. After mitigation measures
are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant.

First Nations Current Use of Lands and Marine Resources for Traditional
Purposes
Wolverine has engaged Metlakatla First Nation and Lax Kw’alaams Band and is seeking Project-specific
information on traditional land and marine resource use and traditional knowledge so that it can be incorporated
into the discipline specific environmental effects evaluation. Environmental effects and associated potential
mitigation measures will be developed with input from potentially affected First Nations.

Archaeology and Heritage Resources
Three previously recorded heritage sites and 36 previously recorded archaeological sites are within 3 km of the
Project, all within terrestrial settings. The closest of the previously registered sites is archaeological site GbTo-049
that is located adjacent (<80 m) to the Project. Archaeological site GbTo-049 is a registered shell midden site that
is purported to contain human burials; however, to date no evidence of fragmentary, or intact ancestral remains or
burials have been collected, or encountered at the site. The records reviewed indicated no physical presence of
ship or aircraft wrecks within the Project area. Effects to unregistered archaeological and heritage resources,
should they be present, may occur from the proposed construction and operation activities. Main mitigation
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measures include preparing a Chance Find Management Plan. After mitigation measures are applied, residual
effects are not expected to be significant.

Marine and Land Use

AF
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The Marine and Land Use assessment addresses navigation, as well as commercial and non-commercial marine
and land-based activities and uses that may be affected by Project construction and operation activities.
Prince Rupert’s harbour is one of the deepest ice-free harbours in the world and can be entered throughout the
year. The majority of large commercial vessel traffic destined for terminals in the Inner Harbour, is from container
cargo, with the remaining proportion shared by bulk cargo and passenger / cruise ship vessels. While commercial
fisheries occur year-round, commercial and recreational fishing vessels experience annual peak usage during
fisheries openings. Similarly, recreational boaters and commercial tour operators experience peak usage during
the summer season. Prince Rupert is the export point for reserves of western Canadian metallurgical and thermal
coal as well as grain, wood products, chemicals and containers. There are daily scheduled arrivals and
departures between Prince Rupert and North American destinations serviced by CN. The Prince Rupert Harbour
shoreline is primarily used for, and designated for, industrial use. While the waterfront is mainly controlled by
private owners, a trail master plan has been developed to construct more trails in the Prince Rupert area to
provide future public waterfront access.
Marine vessel movements associated with Project construction, and movement of rail barge and fuel distribution
barges during operations will increase marine traffic within the Inner Harbour and could affect marine access and
use of other commercial and non-commercial vessels. Several mitigation measures are recommended.

Socio-Economics

D
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The Port of Prince Rupert is largely situated within the City of Prince Rupert. As of 2016, the population of
Prince Rupert was 12,220. Prince Rupert is the primary economic and transportation hub of the North Coast
region and the local economy is strongly tied to global transportation of goods. Project construction is expected to
require approximately 30 direct jobs over a six-month period while operations are anticipated to create 13 long
term, full-time jobs. The proponent is committed to supporting local employment and contracting opportunities
wherever possible and will work with identified First Nations to identify appropriate employment, contracting, and
training opportunities to further support local economic benefit to the region. As Project effects to employment and
business opportunities are expected to be beneficial, they are not rated for significance.
The Project also has the potential to increase nuisance noise at a neighbourhood located approximately 110 m
from the Project site. This neighbourhood is adjacent to the existing waterfront industrial area in which the Project
is located and already experiences noise from the industrial activity in the region. The increased noise levels
associated with the Project could contribute to continuation or further nuisance, particularly if nuisance is already
experienced. Wolverine will advise nearby residents of potential noise-causing activities and schedule these
events to reduce disruption which can also reduce nuisance. Potential nuisance effects associated with noise are
therefore considered low magnitude, reversible as they will end when Project related noise ceases, local in
geographic extent, long-term in duration, and intermittent. This effect is considered not significant.
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Visual Amenities
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The Project marine berth site is located in the Inner Harbour of the Port, a sheltered deep water channel between
Tuck Inlet to the northeast and Digby Island to the west. The ridgeline and steep slope of Mount Hays (625 m)
forms a prominent, naturally forested background to the south of the Project site. The north side of the Inner
Harbour consists of undulating terrain covered by uniform, dense coastal forests. The City of Prince Rupert town
site demonstrates land use patterns related to mostly single family residential development and some commercial
development near the downtown. There are numerous facilities for container, grain, and bulk commodity terminals
along the foreshore (e.g., Fairview Container Terminal), and adjacent to the Project site (e.g., Westview Terminal,
Railcar Barge Terminal). The Project site was previously used by harbour towage companies. CN rail lines pass
immediately south of the Project site and parallel the foreshore of Prince Rupert providing a route for freight train
movement through the city and to terminal facilities. Three key viewpoints were selected to be used for
assessment that demonstrate representative public viewing opportunities from a range of view types and viewing
distances within the Inner Harbour.

D
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While there is the potential for Project effects during construction, the Project will create visual effects that will last
beyond construction and into the operations phase. Therefore, the visual assessment focused on the effects of
the Project during the operation stage as this is the period when the Project expected to be at its largest extent
and provide its most persistent contribution of visual effects. Operational components of the Project include the
loading of marine fuel transport rail cars onto the rail barge at the existing Railcar Barge Terminal, movement and
mooring of the rail barge at the marine berth and delivering fuel to ships at anchor in the Port via the fuel
distribution barge. The following mitigation measures are expected to partially reduce potential adverse effects:
finish external surfaces of marine berth and barges, considerate of operational requirements, to reduce the level
of contrast with the existing landscape setting, re-vegetate area near the marine berth to reduce contrast and
increase blending with the existing landscape setting. The overall level of visual impact indicated by analysis of
the key viewpoints is considered to be low as visible Project features will cause minimal visual disturbance to the
existing visual condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Project Overview

Wolverine Terminals ULC (Wolverine) is proposing to construct a marine berth to serve as a moorage site for two
purpose-built marine fuel storage barges and operate a fuelling service for cargo vessels anchored or berthed in
the Port of Prince Rupert (the Port), British Columbia (BC).
The proposed Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service (the Project) is located within the traditional territory of the
Tsimshian Nation and on federal lands managed by the Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA), a local port
authority constituted under the Canada Marine Act (R.S.C. 1985).

AF
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The proposed Project is defined as a “project” under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012
(CEAA 2012) and subject to an environmental effects evaluation prior to a federal authority exercising a power or
performing a duty or function that could permit the Project to proceed. The federal authorities that are required to
review the environmental effects evaluation and make a determination as to whether the proposed Project is likely
to cause significant adverse environmental effects are the PRPA due to their responsibility for reviewing and
approving new commercial port facilities, and Transport Canada due to their responsibility for reviewing and
authorizing works in navigable waters under the Navigation Protection Act (R.S.C. 1985).
To assist the two federal authorities’ determination as to whether the proposed Project is likely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder) has prepared this environmental effects
evaluation report on behalf of Wolverine.

1.2

Project Rationale
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Cargo vessel fuelling services are not presently available in the Port. This lack of specialized fuelling services
results in ocean going cargo vessels transiting across the Pacific ocean from Asian ports with either enough fuel
to make the return trip directly or having to visit other west coast ports to refuel before returning to Asia. The
additional fuel carried to make the return trip directly from the Port displaces potential cargo and decreases the
Port’s ability to support the growth of Canadian trade in a commercially viable manner. Cargo vessels that need to
visit other west coast ports in order to refuel increase shipping costs and may affect the Port’s strategic advantage
of being the closest North American port to Asia with direct access to open water.
Cargo vessel fuelling services in other major global ports typically rely on being close to large industrial
infrastructure such as oil refineries or petroleum tank depots fed by pipelines, marine tankers, rail cars, barges or
road tankers. The lack of oil refineries and suitable tank depots in or near the Port means that a typical cargo
vessel fuelling service would need to transport fuel from a petroleum refinery in Vancouver or Washington State
by tug and barge through the Inside Passage to Prince Rupert harbour. This strategy of transporting fuel for cargo
vessels through the Inside Passage increases the potential sale cost of the fuel to levels that do not support a
viable cargo ship fuelling business within the Port.
The availability of competitively priced cargo vessel refuelling services to ships visiting the Port may increase the
commercial attractiveness of the Port and further advance the Port’s strategic advantage of being the closest
North American port to Asia.
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Proponent Information

Wolverine is a Calgary, Alberta-based company focused on the safe and efficient development of energy related
marine terminals at key ports in Canada and the U.S. Wolverine is a Canadian subsidiary of Wexford Capital LP
and Gulfport Energy Corporation.
Proponent Contacts:
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Mr. Serge Bisson, President
Mr. Jacob Hardy, Director Marketing
Fifth and Fifth #2600, 605 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 3H5
Web Site: wolverineterminals.com
Email: info@wolverterminals.com
Tel: (403) 930-6440

Regulatory Setting

R

The proposed Project is not a “designated project” under the Regulations Designating Physical Activities
(SOR/2012-147); therefore, it is not subject to a formal environmental assessment under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (S.C. 2012, c. 19, s. 52) (CEAA 2012). However, the proposed Project
meets the definition of a “project” on federal lands. A “project” is defined by Section 66 of CEAA 2012 as a
physical activity that is carried out on federal lands or outside Canada in relation to a physical work and is not a
designated project. For the proposed Project, the physical activity is the construction of the marine berth and the
operation of the marine vessel refuelling activities. The proposed Project’s physical work is the installation of new
vessel mooring dolphins in parts of the marine environment defined as federal lands.

D

The proposed Project is located on federal lands managed by the PRPA, a Canada Port Authority established
under Section 8 of the Canada Marine Act (S.C. 1998, c. 10). In accordance with Schedule 3 of CEAA 2012, the
PRPA is defined as a federal authority that has powers, duties or functions in relation to an assessment of the
environmental effects of a “designated project” or “project” on federal lands within the PRPA’s jurisdiction.
Section 67 of CEAA 2012 specifies that federal authorities such as the PRPA must not make a decision about a
proposed “project” on federal lands unless the proposed “project” is determined to be unlikely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, or the Governor in Council decides that those effects are justified.
Transport Canada is also a federal authority for the proposed Project due to their administration of the Navigation
Protection Act (R.S.C. 1985) and requirement to review an application and consider granting an approval that
allows the Project to proceed. Similar to the PRPA, Transport Canada must not make a decision about a
proposed “project” on federal lands unless the proposed “project” is determined to be unlikely to cause significant
adverse environmental effects, or the Governor in Council decides that those effects are justified.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is not a federal authority for the proposed Project because the construction
of the proposed marine berth is common marine infrastructure in the Pacific Region where serious harm to fish, a
contravention of the federal Fisheries Act (R.S.C. 1985, c. F-14), and impacts to species listed under the Species
at Risk Act (S.C. 2002) can usually be avoided and/or mitigated through appropriate design, construction
methods, planning, timing, siting and avoidance and mitigation measures.
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Health Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada are also not federal authorities for the Project
because the Project can likely be constructed and operated in a manner that avoids causing significant adverse
environmental effects to human health or the environment. Federal authorities such as the PRPA and Transport
Canada may seek expert advice from DFO, Health Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada to
assist in making a project determination.
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The proposed Project is situated on federal lands, and there is no comprehensive federal statute directing how
(or whether) a given department is supposed to treat archaeological issues on its lands. However, CEAA 2012
states that one of the purposes of the Act is “to ensure that projects…are considered in a careful and
precautionary manner before federal authorities take action in connection with them, in order to ensure that such
projects do not cause significant adverse environmental effects” (Section 4(1)(b)). Under CEAA 2012,
environmental effects include “any structure, site or thing that is of historical, archaeological, paleontological or
architectural significance” (Section 5(1)(c)) and the current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes by
Aboriginal persons (i.e., traditional use sites). Ship and airplane wreck sites may also be protected under federal
statute if it is determined that they possess characteristics of national historic significance (Historic Sites and
Monuments Board of Canada 2000). Under the terms of the BC Heritage Conservation Act (RSBC 1996)(HCA),
all archaeological sites that predate AD 1846 are automatically protected. Heritage wrecks, consisting of the
remains of vessels or aircraft after two or more years have passed since they sank, crashed, or were abandoned,
are also protected under the HCA.

R

While the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (2015) has developed technical guidelines that document
the expected requirements for the protection of cultural heritage sites in an environmental assessment conducted
under CEAA 2012, CEAA 2012 does not contain statutory directives with respect to how these resources and
features are to be ‘considered’ (i.e., managed). Given the absence of federal regulations outlining how
archaeological assessments are to be undertaken on federal lands, archaeological studies are generally
conducted in general accordance with provincial regulations as described in the Archaeological Impact
Assessment Guidelines (1998) developed by the BC Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural
Resource Operations and Rural Development.

D

An environmental effects evaluation of the proposed Project is required to assist federal authorities in their
determination of the proposed Project’s likelihood of causing significant adverse environmental effects.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Introduction

The proposed Project includes the construction of a marine berth to serve as a moorage site for two purpose-built
marine fuel storage barges and the operation of a cargo ship fuelling service within the inner and outer harbour of
the Port (Figure 2, Figure 3).
Construction components of the Project are primarily marine-based and include the construction of a marine berth
and the off-site fabrication of a rail barge and a fuel distribution barge. The new marine berth is proposed to be
located at a site previously used by harbour towage companies in between the existing Westview Terminal owned
by Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group and the existing Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal owned by CN.

AF
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Activities associated with the construction of the marine berth includes:



Installing three new mooring dolphins that would be connected to each other and to the shore with
gangways.



Installing connections to pre-existing land-based electrical, water and natural gas utility services.

Operational components of the proposed Project include:

Towing the rail barge a distance of approximately 400 m between the Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal
and the proposed marine berth.



Decanting marine fuel from the rail cars into the rail barge’s cargo tanks once the rail barge is securely
moored at the marine berth.



Transferring the marine fuel to a fuel distribution barge.



Delivering fuel to ships at anchor in the inner and outer harbour of the Port via the fuel distribution barge.

R



D

Appendix A includes photos representative of the proposed marine berth site and the existing Railcar Barge
Terminal.
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Construction Components

2.2.1

Marine Berth

The marine berth is intended to serve as a secure moorage site for a purpose-built rail barge and a purpose built
fuel distribution barge. The marine berth would also serve as a temporary moorage site for supporting vessels
such as one or more harbour tug(s) used to move the barges and a work crew transport vessel.
The proposed marine berth location was selected to minimize safety and environmental risk. More specifically, the
proposed marine berth location was selected for the following reasons:
The site is an existing secured waterfront industrial development that formally served as a moorage site for
harbour towage companies between approximately 1973 and 2013.



The site’s overwater distance of approximately 400 m from the Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal limits
exposure of the rail barge to marine traffic and natural navigational hazards such as shallow water.



The site’s intended use is consistent with land and marine use objectives described in the Port of Prince
Rupert 2020 Land Use Management Plan and the City of Prince Rupert zoning bylaws.



The site has nearby pre-existing connections to utility services such as water, electricity and natural gas.



The site is centrally located within the Port’s inner harbour where the majority of ocean going vessels anchor
while waiting to berth at various cargo loading and unloading facilities.



The upland area of the site is currently restricted for public access and patrolled by the CN Police Service.



The site lacks sensitive habitat for terrestrial wildlife and marine resources.
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The proposed marine berth arrangement includes three dolphins that each serve as a combined mooring and
breasting dolphin (Figure 4). The three dolphins are anticipated to be installed approximately 20 m from land in
approximately 10-15 m of water depth using industry-standard pile construction methods during a four to six
month period. Each dolphin comprises of five, 1.68 m diameter, steel piles arranged in a triangular configuration
and anchored into the underlying bedrock with rock sockets (Figure 5). The total area of the seabed that would be
occupied by the three dolphins is estimated to be 33 m 2.
The mooring dolphins would be connected to each other and to the shore with a railed and graded deck gangway
(i.e., catwalk) to enable the attachment of mooring lines to the individual dolphins and personnel access to and
from shore. The installation of connections to pre-existing land-based electrical, water and natural gas utility
services may require temporary disturbance to small upland areas.
No land-based infrastructure, such as office or storage buildings, are proposed to be built or used in the area
immediately upland of the marine berth.
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Figure 4: Proposed Marine Berth Arrangement

Figure 5: Proposed Breasting and Mooring Dolphin Plan View
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Rail Barge and Fuel Distribution Barge

The rail barge and fuel distribution barge are custom designed for their intended purposes and would be
fabricated at specialized facilities outside of Prince Rupert following completion of detailed engineering design and
a competitive procurement management process.
The rail barge, commonly referred to as a transloading barge in the nautical industry, is designed to be compatible
with the existing Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal and to accommodate up to 24 TC-117 tank railcars on four
deck tracks with an overall fuel cargo capacity of approximately 12,500 metric tonnes.

AF
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The fuel distribution barge, commonly referred to as a lightering barge in the nautical industry, is designed to be
compatible with the rail barge and capable of blending and offloading marine fuel to cargo vessels. The fuel
distribution barge’s overall fuel cargo capacity is approximately 4,800 metric tonnes.
Conceptual engineering drawings of the rail barge and fuel distribution barge are provided in Appendix B.
The fabrication of the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge outside of the Port on non-federal lands results in
these construction activities as being outside the scope of the Project and its associated environmental effects
evaluation. However, the following sections provide further information about each barge’s design specifications
and features as their operations are within the scope of the Project and its associated environmental effects
evaluation.

2.2.2.1

Barge Design Criteria

R

Both the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge will be designed, constructed and operated in accordance with
international, national and local safety requirements and standards. At the international level, the United Nations’
International Maritime Organization is responsible for the safety and security of global shipping and the prevention
of marine pollution by ships. At the national level, Transport Canada is responsible for marine transportation
policies and programs that promote safe, secure and environmentally-responsible marine practices. Locally, the
PRPA is responsible for establishing marine operational requirements within the Port.
The following provides a partial list of acts, regulations, standards and guidelines that would apply to the design,
construction and operation of the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge.
International Maritime Organization instruments:

D



 International Code for Fire Safety Systems 2012

 International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk
 International Code on Intact Stability 2008
 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78)
 International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1974
 International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code 2016



Transport Canada instruments:

 Canada Labour Code (R.S.C. 1985, c. L-2)


Maritime Occupations Health and Safety Regulations (SOR/2010-120)
10
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 Canada Shipping Act 2001 (2001, c. 26)
Cargo, Fumigation and Tackle Regulations (SOR/2007-128)



Classed Ships Inspection Regulations 1995 (SOR/89-225)



Collision Regulations (C.R.C. c. 1416)



Environmental Response Arrangements Regulations (SOR/2008-275)



Fire and Boat Drills Regulations (SOR/2010-83)



Hull Construction Regulations (C.R.C. c. 1431)



Hull Inspection Regulations (C.R.C. c. 1432)



Life Saving Equipment Regulations (C.R.C. c. 1436)



Load Line Regulations (SOR/2007-99)



Marine Personnel Regulations (SOR/2007-115)



Navigation Safety Regulations (SOR/2005-134)



Safe Working Practice Regulations (C.R.C. c. 14467)



Vessel Certificates Regulations (SOR/2007-31)



Vessel Fire Safety Regulations (SOR/2017-14)



Vessel Pollution and Dangerous Chemicals Regulations (SOR/2012-69)



Vessel Registration and Tonnage Regulations (SOR/2007-126)

R
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 Canada Transportation Act (S.C. 1996, c. 10)
 Marine Transportation Security Act (S.C. 1994, c. 40)
Marine Transportation Security Regulations (SOR/2004-144)

D



 Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act 1992 (1992, c. 34)




Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations (SOR/2001-286)

PRPA instruments:

 Canada Marine Act (S.C. 1998, c. 10)


Natural and Man-made Harbour Navigation and Use Regulations (SOR/2005-73)



Port Authorities Management Regulations (SOR/99-101)



Port Authorities Operations Regulations (SOR/2000-55)



PRPA Practices and Procedures (Port Information Guide 2016)
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Additionally, both the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge would be designed, constructed and operated to
achieve compliance with the Government of Canada’s proposed Oil Tanker Moratorium Act (Bill C-48) which is
intended to prohibit oil tankers carrying more than 12,500 metric tonnes of crude or persistent oil products as
cargo from stopping, loading or unloading in northern BC.
Both barges will be registered in the Canadian Register of Vessels under the flag of Canada and classified by a
Transport Canada-approved Classification Society as a 100AT, Oil Barge, for sheltered harbour service, for
carriage of oils with a flashpoint exceeding 60 oC.

General Description

AF
T

Rail Barge Specifications and Features
The non-self-propelled rail barge is designed to receive fuel cargo from up to 24 railcars that are loaded onto four
deck tracks at the existing Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal, to store two grades of heavy fuel oil (HFO) and
marine diesel oil (MDO) as cargo within wing and double bottom hull tanks, and to transfer the fuel cargo to the
fuel distribution barge. The rail barge will have an overall length of 135 m, a beam of 32 m, and a depth of 7 m
(Figure 6).

R

The 24 TC-117 tank railcars will be loaded onto the bow of the rail barge by CN personnel during appropriate tide
heights and each railcar will be secured in place directly on top of a hatched spill catchment basin. Once all
railcars are secured, the rail barge would be towed by tug(s) to the proposed marine berth where the railcar
drainage process will occur. Once the rail barge is securely moored at the marine berth, an onboard steam
system will heat the railcars to decrease the viscosity of the fuel cargo and allow gravity to help offload the fuel
cargo through a direct hose connection to storage tanks. The spill catchment basins located under the centre of
each railcar will provide secondary containment in the event of a hose failure and be capable of draining directly
to dedicated slop tanks sized in compliance with regulations. A spill coaming around the perimeter of the railcar
deck area capable of collecting and directing rainwater to filters will provide a third level of containment.

D

TC-117 tank cars are an updated Transport Canada standard that have enhanced safety features to protect
communities along Canada’s railways. These enhanced safety features provide improved puncture resistance,
structural strength, fracture resistance and increased thermal protection to withstand exposure to a 100-minute
pool fire and a 30 minute jet fuel fire without rupturing.

Marine and Cargo Handling Systems
The rail barge’s cargo handling and marine systems are designed to be similar to a conventional bunkering barge
as well as addressing its particular intended application in the Port. It will be fitted with electrical power generation,
tank heating, railcar heating, ballast, bilge, fire, slop/sludge, ventilation, and cargo systems.
The rail barge’s cargo systems will be configured to allow for the bunkering of two grades of HFO and of MDO.
Loading of the rail barge’s fuel cargo will be completed via gravity drains from the steam-heated railcars which
can be augmented by pumps for distribution to specific storage tanks. The fuel cargo transfer and offloading
system will use suction lines and cargo pumps to draw cargo fuel from each storage tank to a pair of deck
manifolds with connections for the different grades of cargo fuel. The deck manifolds will align with the manifold of
the fuel distribution barge and allow for easier connection of the quick connect transfer hoses. A slop/sludge
system will allow for the collection and storage of contaminated or residual cargo from any of the cargo tanks.
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All cargo operations will be controlled by a cargo management system that is located within the barge’s
operations room.

Air Emissions Control Measures

Safety Systems

AF
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Hydrocarbon vapours and potential odours that may occur during the transfer of fuel cargo between the barges
will be mitigated with a closed loop vapour recovery and venting system that allows for the transfer of vapours
between the two barges storage tanks. Industrial grade scrubbers, specifically designed to mitigate potential
odours, will be utilized to treat all fluids discharged from the vapour space of the rail barge when not connected to
the closed loop system. This includes vapours displaced during the rail car loading process.

The rail barge will be fitted with safety systems in accordance with detailed design technical specifications and
regulatory requirements. The most significant safety system is limiting the vessel cargo to only marine grade fuels
with flashpoints higher than 60oC. The rail barge’s primary safety systems include the following:
Fire pump and hydrant system that allows seawater to be pumped through strategically located hydrants for
direct firefighting on the barge.



Fixed fire suppression system to protect the machinery space from a fire caused by diesel powered
equipment such as generators and boilers.



Emergency stops fitted in strategic locations where crew can remotely stop fuel transfer operations in the
event of an emergency.



Cargo management system that allows for real time monitoring of system pressures and temperatures.



Spill containment and treatment systems that include the hatched spill catchment basins located under the
centre of each railcar, the spill coaming around the perimeter of the railcar deck area, tanks dedicated to the
temporary storage of slop/sludge, and oil filtering equipment that meets regulatory requirements.



Noise arresting silencers on the generator and boiler exhausts.



Double hull construction.

D
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Figure 6: Rail Barge Illustration

Fuel Distribution Barge Specifications and Features
General Description

The fuel distribution barge is designed to provide marine fuelling services to ocean going vessels in the Port.
It will have a fuel cargo capacity of about 4,800 metric tonnes, a length of 82 m, a beam of 20 m, and depth of
6 m. It will be very similar in design to other fuel distribution barges of a similar capacity located in sheltered
waters along the west coast of BC (Figure 7).

R

The fuel distribution barge will berth alongside the rail barge at the proposed marine berth for the cargo loading
process and berth alongside ocean going vessels for the cargo unloading process.

Marine and Cargo Handling Systems

D

Similar to the rail barge, the fuel distribution barge will be fitted with electrical power generation, tank heating,
bilge, fire, slop/sludge, ventilation, cargo, and ballast systems. The cargo handling system is designed to allow for
the bunkering of multiple grades of fuels through middeck manifolds and distribution piping. A crane will facilitate
the movement of hoses to the ocean going vessel.
The fuel distribution barge will be capable of blending, metering and offloading the fuel cargo to ocean going
vessels in accordance with customer-requested fuel volume and grade specifications. A slop/sludge system will
allow for the collection and storage of contaminated or residual cargo from any of the cargo tanks. All cargo
operations will be controlled by a cargo management system that is located within the barge’s operations room on
the second level of the deckhouse.
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Air Emissions Control Measures
The fuel distribution barge, like the rail barge, will have a closed loop vapour handling system that allows for the
transfer of vapours between the barges’ storage tanks during filling. During the transfer of fuel cargo to ocean
going vessels, vapours would be managed by the ocean going vessel.

Safety Systems

AF
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Safety systems on the fuel distribution barge are near identical to those fitted on the rail barge and would achieve
all regulatory compliance requirements. The most significant safety system is limiting the vessel cargo to only
marine grade fuels with flashpoints higher than 60oC. The fuel distribution barge’s primary safety systems include
the following:
Fire pump and hydrant system that allows seawater to be pumped through strategically located hydrants for
direct firefighting on the barge.



Fixed fire suppression system to protect the machinery space from a fire caused by diesel powered
equipment such as generators and boilers.



Emergency stops fitted in strategic locations where crew can remotely stop fuel transfer operations in the
event of an emergency.



Cargo management system that allows for real time monitoring of system pressures and temperatures.



Spill containment and treatment systems that include a spill coaming around the perimeter of the barge deck
area, tanks dedicated to the temporary storage of slop/sludge, and oil filtering equipment that meets
regulatory requirements.



Spark and noise arresting silencers on the generator and boiler exhausts.



Double hull construction.
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Figure 7: Fuel Distribution Barge Illustration
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Marine Fuel Cargo Specifications

In general there are two basic types of marine fuels: distillate and residual. A mixture of these two types of marine
fuels are commonly called “intermediate”. Fuel for marine use in engines and boilers may contain a mixture of fuel
types and grades to achieve specific requirements suitable for its intended use.
The marine fuel cargo stored and transported with the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge comprises
primarily of two grades of Fuel Oil (Intermediate Fuel Oil 180 and Intermediate Fuel Oil 380) and one grade of
Marine Distillate (MDO). Intermediate Fuel Oil (IFO) 180 is generally a mix of residual oil and distillate oil. MDO
mainly consists of distillate oil with a trace of residual oil.

2.2.4
Tug
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All marine fuel cargo will be required to meet International Standard 8271. The marine fuels can be blended in
different ratios of residual oil and distillate oil to meet specific vessel requirements.

Support Vessels for Moving Barges and Crew

As both the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge are not self-propelled, tug(s) (tugboats) are required to move
the barges within the Port. These harbour towages services are anticipated to be provided by either an existing or
new harbour towage provider retained under contract or provided by a purpose-built tug owned and operated by
Wolverine.
The fabrication of new tug outside of the Port on non-federal lands results in this construction activity as being
outside the scope of the Project and its associated environmental effects evaluation. However, the following
provides further information about the type of tug required as its operations are within the scope of the Project and
its associated environmental effects evaluation.

D
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One or more tugs will provide harbour towage services for the both the rail barge and the fuel distribution barge.
The minimum required bollard pull for the safe movement of both barges was estimated to be 19 tonnes based on
Transport Canada guidance formulas. The proposed tug will have a bollard pull of 28 tonnes, azimuthing Z-drives
for enhanced maneuverability, and be capable of towing off the hip and from the stern tow post.

Crew Transport Vessel

A small crew transport vessel, anticipated to be about 8 m in length, is required to transport workers from preexisting vehicle parking areas to the marine berth. The crew transport vessel would also be used to transport
consumable supplies to each of the barges, help evacuate an injured worker for transport to medical aid, or
deploy and retrieve preventative spill containment booms as part of normal operations.
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Operation Components

2.3.1 Railcar Barge Terminal
Railcars with marine fuels would be transported by CN to the Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal and loaded
onto the rail barge by CN during appropriate tide heights. Once the TC-117 rail cars are secured onto the deck of
the rail barge and decoupled from CN’s locomotive, the rail barge would be towed by tug(s) to the proposed
marine berth. After the railcars are emptied, they would be transported back to the Railcar Barge Terminal by
tug(s) and shipped back by CN.

AF
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The rail barge is anticipated to be loaded and unloaded by CN personnel approximately once every three days or
approximately ten times each month. The timing of railcar loading and unloading would be targeted to occur
between the hours of 7:00 am and 9:00 pm.

2.3.2 Marine Berth Site

Once the railcars are loaded onto the rail barge, a tug(s) will be used to maneuver the barge to the marine berth.
At the marine berth, the marine fuel will be transferred from the railcars into below deck heated tanks. The rail
barge will be able to generate sufficient power to operate essential systems while under way and during berthing
operations and fuel offloading. It is anticipated that shore power will be provided through a direct connection to
pre-existing overhead electrical lines.
At the marine berth, fuel will be transferred from the rail barge to the fuel distribution barge. The fuel distribution
barge will then be towed to vessels requiring fuel in the inner and outer harbour.

2.3.3 Marine Fuel Transfers

R

The process of loading fuel onto the receiving vessel, called bunkering, will be supervised by a certified individual
(e.g., master mate known as the “person in charge”, engineer, or tanker-man). A pre-fuelling work plan will be
prepared for each operation as all vessels are different. The pre-fuelling plan will be discussed at the pre-fuelling
bunkering meeting with the customer vessel crew. The bunkering meeting will detail volumes, tanks and practices
required for the safe and efficient transfer of fuels.

D

The anticipated rail barge and fuel distribution transit routes within the Port are shown in Figure 8. The proposed
marine fuel transfer sites include established anchorage sites 2-9 and existing and proposed marine terminals.
Final determination of proposed marine fuel transfer sites will be subject to approval by the PRPA and the various
terminal owners.
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2.4 Project Schedule
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Following receipt of regulatory approvals and confirmation of final investment decision, the proposed Project is
anticipated to start operations within an 18 month period. Following an approximate six month period for detailed
engineering, construction of the marine berth is anticipated to take up to six months and off-site fabrication of the
two barges is expected to take approximately 12 months. Delivery and commissioning of the barges is proposed
to be complete during late-2019 at which point operation of the cargo ship fuelling service could begin.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
Overview

The environment where the proposed Project would conduct its marine fuelling operations generally coincides
with the jurisdiction of the PRPA on the north coast of BC. This jurisdiction includes the inner harbour of Prince
Rupert, all of Ridley Island and Porpoise Harbour, waters extending to the high water mark on the north shore to
the Tsimshian Peninsula and a large water area around the south, east and west of Digby Island. The lands and
waters controlled by the PRPA total approximately 14,000 hectares of water, 965 hectares of land, and more than
350 km of coastline (PRPA 2011).
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The Port is located in BC’s Coastal Western Hemlock very wet hypermaritime central variant (CWHvh2)
biogeoclimatic subzone (DataBC 2017). The Coastal Western Hemlock zone is on average the rainiest zone in
BC with cool summers and mild winters (Meidinger and Pojar 1991).
At the Prince Rupert Airport on Digby Island approximately 6.5km west of the site, the mean annual temperature
is 7.5°C and ranges from 2.4 to 10.8°C (Government of Canada 2017a). The mean annual rainfall is 2,530 mm,
and the mean annual snowfall is 92 cm. The mean annual wind speed is 12 km/h with the most frequent direction
being from the southeast. The Port can experience extreme gusts of wind from the mountain slopes during
southeast gales, which are prevalent during the autumn and winter months (PRPA 2015a).

3.2

Physical Environment

The Port hosts the deepest natural harbour in North America that remains ice-free throughout the year.
Major industrial and commercial facilities in the Port include:
Alaska State Ferry Terminal



Prince Rupert Grain Terminal



BC Ferries Terminal



Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal



CN rail yard



Ridley Terminals (coal, propane)



Fairview Terminal (containers)



Tidal Transport Terminals (cargo)



Northland Cruise Terminal (cruise ships)



Westview Terminal (wood pellets)

D
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3.2.1

Air Quality

Existing air quality conditions within the Prince Rupert airshed were characterized using available information from
the Prince Rupert Airshed Study that was undertaken for the BC Ministry of Environment (MOE) (ESSA
Technologies Ltd. 2016). Average background concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and
particulate matter with a nominal aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) reported within Essa
Technologies Ltd. 2016, were low, which indicated good air quality within the Project area and airshed. No data
were available on existing conditions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) within the airshed; however, similar to
NO2 and SO2, VOC emissions would generally be expected to be emitted as a product of combustion sources,
and therefore the low concentrations of NO2 and SO2 would similarly suggest background VOC concentrations
are low.
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In-Air Noise

The existing noise environment is affected by the transportation and industrial infrastructure surrounding the
Project area. The main existing noise sources include:



train and locomotive passages



ship movements in the harbour



CN rail yard operations



aircraft flyovers



car and truck traffic



human activities

Marine Waters

AF
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3.2.3

The inner harbour is a deep, ice free inlet (PRPA 2015a). The entrance to the inner harbour is 457 m wide and at
least 35 m deep (PRPA 2015a). Tides are mixed but are mainly semi-diurnal. The mean tide higher high water is
6.1 m chart datum and mean tide lower low water is 1.2 m chart datum (PRPA 2015a). At the proposed marine
berth location, the predicted maximum flood current speed is 0.5 knots, while the predicted maximum ebb current
is 1.1 knots (Moffatt and Nicol 2016).

3.3
3.3.1

R

The PRPA has a Marine Environmental Water Quality (MEWQ) Program which monitors marine water quality in
the Port (PRPA 2015b). Four times a year, at 32 sites, water is analysed for a wide range of environmental
parameters (PRPA 2015b). In addition, a subset of these parameters are measured at these sites ever two
weeks. Water quality is categorized into five categories: excellent, good, fair, marginal and poor based on a
comparison of water quality to provincial and federal guidelines (PRPA 2015b; SNC Lavalin 2016). The current
water quality in the Port is generally rated as “good”, falling just under the “excellent” threshold, which is attributed
to exceedances of Enterococcus, fecal coliform and dissolved oxygen (SNC Lavalin 2016).

Biological Environment
Terrestrial Vegetation

D

The Project occurs in the Hecate Lowland Ecosection of the Coastal Gap Ecoregion and Coast and Mountains
Ecoprovince. The Coastal Gap Ecoregion consists of lower relief mountains with rugged and steep valley sides
with wet coastal forests (Demarchi 2011). The Hecate Lowland Ecosection experiences abundant precipitation
and cold Arctic air can bring deep snow during winter months (Demarchi 2011). Forests are wet and dominated by
western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana) at higher elevations
(Demarchi 2011).
BC has been further classified into Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) zones based on vegetation,
geological and climatic conditions and uses local climate and landform conditions to reflect the distribution and
presence of specific plant and animal communities and ecosystems. According to iMap BC, the Project is located
at sea level within the Coastal Western Hemlock (CWH) biogeoclimatic zone, very wet hypermaritime, central
variant (vh2) (Province of BC 2013). The CWH BEC zone is found at low to middle elevations generally to the
west of the coastal mountains in BC and is one of the rainiest biogeoclimatic zones in BC (Pojar et al. 1991).
The CWH is located from sea level to 1000 m and undeveloped areas within this zone are typically dominated by
old growth forests of western hemlock, western redcedar (Thuja plicata), and amabilis fir (Abies amabilis)
(Banner et al. 1993).
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Vegetation has been highly modified in the upland area near the proposed marine berth, and it is generally
considered a “brownfield” site based on past and current industrial use. There is a narrow fringe of shrubby
vegetation and some small trees present along the foreshore near the proposed marine berth, as described in
Table 1.
Table 1: Vegetation Species Observed along the Foreshore near the Proposed Marine Berth

Common Name

Scientific Name

BC List

COSEWIC

SARA

Black cottonwood

Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa

Yellow

-

-

Red alder

Alnus rubra

Yellow

Shrubs
Thimbleberry
Western mountain-ash
Salmonberry
Herbs
Fireweed
Common dandelion
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Trees

Rubus parviflorus

Yellow

-

-

Sorbus scopulina

Yellow

-

-

Rubus spectabilis

Yellow

-

-

Chamerion angustifolium

Yellow

-

-

Taraxacum officinale

Exotic

-

-

Table 2: Potentially Occurring Listed Plant Species Upland of Proposed Marine Berth

Scientific Name

BC List

COSEWIC

SARA

Alaska holly fern

Polystichum setigerum

Blue

-

-

Arctic daisy

Arctanthemum arcticum ssp. arcticum

Blue

Dwarf bog bunchberry

Cornus suecica

Blue

D
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English Name

Dotted saxifrage

Micranthes nelsoniana var. carlottae

Blue

Menzies' burnet

Sanguisorba menziesii

Blue

Gmelin's sedge

Carex gmelinii

Blue

Kamchatka spike-rush

Eleocharis kamtschatica

Blue

White adder's-mouth orchid

Malaxis brachypoda

Blue

Bog adder's-mouth orchid

Malaxis paludosa

Blue

White-lip rein orchid

Platanthera ephemerantha

Red

Based on the habitat requirements of each listed plant species, only the Alaska holly fern has a reasonable
probability of occurring within a 5 km radius of the proposed marine berth.
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Terrestrial Wildlife

The vegetated shrubs and small trees present around the disturbed industrial area upland of the proposed marine
berth may provide nesting opportunities for a variety of songbirds, and larger coniferous and deciduous trees may
provide nesting platforms for raptors such as red-tailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) and bald eagles (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus). A review of background information sources found no bald eagle nests mapped within the Project
area (WTSA 2017).

3.3.2.1
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Vegetated areas near the proposed marine berth may also provide wildlife habitat in the form of foraging, hunting,
migrating, breeding, thermal cover, escape cover, and nesting habitat for a variety of large and small mammals,
and invertebrates. Black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus), black bears (Ursus americanus) and grey wolves
(Canis lupus) have been reported on occasion within the City of Prince Rupert.

Wildlife at Risk

The BC Species and Ecosystems Explorer was queried to identify wildlife species with the potential to occur
upland of the proposed marine berth, based on their recorded presence within the general area. The query
identified a total of 24 listed wildlife species in the MOE Skeena Region, North Coast Forest District, the CWH
BEC zone and anthropogenic, forest, grassland/shrub, ocean, riparian, and subterranean habitat types.
Table 3 summarizes listed wildlife species with moderate or high probability of occurring upland of the proposed
marine berth.
Table 3: Potentially Occurring Listed Wildlife Species Upland of Proposed Marine Berth

Scientific
Name

BC
List

COSEWIC

SARA

Habitat Requirements

Probability

Blue

SC

1-SC
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English
Name

Forages along water margins
including marine habitat and
slow moving freshwater. On
the Pacific coast, typically
nests in colonies in tall Sitka
spruce, western redcedar,
western hemlock, pine, red
alder and black cottonwood.

High – known
historical colony
~600 m to
southwest,
foraging habitat
present in the
Project area.

SC

1-SC

Nests on cliffs generally over
forest or water. May also
nest on human structures –
pilings/bridges. Nest sites
are frequently associated
with waterbodies including
lakes, marine and river
ecosystems.

Moderate –
likely foraging
habitat present in
Project area –
potential nesting
platforms on
nearby piers.

Great Blue
Heron,
fannini
subspecies

Peregrine
Falcon,
pealei
subspecies

Ardea
herodias
fannini

Falco
peregrinus
pealei

Blue
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Scientific
Name

BC
List

COSEWIC

SARA

Habitat Requirements

Probability

Barn
Swallow

Hirundo
rustica

Blue

T

-

Breeding and nesting habitat
typically contains open areas
with low vegetation for
foraging, preferably with
nearby water. Nesting
typically occurs on
anthropogenic structures
such as rafters, ceilings,
roofs, bridges, and buildings.
Nests are generally located
near water bodies where
birds have access to mud to
construct their nest.

Moderate –
likely foraging
habitat present in
the Project area
– potential
nesting platforms
on nearby piers.

Band-tailed
Pigeon

Patagioenas
fasciata

Occurs in lower elevation
(0-300 m) coniferous forest
with varying mixtures of Sitka
spruce, western redcedar,
western hemlock, and
Douglas-fir. Generally occurs
in habitat where fruit bearing
shrubs are available; also
forages in cultivated areas.
Prefers open sites with
adjacent conifers. Breeds in
temperate and mountain
forests and woodlands.

Moderate –
likely foraging
habitat present in
the Project area
– potential
nesting sites in
nearby forested
habitat.
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English
Name

SC

1-SC

R

Blue

D

A great blue heron, fannini subspecies (Ardea herodias fannini) (blue-listed in BC, Special Concern COSEWIC,
Schedule 1 – Special Concern SARA) nest colony has been mapped approximately 600 m southwest of the
proposed marine berth location (BC CDC 2017b). The colony was last observed in 2013, and it is unknown if it
still exists. Under the BC Wildlife Act, great blue heron colonies are protected year round from disturbance even
when not currently in use as the colonies may be re-used. Best management practices recommend a 60 m nest
buffer in urban areas plus a 200 m no-disturb buffer during the nesting season 15 January – 15 September
(BC MOE 2014). As the reported colony is located farther away from the marine terminal than the recommended
buffer size of 260 m, construction and operation activities during the breeding window are not anticipated to
negatively affect the recorded heron colony.
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Fish and Fish Habitat
Marine Vegetation
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Key marine vegetation in BC that provides important spawning, rearing, cover and foraging habitat for various
marine species includes kelp and eelgrass. Kelp is brown algae that grow on rocky substrates. A few kelp species
occur in the mid intertidal, but most are restricted to the low intertidal or subtidal zones. Canopy forming species,
such as bull kelp (Nereocystis luetkeana) and giant kelp (Macrocystis integrifolia), can form large offshore or
narrow, fringing beds along coastal BC. Understory kelp species, such as Laminaria saccharina, can also form
beds on rocky substrate, and can form less dense patches on cobbles and boulders amongst softer substrates.
Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii), salmon, surf smelt (Hypomesus pretiosus), Pacific sand lance (Ammodytes
hexapterus), Northern abalone (Haliotis kamtschatkana), and sea urchins are among the important fauna to use
kelp (Lucas et al. 2007). Native eelgrass (Zostera marina) is a marine flowering plant that grows mainly in soft
sediments in the lower intertidal and shallow subtidal zones down to 6 m below chart datum (CD). Eelgrass can
play an important ecological role by forming a community structure and providing sediment stabilization and
habitat for waterfowl, crab, herring and juvenile salmon (Lucas et al. 2007).
Giant kelp, bull kelp and eelgrass along the shoreline of BC has been mapped through aerial survey analysis
(BCMCA 2017). Areas of patchy (visible over less than 50% of the shore unit) and continuous (visible over more
than 50% of the shore unit) coverage are mapped into a single “bioband”. Bull kelp and eelgrass have been found
along the shoreline over a portion of the Port through this method, but none were mapped along the shoreline
within kilometres of the proposed marine berth location (J Scheer, personal communication, 22 October 2017).
No listed marine vegetation species occur in the area (BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b).

3.3.3.2

Marine Invertebrates
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There are over 6,000 marine invertebrates in northern BC including sponges, cnidarians, bryozoans,
echinoderms, flatworms, molluscs and arthropods (Pellegrin et al 2007). Important areas for several marine
invertebrates have been identified by DFO in the Port including inshore Tanner crab (Chionecetes bairdi),
Dungeness crab (Metacarcinus magister), green sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus drobachiensis) and several
shrimp species (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a; DFO 2015). The nearshore areas along the BC north coast,
including inlets off Chatham Sound and Douglas Channel, were identiﬁed as an important area for the inshore
Tanner crab based on habitat preferences (Clarke and Jamieson 2006b). The area in and around the Port
supports dense aggregations of green sea urchins (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a,b). The area extending from the
Port to Chatham Sound is a major Dungeness crab fishing ground and supports significant aggregations (Clarke
and Jamieson 2006b). The Prince Rupert/Chatham Sound area has the largest diversity of shrimp species and
abundant humpback shrimp (Pandalus hypsinotus) in the Pacific North Coast Integrated Management Area
(PNCIMA) (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a, b).
One listed marine invertebrate species occurs in the Prince Rupert area – the Northern abalone (Table 4;
BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). The Northern abalone is red listed in BC and listed as
endangered by COSEWIC and SARA. Its range of distribution is along the Pacific coast from Baja, California to
Alaska. Most adults occur in nearshore, exposed or semi-exposed coastal waters at less than 10 m depth.
Northern abalone has the potential to occur within the jurisdiction of the Port but is unlikely to be found near the
semi-protected proposed marine berth due to a lack of critical habitat and the site’s exposure to municipal waste
discharges.
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Table 4: Listed Marine Invertebrates with the Potential to Occur in the Port

Common Name
(Scientific Name)

BC CDC
Status

COSEWIC
Status

SARA
Schedule
/ Status

Range and Habitat

Northern abalone
(Haliotis
kamtschatkana)

Red

E

1-E

Occurs in nearshore, exposed or semiexposed coastal waters at less than 10 m
depth.

3.3.3.3

Fish

Anadromous Fish

AF
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Notes: E = endangered; N/A=Not applicable; NAR= Not at Risk; SC=Special Concern; T=Threatened; “-“= not assessed; 1=Listed under
Schedule 1 of the Species at Risk Act.

Important areas for three groups of anadromous fish where identified by DFO in the PNCIMA including eulachon,
salmon and green sturgeon (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a). No important areas for salmon or green sturgeon
(Acipenser medirostris) overlap with the Port; however, part of an important eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus)
area overlaps with the south east end of the Port (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a).

R

There are several streams that drain into the Port and surrounding waters that support spawning of anadromous
salmonid species including Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), chum salmon (O. keta), coho salmon
(O. kisutch), pink salmon (O. gorbuscha), sockeye salmon (O. nerka), coastal cutthroat trout (O. clarkii clarkii) and
rainbow trout (O. mykiss) (BC MOE 2017). The Port may provide migration, holding and rearing habitat for
salmonids that spawn in these streams. Coastal cutthroat trout are blue listed in BC (Table 5) (BC CDC 2017a).
The closest stream to the proposed marine berth location where anadromous salmonids have spawned in the
past is Morse Creek which is approximately 500 m northeast of the proposed marine berth location
(BC MOE 2017).

Marine Fish

D

The Port overlaps with an important area for one pelagic marine fish species - the Pacific herring (Clupea pallasii)
(Clarke and Jamieson 2006a). Major spawning areas and the surrounding rearing areas were identified as
important areas (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a). After hatching, herring larvae float with the currents out from the
hatching site and juveniles are found in the areas surrounding the hatching areas (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a,b).
Within the Port, Pacific herring are known to spawn along various sections of shoreline; however, they are not
known to spawn along the west coast of Kaien Island or near to the proposed marine berth location (DFO 2016).
No important areas for marine groundfish overlap with the Port (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a).

Fish Species at Risk
There are 12 listed anadromous and marine fish species known or with potential to occur in the vicinity of the Port
(Table 5; BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). As indicated above, anadromous coastal cutthroat
trout are known to occur in streams that flow into Port.
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Table 5: Listed Fish Species with the Potential to Occur in the Vicinity of Port of Prince Rupert

BC CDC
Status

COSEWIC
Status

SARA
Range and Habitat
Schedule/
Status

Basking Shark
(Cetorhinus maximus)

-

E

1-E

Historically found in BC in summer and fall, but
now rarely seen. Occurred in areas that
concentrate zooplankton including off
headlands, around islands and in bays with
strong tidal flow.

Bluntnose Sixgill Shark
(Hexanchus griseus)

-

SC

1-SC

Likely well distributed throughout BC including
inlets, continental shelf and slope. Primarily
benthic areas below 91 m, but observed at
surface to 2,500 m.

Bocaccio
(Sebastes paucispinis)

AF
T

Common Name
(Scientific Name)

-

E

-

Mainly occurs in offshore waters near the edge
of continental shelf. Adults occur over rocky
high relief substrate from 60 to 340 m.

Blue

-

-

Occur in small, low gradient coastal streams
and estuarine habitats. Some may spend entire
life in freshwater, but most are anadromous. In
marine habitats, generally remains close to the
coast, usually remaining within estuaries.

-

SC

-

Widespread in continental shelf and slope
waters along BC coast. Immature fish are
pelagic and occur offshore in surface waters.
Adults typically caught between 150 to 435 m.

Longspine Thornyhead (Sebastolobus altivelis)

SC

1-SC

Occur along the continental slope from 500 to
1,600 m on soft sand or mud substrate.

Quillback Rockfish
(Sebastes maliger)

T

-

Occur throughout coastal waters of BC. Young
are pelagic before settling after 1 to 2 months
near shore. Juveniles occur in shallower waters
near shore and are associated with a variety of
habitats. Adults observed over hard, complex
substrates with vertical relief.

Coastal cutthroat trout
(O. clarkii clarkii)

R

Darkblotched Rockfish
(Sebastes crameri)

D

-

North Pacific Spiny
Dogfish
(Squalus suckleyi)

-

SC

-

Occur on the continental shelf from intertidal to
shelf slope including estuarine waters. They
are opportunistic predators with a wide prey
base and substrate type.

Rougheye Rockfish
(Sebastes aleutianus)

-

SC

1-SC

Occur along the continental slope from 170 to
660 m deep. Occur on bottoms with soft
substrates, in areas with frequent boulders,
and on slopes greater than 20 degrees.
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BC CDC
Status

COSEWIC
Status

SARA
Range and Habitat
Schedule/
Status

Soupfin Shark/Tope
(Galeorhinus galeus)

-

SC

1-SC

Prefer temperate continental shelf waters from
close inshore, including shallow bays, to
offshore waters up to 471 m deep. Recent
observations are outside of inlets. Juveniles
occur in shallow nearshore areas. It is now
rarely seen in BC waters.

Yelloweye Rockfish
(Sebastes ruberrimus)

-

SC

-

Outside population occurs in offshore coast
waters in north and central coast. Inside
population occurs in the Strait of Georgia,
Johnstone Strait and Queen Charlotte Strait
over hard complex substrates with some
vertical relief.

Yellowmouth Rockfish
(Sebastes reedi)

3.3.4

AF
T

Common Name
(Scientific Name)

-

T

-

Occurs on continental slope in BC at depths of
100 to 430 m.

Marine Mammals

Ten marine mammals are known to occur in the Port (BCMCA 2017), six of which are listed species. These
species, along with their species at risk status, are outlined in Table 6 below.

Common Name
(Scientific Name)

COSEWIC Status

SARA Schedule/
Status

Dall’s porpoise
(Phocoenoides dalli)

Yellow

NAR

-

Northern elephant seal
(Mirounga angustirostris)

Red

NAR

-

Fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus)

Red

T

1-T

Harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena)

Blue

SC

1-SC

Harbour seal
(Phoca vitulina)

Yellow

NAR

-

Humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae)

Blue

SC

1-T

Minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata)

Yellow

NAR

-

Northern resident killer whale
(Orcinus orca)

Red

T

1-T

R

BC CDC Status

D

Table 6: Marine Mammals that Occur in the Port of Prince Rupert
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Common Name
(Scientific Name)

BC CDC Status

COSEWIC Status

SARA Schedule/
Status

Pacific white sided dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus obliquidens)

Yellow

NAR

-

Steller sea lion
(Eumetopias jubatus)

Blue

SC

1-SC

Notes: E = endangered; N/A=Not applicable; NAR= Not at Risk; SC=Special Concern; T=Threatened; “-“= not assessed; 1=Listed under
Schedule 1 of the Species at Risk Act.

AF
T

Important areas for ten marine mammal species or populations have been identified in the PNCIMA by DFO, and
the Port overlaps with three of them (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a). The Port overlaps with an important area for
the northern resident killer whales (Orcinus orca) (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a, b). The northern resident killer
whales aggregate in this important area each year between May and July to feed on salmon (Clarke and
Jamieson 2006b).
The Port also overlaps with an important area for humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) (Clarke and
Jamieson 2006a). Between August and December each year, humpback whales are known to concentrate in this
important area (Clarke and Jamieson 2006b).
The Port also overlaps with an important area for Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) (Clarke and Jamieson
2006a). This important area represents the waters surrounding a haulout site which they use for foraging
(Clarke and Jamieson 2006a).

Marine Birds

R

3.3.5

D

The marine environment in the Port supports a variety of birds including waterfowl, raptors seabirds and
shorebirds. The Port overlaps with an Important Bird Area as delineated by IBA Canada (IBA Canada 2017).
Important Bird Areas are sites that support specific groups of birds including threatened birds, large groups of
birds, and birds restricted by range or by habitat. They may encompass private or public land, and they may or
may not overlap partially or entirely with legally protected sites. The Important Bird Area that overlaps with the
Port is called “Big Bay South to Delusion Bay” and is site number BC124. This site has been identified because of
the congregatory species, waterfowl concentrations and colonial waterbirds/seabird concentrations that occur in
the area. It provides various types of habitat for birds including tidal rivers/estuaries, marine mud or sand flats,
marine inlets/coastal features and marine coastal cliffs/rocky shores.
The Port also overlaps within an important area for birds, specifically for black and white-winged scoters
(Melanitta deglandi) (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a, b; DFO 2016). Surveys and satellite telemetry studies have
shown that they use the Prince Rupert area as a staging area during their yearly migration (Clarke and Jamieson
2006b).
There are nine listed marine bird species that have the potential to occur in the general vicinity of the Port
(BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). These species are outlined in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Listed Marine Bird Species with Potential to Occur in the Vicinity of Port of Prince Rupert

BC CDC
Status

COSEWIC SARA
Status
Schedule
/ Status

Range and Habitat

Ancient Murrelet
(Synthliboramphus antiquus)

Blue

SC

1-SC

Breeds only in the Queen Charlotte
Islands and winters along the entire coast
of BC.

Cassin's Auklet
(Ptychoramphus aleuticus)

Blue

SC

-

Found along the Pacific coast of North
America. They spend most of their lives at
sea and come to land only to breed. Nest
on islands that are free of native
mammalian predators.

Red

-

-

Occurs in productive continental-shelf
waters along the BC coast year round and
breeds exclusively on remote islands (six
sites in BC).

Great Blue Heron, fannini
subspecies
(Ardea herodias fannini)

Blue

SC

1-SC

Nest in a wide variety of tree species in
quiet woodlots within 8 km of foraging
habitats such as large eelgrass meadows,
rivers, estuarine and marshes.

Marbled Murrelet
(Brachyramphus marmoratus)

Blue

T

1-T

Nest in mature/old growth coniferous
forest near the coast. Feeds in the
nearshore marine environment throughout
the year, rarely farther than 5 km from
shore.

Pelagic Cormorant, pelagicus
subspecies
(Phalacrocorax pelagicus
pelagicus)

Red

-

-

Occurs in shallow, inshore waters in all
seasons. Nests are constructed on steep
cliff faces, and sometimes out of sight in
large caves or crevasses, on vegetated or
rocky islands. This subspecies nests on
Haida Gwaii.

Peregrine Falcon, pealei
subspecies
(Falco peregrinus pealei)

Blue

SC

1-SC

Found in Pacific coastal areas of North
America. This subspecies usually nests
near a seabird colony as seabirds make
up a large percentage of their diet.

Red-necked Phalarope
(Phalaropus lobatus)

Blue

SC

-

Migratory along the BC coast. During
migration they are primarily pelagic, but
may stop over on inland wetlands or other
non-riverine water bodies including
estuaries, salt marshes, bays, inlets,
pools, ponds, lakes, ditches etc.

Tufted Puffin
(Fratercula cirrhata)

Blue

-

-

Nests on offshore islands or along the
coast. Nests on slopes in ground burrows,
sometimes under boulders and piles of
rocks

D

R

Common Murre
(Uria aalge)

AF
T

Common Name
(Scientific Name)
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Social Environment
First Nation Use of Lands and Marine Resources for Traditional Purposes

The PRPA, as the lead federal authority for the proposed Project’s environmental effects evaluation, has identified
the following six First Nation communities as having asserted rights and interests within the Project area:
Lax Kw’alaams Band
Metlakatla First Nation
Gitxaala Nation





Gitga’at Nation
Kitsumkalum First Nation
Kitselas First Nation

AF
T





Wolverine has established agreements with the Coast Tsimshian (Lax Kw’alaams Band and Metlakatla First
Nation) for their participation in the Section 67 environmental effects evaluation. Information provided either
through Metlakatla First Nation or Lax Kw’alaams Band, or independently to Wolverine will be considered in the
baseline and environmental effects assessment.
Wolverine is engaging to obtain Project-specific traditional knowledge and traditional land and marine resource
use studies to better understand how the proposed marine fuels service may affect their use. In recent years a
number of studies have been undertaken for proposed liquefied natural gas projects around Prince Rupert
harbour and the islands as well as some smaller projects, such as the Ridley Island Propane Export Facility.
General information on traditional marine, land and resource use is publicly available from these study reports.

R

The lands and waters of Prince Rupert Harbour have been intensively used for thousands of years by Tsimshian
people for hunting, fishing, marine harvesting and gathering of both land and marine plants for food, medicines,
and technological uses. Ancient village sites and seasonal resource gathering sites are found throughout the
harbour and Tsimshian people continue to harvest their traditional foods at these sites today. Wolverine has been
informed that fishing and harvesting of shellfish and other marine resources are vitally important to Tsimshian
people.

D

The west coast of Kaien Island had been previously identified for fishing, hunting and vegetation harvesting by
Tsimshian people (PNW LNG 2014a). While Tsimshian people have no doubt fished, hunted and trapped on the
lands adjacent to the proposed marine berth in the past, the development of this area as an industrial site when
grain elevators were built in 1926 has rendered this area unavailable for these purposes (Hick 2003). The landbased portion of the Project is currently not accessible to the public or Tsimshian Nations and access restrictions
are monitored by the CN Rail Police. The proposed marine berth site associated with the Project has been in use
continuously from 1973 to 2013 for waterfront industrial purposes. Since then the site has been used or prepared
for use for industrial purposes and the site access has been restricted.
The Pacific Northwest LNG (PNW LNG) environmental assessment report identified the west coast of Kaien
Island as an area used for fishing cod, salmon, and halibut and where sea mammals are hunted (PNW LNG
2014a). It also identified harvested plant species as Devil’s club, hellebore, and cedar planks and bark, and
berries including salmonberries, blueberries, and gooseberries. The sandbar north of Casey Point (south of the
current proposed marine berth) was identified as a shellfish and marine harvesting area. Shellfish, clams, crabs,
cockles, urchins, shrimp, sea cucumbers, and geoduck have been harvested here. The waters near Digby Island
are used for fishing salmon, ground-fish, and other species (PNW LNG 2014a).
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Metlakatla First Nation reported that its members use waters surrounding Digby Island for travelling to and from
hunting areas (Aurora LNG 2014). Metlakatla First Nation has also identified Prince Rupert Harbour for gathering
seaweed and herring roe (PNW 2014a).
Kitsumkalum First Nation describe waters around Digby Island as “ideal” fishing grounds for Kitsumkalum First
Nation fishermen, and report that Kitsumkalum First Nation members harvest marine resources and use travel
routes in areas immediately surrounding the south and eastern portions of Digby Island (Kitsumkalum First Nation
and Crossroads 2016).
Lax Kw’alaams Band has previously stated that Digby Island and Kaien Island and surrounding waters contain
“extensive resource harvesting areas for a wide range of land and sea resources” (LKIB 2004).

AF
T

Gitxaala Nation has identified the mouth of Prince Rupert Harbour by Ridley Island as an area to collect clams
and cockles and the southern mouth of Prince Rupert Harbour as a fishing area (PNW 2014b; Calliou Group
2014).
Wolverine has requested information on the current land and marine resource uses of the Coast Tsimshian
people with respect to the marine fuels service and specific locations and frequency of use of these locations.

3.4.2

Archaeological and Heritage Resources

A review of the Provincial Heritage Register was conducted on 23 October 2017 to determine if previously
registered archaeological (pre-1846 AD) or heritage sites (post-1846 AD) were located within and in the vicinity
of the Project. This included both the terrestrial (upland areas) and the marine components. The search identified
36 previously recorded archaeological sites and three previously recorded heritage sites within 3 km of the
proposed marine berth, all within terrestrial settings (Table 8).

R

Table 8: Recorded Archaeological Sites within 3 Km of the Proposed Marine Berth

Site Type

Location Relative to
Proposed Marine Berth

GbTn-33

Historical structure – courthouse.

1.8 km northeast

GbTn-48

Historical structure – church.

2.1 km northeast

GbTn-49

Historical structure – residence.

2.2 km northeast

GbTn-058

Culturally modified tree.

2.7 km east

GbTo-001

Subsurface shell midden, canoe run, and culturally modified tree.
The site is also known as McNichol Creek.

2.1 km northwest

GbTo-008

Subsurface shell midden, and plank house depression.

2.8 km north

GbTo-009

Subsurface shell midden, and cultural depression.

2.6 km north

GbTo-010

Subsurface shell midden.
The site is also referred to as the Co-op Site and the Fairview
Observation Spot.

1.3 km southwest

GbTo-011

Subsurface shell midden.

0.8 km southwest

GbTo-017

Subsurface shell midden and human remains,

D
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Site Type

Location Relative to
Proposed Marine Berth

GbTo-018

Subsurface shell midden with human burials.
The site is also referred to as Dodge Island.

2.1 km southwest

GbTo-019

Large village site; subsurface shell midden and cultural
depressions.
The site is also known as Grindstone Point.

2.5 km west

GbTo-023

Subsurface shell midden, canoe run, surface lithics and historic
cemetery.
The site is also referred to as Garden Island.

2.8 km northwest

GbTo-025

Subsurface shell midden and cultural depression.
The site is also known as Philips Cove.

2.6 km northwest

GbTo-030

Subsurface shell midden with human burials, faunal remains and
400 recovered artifacts. The site is also referred to as Parizeau
Point.

2.4 km southwest

GbTo-031

Village site also known as the Boardwalk Site.

2.5 km southwest

GbTo-033

Also referred to as the Lachane or Reservoir Shell Midden Site
that contained preserved organic material in a waterlogged
context.

1.7 km southwest

GbTo-036

Subsurface shell midden village also known as the Baldwin Site.

2.3 km southwest

GbTo-037

Subsurface shell midden.

2.7 km south

GbTo-049

Subsurface shell midden and human burials.

0.7 km southwest

GbTo-072

Subsurface shell midden and plank house depression.

2.3 km northwest

GbTo-073

Subsurface shell midden.

2.6 km northwest

GbTo-074

Subsurface shell midden.

2.8 km north

GbTo-075

Subsurface shell midden.

2.4 km northwest

GbTo-076

Subsurface shell midden and historic cabin.

2.7 km north

GbTo-088

Subsurface shell midden.

2.0 km northwest

GbTo-091

Subsurface shell midden.

2.7 km west

GbTo-093

Cultural depression.

2.7 km southwest

GbTo-094

Subsurface shell midden and recent culturally modified tree.

0.8 km southwest

GbTo-097

Culturally modified tree.

1.6 km southwest

GbTo-098

Culturally modified tree.

1.3 km south

GbTo-099

Culturally modified tree.

1.9 km southwest

GbTo-101

Historic World War II munitions bunker.

2.0 km southwest

GbTo-105

Subsurface shell midden.

1.6 km southwest

GbTo-106

Culturally modified tree.

1.7 km southwest

GbTo-182

Culturally modified tree.

1.7 km south

D

R
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The closest of the previously registered sites is archaeological site GbTo-049 that is located adjacent (<80 m) to
the proposed marine berth site. Archaeological site GbTo-049 is a registered shell midden site that is purported to
contain human burials; however, to date no evidence of fragmentary, or intact ancestral remains or burials have
been collected, or encountered at the site (e.g., Kleanza 2013, Inglis 1974, Archer 1983).
The site was first briefly recorded by Harlan I. Smith who worked within the Prince Rupert Harbour area from 1907
to the late 1920s (Inglis 1974). In 1974, Richard Inglis conducted an archaeological impact assessment (AIA) of
an 800 square mile area within the Prince Rupert locality (Inglis 1974). Inglis (1974) indicated that “[o]ne site
GbTo-49 was totally destroyed without observations made on its extent” (Inglis 1974:25). Inglis noted that burials
had been reported at the site, but that their locations were unknown (Kleanza 2013).

AF
T

In 1983, Archer (1983) conducted a heritage site evaluation and impact assessment that included archaeological
site GbTo-049. During Archer’s assessment, no cultural materials or shell midden deposits were encountered
(Golder 2011). Archer (1983) notes that almost all of the original shoreline and ground surface in the vicinity of the
archaeological site was cleared and infilled, during construction of grain elevators and associated infrastructure at
the Westview Terminal property. Barbara Petzelt of the Metlakatla Treaty Office noted that GbTo-049 may
actually be located in closer proximity to the outflow of Morse Creek than is shown on the Provincial Heritage
Register (Golder 2011).

R

In 2013, during construction activities related to re-development of the Westview Terminal, located approximately
100 m northeast of the proposed marine berth, an archaeological chance find was made that resulted in the
identification of a disturbed shell midden deposit, mixed with historical fill (Kleanza 2013). The archaeological
material was considered to represent a secondary deposit that has been assigned to registered archaeological
site GbTo-049. No artifacts and no ancestral remains were encountered during the screening of shell midden
deposits from GbTo-049. Once the shell midden was processed by the archaeological crew, the material was
replaced within the Westview Terminal property. Currently, the Provincial Heritage Register has not been updated
to reflect the new archaeological site boundary of GbTo-049. Given the history of research at this archaeological
site, there is some question as to the extent and location of archaeological deposits associated with the site. It is
possible that archaeological deposits and materials from the site have been redistributed beyond the currently
recorded site boundary and may extend into nearby properties.

D

A review of heritage sites recorded in the Provincial Heritage Register and located within 3 km of the Project area
indicated that none represented heritage wrecks. A review of the Canadian Hydrographic Chart 3958 (CHS 1989)
shows two charted wrecks within this radius although none along the shore of Kaien Island.

In addition, Golder archaeologists undertook a review of marine geophysical imagery collected for this Project
(Golder 2017). In the pseudo sunshade visualization1, several anomalies are apparent, and most are interpreted
as the remains of former or existing structures such as piers, and pilings or emplaced material. None of the
anomalies in the geophysical record appear to represent the remains of wrecks, and with the upper sediment unit
thickness being interpreted as less than 1 m thick (Golder 2017) it is unlikely that a vessel wreck is present unless
very deteriorated or very small and thereby invisible in the shaded multibeam bathymetry.

1

“Pseudo sunshade visualization” is imagery where the three-dimensional relief and details (of multibeam bathymetric data) are digitally
highlighted with shading introduced from a single virtual light source (analogous to the sun).
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The records reviewed indicated no physical presence of ship or aircraft wrecks within the Project area. A brief
review of historic records assembled in-house indicates more than 40 recorded losses of vessels and aircraft
within Prince Rupert Harbour between the years of 1898 and 1990. This list may be reduced to 17 vessels which
may potentially be heritage wreck sites in or near the proposed marine berth site. These vessels range in size
between 3.4 and 425 net tons. This list does not include vessels which may have been abandoned. Abandoned
vessels often go unrecorded, but may be left in shallow water near wharf facilities, and may also be subsequently
buried or partially buried within foreshore landfills.

3.4.3

Marine and Land Use

3.4.3.1

AF
T

The marine and land use assessment addresses navigation, as well as commercial and non-commercial marine
and land-based activities and uses that may be affected by Project construction and operation activities.

Information Sources

A review of existing information was conducted from available public reports, marine navigation procedures,
vessel traffic indicators, and other sources to support the characterization of existing conditions for land and
marine resource uses within the study area (Figure 9). These included:
Provincial, regional, and local government marine and land use plans to determine existing management
objectives and the context for north coast planning initiatives.



DFO fisheries data and Fisheries Management Plans.



Submitted environmental assessment applications and their supporting documents, for other projects in the
region including PNW LNG and Aurora LNG (Aurora LNG Ltd. 2017; Stantec 2014).



PRPA statistics and Port Information Guide practices and procedures (PRPA 2016a, PRPA 2008).



Vessel traffic data for the Port of Prince Rupert.



Marine activity and recreational feature data from BC Marine Conservation Association (BCMCA 2017) and
DataBC (2017).

D

R





Recreational information from commercial operators, community, and user group websites to determine
marine and land use activities and locations.
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Land and Marine Use Regulatory and Policy Setting
Marine and land uses are regulated through federal and provincial legislation, together with municipal zoning
bylaws, and land use plans.

Navigation

AF
T

The Project’s marine berth site and anticipated barge transit routes fall within the Port. The PRPA is responsible
for federally owned waterfront properties within Prince Rupert’s Inner and Outer Harbour areas, and is responsible
for the operation and development of the Port, including navigable waters, under the Canada Marine Act (1998).
Legislation and maritime requirements potentially applicable to Project-related vessel movements include the
following:



Canada Shipping Act (2001) and its regulations, such as Navigation Safety Regulations, Vessel Traffic
Services Zones Regulations, and the Collision Regulations, is the principal legislation governing marine
safety and marine environmental protection.



Navigation Protection Act (1985) protects the right of any individual to navigate a floating vessel for the
purpose of transportation, recreation, or commerce.



Marine Liability Act (2001) makes the owners or operators of vessels liable for that vessel and the specific
consequences of its operation.



Marine Transportation Security Act (1994) applies to Canadian ships outside Canadian waters and to all
ships and marine facilities within Canadian waters.

R

The PRPA Harbour Master and the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) manage daily marine traffic through
established procedures and protocols. Guidance and advisory information to shipmasters regarding harbour
operations are outlined in the Port Authorities Operations Regulations (Canada Marine Act 2010) and the PRPA
Harbour Operations Practices and Procedures manual (PRPA 2016a). These practices and procedures applies to
all vessels within the port limits of Prince Rupert.

D

The CCG is responsible for the regulating and managing of vessel traffic for marine risk reduction under the
Canada Shipping Act (2001). The CCG, through the Marine Communications and Traffic Services (MCTS)
program also supports vessel traffic movement and facilitates communications between ships and land.

The Pacific Pilotage Authority (PPA) is dedicated to providing safe, efficient pilotage of large vessels, such as
those the frequent the Port, by working in partnership with pilots and the shipping industry (PPA 2013). Under the
Pilotage Act (1985) international vessels of >350 gross tonnes (gt) traveling in Canadian waters are legally
obliged to use the services of a Canadian marine pilot. Marine pilots are professional licensed mariners who are
highly familiar with the coastlines, inland waters, ports, hazards, and shipping regulations and restrictions and
support the safe navigation of a vessel into its port of call (BC Coast Pilots 2014).
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Commercial and Recreational Fishing
The federal Fisheries Act (1985) is the key piece of legislation responsible for regulating commercial and
recreational fishing in tidal waters. The management of fisheries provides context for the interaction of fishing
activities within the study area.

AF
T

The DFO has overall responsibility for administering the federal Fisheries Act (1985). The DFO is responsible for
First Nation fisheries, commercial and recreational fisheries in tidal waters and has primary responsibility for fish
habitat protection (DFO 2017a). This includes the management of closures, and restrictions for established
marine fisheries management areas (FMA) which may represent several different fisheries (e.g., salmon,
groundfish, invertebrates). The study area overlaps FMA 4 including Chatham Sound and Porcher Island and
sub-areas 4-10 and groundfish management area (GMA) 5D (DFO 2017b). Commercial fisheries occur yearround, with some fisheries having specific timing and quotas determined on an annual basis (e.g., salmon).
Integrated Fisheries Management Plans (IFMP) provides information about type of fishery and users, stock
assessment and management objectives and are a strategic planning to guide for the conservation and
sustainable use of marine resources (DFO 2017a).
All First Nation’s fisheries are authorized by communal licences issued annually to individual First Nations
organizations by the DFO under the Aboriginal Communal Fishing Licences Regulations. First Nations are
licenced for two main fishery types which are Food Social and Ceremonial (FSC) fisheries, and fisheries with a
sales component including economic opportunity, demonstration, and harvest agreement fisheries (DFO 2017c).
The PRPA also restricts the harvesting of resources within Prince Rupert Harbour, primarily related to issues of
safety, through the following regulations (PRPA 2008):
There is to be no fishing with nets within the Inner Harbour without prior approval by the PRPA. Nets must
not be left unattended when deployed. No gill or other net shall be cast or allowed to drift in a navigable
channel of Prince Rupert harbour.



There is to be no trap fishing in the Inner Harbour within 100 m of any berth, jetty, float or other structure
used by watercraft. Trap fishing within a designated aircraft landing zone is prohibited.



Crabbing will not be permitted in Prince Rupert harbour in any location that could constitute a hazard to
navigation and the safety of persons.

D

R



Other Outdoor Recreation Activities and Tourism

The Ministry of Jobs, Trade and Technology is responsible for administering tourism policy, tourism services and
infrastructure, industry support and tourism marketing under the Tourism Act (1996).

Marine and Land Use Planning
Prince Rupert Port Authority
The PRPA boundary and jurisdiction includes the Inner Harbour and Outer Harbours of the Port of Prince Rupert.
Pursuant to the Canada Marine Act (1998), the PRPA is required to develop a detailed land use plan that defines
the physical development objectives for an approximate ten year period (AECOM 2011). The current PRPA 2020
Land Use Plan commits to ensuring development planning that minimizes environmental and social impacts and
is compatible with neighbouring communities land uses.
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North Coast Land Resource Management Plan
The Project is located within the boundaries of the North Coast Land and Resource Management Plan area. The
North Coast Land Resource Management Plan (NCLRMP) was completed in 2005 and has been subsequently
integrated, along with First Nation’s strategic land use and marine use planning agreements and the Central
Coast Land and Resource Management Plan (BC MSRM 2005, MFLNRO 2016a). The NCLRMP is a terrestrial
plan and does not address marine issues except to the extent that these activities may include land-based
foreshore areas (e.g., marine conservation areas associated with terrestrial protection areas).

North Coast Marine Plan

AF
T

The Project is located within the boundaries of the North Coast Marine Plan area. The North Coast-Skeena First
Nations Stewardship Society and the Province of British Columbia issued the North Coast Marine Plan marine
policy in April 2015 as a non-legally binding framework for shared management of marine and coastal areas in the
North Coast (North Coast-Skeena First Nations Stewardship Society and the Province of British Columbia 2015).
The marine berth and barge transit routes lies within a designated General Management Zone that is allocated for
a wide range of public, private, and community marine uses and activities.

Prince Rupert Official Quality of Life Community Plan

At the municipal level, governments are permitted under the Local Government Act (1996) to develop an Official
Community Plan (OCP) that outlines the broad objectives and policies to guide planning and land use
management. Within an OCP, designation of land use zoning and related bylaws regulates the development of
property by encouraging land use in accordance with community goals and visions for the future.

R

The Project is located within the boundaries of the City of Prince Rupert planning area. The Prince Rupert Official
Quality of Life Community Plan (QLCP) adopted in 2008 includes a vision for the general direction for future land
use, social, economic, and related activities in the city (City of Prince Rupert 2015). Detailed and site specific land
use regulations to govern the intended future use of land are identified in the City’s Zoning Bylaw which are
related to the QLCP.

D

While the Project is located on federal Crown lands and waters under the jurisdiction of the PRPA, the Project is
located within municipal zoning for ‘Business Industrial’ land use which is designed to accommodate major
industrial sites, including marine, transportation and port uses. The Project is considered in accordance with the
QLCP objectives and related land use designations.

Pacific North Coast Integrated Management Area

The Project is located within the boundaries of the Pacific North Coast Integrated Management Area (PNCIMA)
planning area. The PNCIMA is a non-legally binding collaborative initiative between First Nations, federal and
provincial governments to provide high level and strategic direction on and commitment to integrated, ecosystembased and adaptive management of marine activities and resources in the planning area (PNCIMA 2017). The
plan incorporates input from industry and recognizes the importance of shipping and concerns related to marine
safety, navigation, and marine pollution.
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Navigation
Prince Rupert’s harbour is one of the deepest ice-free harbours in the world and can be entered throughout the
year. A number of channels support marine vessel harbour access to the Inner Harbour. These include Fairview
Channel which is used by deep sea vessels to access the Inner Harbour. Other channels including Venn Passage
and Fern Passage can only accommodate smaller and shallow draft vessels. The PRPA uses automated harbour
scheduling software which can notify the harbour master of any conflicts between vessels using the harbour
(PRPA 2015). As per the Collision Regulations of the Canada Shipping Act (2001), vessels less than 20 m and
fishing vessels cannot impede the passage of large vessels within a narrow channel (MOJ 2017). The PRPA may
establish safety zones either stationary (i.e., ships at berth) or a zone around a vessel in motion that apply to any
vessel, other an assigned tug (PRPA 2015).

AF
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Aids to navigation are devices or systems, external to a vessel, that are provided to assist mariners in determining
position and course, to warn of dangers or obstructions, or to advise mariners of the location of the best or
preferred routes. Within the Port, navigational aids include navigation beacons, buoys and lights as well as tide
and current monitors, life boat stations and radio aids (CCG 2017). The CCG is responsible for maintaining
navigational aids. The CCG MCTS centre in Prince Rupert monitors, coordinates, and broadcasts maritime safety
information related to weather and navigational warnings and also assists with managing vessel traffic (CCG
2017). The PRPA also uses the radio aids to navigation including global positioning system, radar reflectors, radar
beacons, and land-based radar stations.
There are several commercial vessel anchorages and areas of refuge located within the Port. A winter anchorage
policy is in place to mitigate the wind hazard to mooring vessels and includes anchorage warning and weather
limitations on anchorage (PRPA 2015). Vessels are not allowed to anchor in areas that prevent passage for other
vessels to and from the harbour or any wharf located in the harbour (PRPA 2015).

R

The Port of Prince Rupert has several terminals and harbours that are operating within the Inner Harbour. Vessel
types that access these terminals and harbours within the Inner Harbour include:
Bulk Cargo Vessels – deep-sea vessels that carry loose bulk commodity materials such as coal, grain, or
ore.



Container Cargo Vessels – deep-sea vessels that are outfitted to carry intermodal containers that integrate
with onshore semi-trucks or rail cars. These containers can carry wide variety of goods.

D





Tugs – vessels used to maneuver other vessels that either should not or cannot move themselves. They are
typically used for towing floating material such as logs and barges carrying containers, or bulk commodities
as well as docking and undocking ships.



Passenger / Cruise Ship Vessels - vessels designed to carry passengers for recreational voyages.
Commercial cruise ships are primarily seasonal vessels. They may also include commercial water taxi and
ferries.



Pleasure Craft – vessels such as sailing yachts, motor yachts and sports fishing boats used for recreational
purposes. These are primarily seasonal vessels but may be used year-round.



Government Vessels – includes CCG and government survey ships as well as larger frigates and destroyers.



Service Vessels – includes pilot vessels, Search and Rescue, pollution control vessels, military operations,
law enforcement, navigational aid, port tender and salvage/rescue vessels.
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Commercial Fishing Vessels – there are in general three types of commercial fishing boats operating in this
the region including seiners, gillnets, and trollers.

AF
T

The majority of large commercial vessel traffic destined for terminals in the Inner Harbour, as projected for 2017,
is from container cargo (i.e., Fairview Terminal), with the remaining proportion shared by bulk cargo
(i.e., Westview Terminal) and passenger / cruise ship vessels (i.e., Northland and Atlin Terminals) (Stantec 2014).
The number of commercial vessel calls to the Port is increasing each year with an expected increase to over
1,300 vessels and 3,200 harbour movements annually by 2025 (PRPA 2015). While commercial fisheries occur
year-round, commercial and recreational fishing vessels experience annual peak usage during fisheries openings.
Similarly, recreational boaters (i.e., pleasure crafts, boating tours, kayaks) and commercial tour operators
(e.g., whale watching) experience peak usage during the summer season (PRPA 2015). Details of smaller vessel
use are provided below for commercial and non-commercial marine use.

Commercial Marine Resource Use

The City of Prince Rupert is the primary economic and transportation hub of the North Coast region with several
container, grain, and bulk commodity terminals located along the shore of Prince Rupert’s Inner and Outer
Harbour. Prince Rupert is the western mainland terminus of both Highway 16 and the CN rail line overland
shipping routes, the northern terminus of BC Ferries connecting Prince Rupert with Vancouver Island and Haida
Gwaii, and a ‘Northern Gateway’ port for cruise ships (City of Prince Rupert. n.d.).

Terminal and Harbour Facilities

R

The Port has the following marine terminals and marinas in operation that are located within the study area:
Alaska Marine Highway Terminal – vehicle and passenger ferry terminal



Atlin Terminal – berthing facility for smaller cruise ships



BC Ferries Terminal – vehicle and passenger ferry terminal



Cow Bay Marina – open moorage for up to 51 vessels



Digby Island Ferry – vehicle and passenger ferry service



Fairview Container Terminal – an intermodal import / export container terminal



Fairview Harbour – open moorage for up to 250 vessels



Northland Cruise Terminal – berthing facility for large passenger cruise ships



Railcar Barge Terminal – marine shipping facility for rail car barges



Rushbrook Harbour – open moorage for up to 280 vessels



Westview Terminal – wood pellet storage, loading and export facility

D
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Cargo Shipping
Container shipping is a key industrial activity for the Port, with activity focused at the Fairview Terminal, located
approximately 2 km from the Project site. Fairview Terminal is a 59 acre container terminal and is one of the first
dedicated intermodal (ship to rail) container terminals in North America with a designed capacity to move
500,000 TEUs (Twenty Foot Equivalent Units) per year.
The Westview Terminal is a bulk wood pellet export facility with an annual capacity to ship 1.25 million tonnes
of wood pellets. Westview Terminal is located adjacent to the east of the Project site, and the PRPA projects
50 commercial vessel calls annually from 2016 to 2020 (PRPA 2013).

AF
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The Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal, located about 400 m south of the Project’s proposed marine berth,
provides a marine shipping service to and from Alaska for various types of products, including diesel fuel and
propane, via the Aquatrain barge. The Aquatrain barge operates year round, is 400 ft long, holds up to 56 rail cars
and transports approximately 1,575 railcars per year (CN 2017).

Passenger Ferry and Cruise Ships

The Northlands Cruise Terminal located approximately 2 km north of the Project site opened in 2004 and is an
important stop for cruises enroute to Alaska. The cruise terminal berth can accommodate vessels up to 300 m in
length and is connected to terminal facilities that include Canada Border Services operations and access to
downtown commercial facilities and amenities. Cruise line schedules run from late spring to early fall. In 2017,
there were 25 scheduled ship calls in total (PRPA 2017) up from 12 scheduled in 2016 (PRPA 2016b).

R

Atlin Terminal (located approximately 2.3 km north of the Project site) provides docking facilities for smaller cruise
ships and large private yachts. The facilities include the offices of the Prince Rupert Port Authority, and a
commercial market area.
The BC Ferries Terminal located 1 km south of the Project site provides Prince Rupert year-round passenger and
vehicle ferry service with regular connection to Port Hardy, Klemtu, and Skidegate. BC Ferries run year-round
scheduled vehicle and passenger services. Service is most frequent during the summer season between June
and September (BC Ferries 2017).

D

Alaska Marine Highway Terminal in Prince Rupert provides the Alaska Marine Highway Ferries, a ferry service
operated by the government of the U.S. State of Alaska, regular connections to ports in Southeast Alaska. This
ferry service operates year-round with regular passenger, vehicle and freight service. Service is most frequent
during the summer season (State of Alaska 2017).
The Digby Island Ferry service is operated by the City of Prince Rupert and connects the Prince Rupert Airport on
Digby Island with downtown Prince Rupert. The ferry terminal is located on the north end of Digby Island near
Crippen Cove and within Prince Rupert approximately 1 km south of the Project site. The Digby Island Ferry
service runs year-round with daily scheduled service.
Additional year round water transportation services are offered in the Port and include loading and transporting
ships crews, vessel charters, airport shuttle, pilot boarding and water taxi within the Inner Harbour and beyond.
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Commercial Fishing
The study area overlaps with a majority of FMA 4-10 with a portion extending up Tuck Inlet. Surrounding FMA’s,
not within the study area, include FMA 4-9 (located west of Digby Island and encompassing Chatham Sound),
and FMA 4-12 (which extends from Port Edwards to Oona River). The majority of commercial fishing vessels with
licenses to harvest in these FMAs would be based in Prince Rupert as well as other nearby communities with
commercial marinas, and would transit the Inner Harbour to access their fishing areas. Table 9 presents the
number of commercial effort by fishery for these FMAs for 2016 based on the 2016 DFO license allocation period.
Table 9: 2016 Commercial Vessel for Fisheries

FMA

Subarea

2016

4

9

2016

4

10

2016

4

12

(DFO 2017d)

Number of
Commercial
Fishing Vessel

Fishing Method

Target Species

AF
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Year

48

Gill Net, Seine, Purse, Shrimp Trawl,
Dive, Longline

Salmon, Shellfish,
Groundfish

4

Shrimp and Prawn Trap

Shellfish

39

Gill Net, Seine, Purse, Shrimp Trawl,
Dive, Longline, Crab Trap

Salmon, Shellfish,
Groundfish

Seasonal harvesting periods for commercial fisheries are regulated by DFO. Harvesting activity in the salmon
fishery is open for specified times over an approximate four- to six-week period from mid to late summer and is
active for relatively short with openings typically lasting between 12 and 24 hours.

R

A number of harvesting gear restrictions as regulated by PRPA occur in the Inner Harbour and include no net
fishing, trap fishing, gill net or any other type of net fishing unless approval is obtained from the PRPA (PRPA
2008). Due to harvesting gear restrictions, commercial fishing is limited within the Inner Harbour; however, fishing
boats transit the Inner Harbour regularly to take part in commercial fisheries in the Outer Harbour and Chatham
Sound.

D

A number of First Nations hold communal commercial licenses for the identified fishery management areas and
are involved in economic opportunity salmon fishery of the waters near Prince Rupert (Aurora LNG 2017).

Guide Sport Fishing

Prince Rupert is identified as a destination sport fishery and there are many sport fishing guides that offer their
services within the local waters (Tourism Prince Rupert 2017). Pacific salmon (chinook and coho in particular) and
halibut are key targeted species for guided sport fishing in the area. Guided sport fishing occurs year-round, but
generally halibut peak season is April to October, chinook peak season is mid-April to mid-July and coho
opportunities are best from mid-July to mid-September (Destination BC Corp 2017).
Guided sport fishing occurs within the Inner Harbour, and commercial guide sport fishing boats moored in the
Inner Harbour transit the area to take part in popular guided sport fishing opportunities in the Outer Harbour and
beyond (BCMCA 2017).
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Marine Tourism
Commercial marine recreation and tourism activities in Prince Rupert Harbour include wildlife viewing tours,
chartered boat tours, and guided sea kayaking. These activities occur year-round but are typically seasonal and
concentrated in summer months.
Whales are the primary species targeted by marine wildlife viewing tours in the Prince Rupert area (Destination
BC Corp 2017). Whale watching tours operate year-round range with peak viewing periods differ for each species
with humpback whales occurring between August to October, and Orcas occurring May and June. Whalewatching does occur within the Inner Harbour but ranges out into the open waters of Chatham Sound
(BCMCA 2017; Destination BC Corp 2017).

AF
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Charter boats may also be hired for cruising and multi-day boat tours along the north coast of BC and southeast
Alaska. While chartered boat tours do not typically occur exclusively with the Inner Harbour, charter boats moored
in the Inner Harbour transit the Inner Harbour to take part in tour routes in the Outer Harbour and Beyond
(BCMCA 2017, Destination BC Corp 2017).
Canoe and kayak outfitters in the Prince Rupert area provide rental service for paddling equipment as well as
offering training and guided day and multi-day trips (Skeena Kayaking 2017, Outer Coast Outfitters 2017). Many
day trips occur within the Inner Harbour to day use destinations (i.e., Salt Lake Park), along the shore of Digby
Island or Kaien Island, or up Tuck Inlet. Farther trips occur in the outer coastal waters of the North Coast (BCMCA
2017).

R

There are several marinas that provide fuel, moorage, and other marine services within the Inner Harbour
including Cow Bay Marina, Fairview Harbour, Rushbrook Harbour and that offers open moorage for up to
280 vessels (WWT 2017, PRPA 2014), hookup and services, and a public boat ramp. Fairview Harbour is the
location of the CCG Lifeboat Station

Aboriginal Commercial Marine Use

Aboriginal communities in the North Coast region of the Port operate several marine based businesses, including
the following passenger ferries:
Metlakatla Ferry Service – provides regular weekday passenger ferry service, between Metlakatla and
Prince Rupert (Metlakatla First Nation 2016).

D




North Co-Corp – ferry service owned by Hartley Bay, Kitkatla and Metlakatla and provides regular weekday
from Prince Rupert to Metlakatla, Oona River, Kitkatla, and Hartley Bay (Metlakatla First Nation 2016).

Non- Commercial Marine Use
Recreational Fishing and Boating
Recreational boating, sea kayaking, and wildlife viewing activities occur within the study area and are typically
seasonal and concentrated in the summer months. Routes for recreational boating and sea kayaking extend from
Prince Rupert Harbour north along the coastline passing Digby Island and the Tsimshian Peninsula (BCMCA
2017). Small pleasure craft (e.g., power boats, sailboats) day use activity occurs within the Inner Harbour.
Multi-day boating activity typically occurs locations along north coast of BC and southeast Alaska. Canoe and sea
kayak day trips occur within the Inner Harbour to day use destinations, along the shore of Digby Island or
Kaien Island, or up Tuck Inlet. Farther trips occur in the outer coastal waters of the North Coast (BCMCA 2017).
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These activities are typically seasonal and concentrated in the months with the best weather conditions
(e.g., summer).
Recreational fishing is an activity enjoyed by local residents and visitors and occurs in the Inner Harbour for
salmon, crab, prawn and shrimp. Chinook salmon is the main species targeted by recreational fishing in the
Prince Rupert with the peak season being from June to August (Destination BC Corp. 2017). Crab, shrimp and
prawns are other species are caught off the local docks and within the Inner Harbour (Destination BC Corp. 2017;
BCMCA 2017).

3.4.3.2

Land Use

Rail Shipping

AF
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Commercial Land Resource Use

Prince Rupert is the export point for reserves of western Canadian metallurgical and thermal coal as well as grain,
wood products, chemicals and containers. There are daily scheduled arrivals and departures between
Prince Rupert and North American destinations serviced by CN, and CN is expected to expand its local capacity
to accommodate future rail shipping needs in and around the Port as business opportunities arise (AECOM 2011).

Non- Commercial Land Use

3.4.4

R

The Prince Rupert Harbour shoreline is primarily used for, and designated for, industrial use (City of Prince Rupert
2015). The PRPA owns the road connecting to Graham Ave which provides access to the nearest residential area
and CN properties (AECOM 2011). While the waterfront is mainly controlled by private owners, a trail master plan
has been develop to construct more trails in the Prince Rupert area to provide future public waterfront access
(KITERS 2016). The masterplan requires further support and implementation by the City of Prince Rupert, and
does not include development of access near the Project site.

Socio-Economics

D

The socio-economic assessment considers Project interactions that could affect social and economic conditions
in Prince Rupert and nearby Aboriginal communities. Interactions include creation of jobs and contracting
opportunities for local workers and businesses, and potential nuisance effects to local residents due to
Project-related changes in air quality and noise.
Demographic, labour market, local business baseline information is presented, along with baseline description of
the residential community that could potentially experience nuisance effects is provided. Baseline data was
collected through a desktop review of the following secondary data sources:








Census community profiles (Statistics Canada).
Population growth projections (BC Stats).
Community, First Nation, and municipal internet sites.
Port of Prince Rupert plans and regulations.
Official Community Plans and bylaws.
Statistical reports and secondary documentation from provincial and local governments.
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In addition, Wolverine has requested socio-economic information from identified Aboriginal communities to
understand socio-economic baseline conditions for the socio-economic assessment. Information provided either
through Aboriginal communities, or independently to Wolverine will be considered in the baseline and effects
assessment.

3.4.4.1
Labour Market and Business Profile
General Population

AF
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As of 2016, the population of Prince Rupert was 11,700, representing a slight decline in population (-2.3%) from
the 2011 Census. In 2016, approximately 40% of the population in Prince Rupert self-identified as Aboriginal.
Unlike most of British Columbia, Prince Rupert has seen population decline in recent years which is attributed to
negative net migration (i.e., more people leaving the region than are born or move to it) (Asia Pacific Gateway
Skills Table 2016). While future population growth in Prince Rupert is projected to be positive, growth is expected
to be lower than the BC as a whole (BC Stats 2017).
The average age in Prince Rupert was 39.6 years in 2016, slightly older than the average age in BC 2011
(38.3 years). The population in Prince Rupert is projected to continue to age. As the population ages, the size of
the working age population in the region is expected to shrink as the baby-boomers currently in the workforce
retire (Asia Pacific Gateway Skills Table 2016).

R

As of 2011, the labour force in Prince Rupert included approximately 6,520 individuals. Between 2006 and 2011,
the labour force declined by approximately 6.2%, consistent with the declining population in the region. In 2011,
the unemployment rate in the region was 14.6% which was substantially higher than the unemployment rate for
BC (7.8%). The labour force participation rate in Prince Rupert was also almost two percentage points lower than
the provincial average in 2011, measured at 62.8% in Prince Rupert compared to 64.6% for BC as a whole. Lower
employment rates compared to the provincial average are tied to the relatively older workforce.

D

In 2015, median total individual income was $34,535 which was slightly higher than the total median income in BC
of $33,012. Total household income in 2015 was $90,268 which was also higher than the provincial median of
$88,451 (Statistics Canada 2017). While median income is higher in Prince Rupert than the provincial median,
unemployment rates have historically been higher than the provincial average (Asia Pacific Gateway Skills Table
2016).
While in the past natural resources such as logging, forest products, and fishing were the primary industries in the
region, the local economy in Prince Rupert has shifted to one strongly tied to global transportation of goods (Asia
Pacific Gateway Skills Table 2016). Prince Rupert is the primary economic and transportation hub of the north
coast region as the Port is:



The terminus of the shortest existing land/sea route to Asia, approximately 36 sailing hours closer to
Shanghai than Vancouver and over 68 sailing hours closer than Los Angeles (City of Prince Rupert n.d.).



The world’s second deepest, natural, ice-free harbour, with close access to the North Pacific Shipping lanes.



The western mainland terminus of both Highway 16 and the CN rail line overland shipping routes, the
northern terminus of BC Ferries connecting Prince Rupert with Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii, and a
‘Northern Gateway’ port for cruise ships (City of Prince Rupert. n.d.).



Home to marine terminals for bulk goods and containers as well as ferry and cruise terminals.
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The Port provides 3,060 person years of employment annually in BC (approximately 3,220 jobs) through direct
port operations and other port related businesses, accounting for approximately $200 million in wages
(InterVISTAS 2015). Port related direct employment include positions associated with rail and trucking activities,
terminal and stevedoring operations, marine activities, government agencies, logistics and warehousing, Port
administration, and other port-related activities (InterVISTAS 2015).

9%
2%
3%

AF
T

Figure 10 shows the breakdown of Port related employment by industry. Approximately 90% of direct jobs at the
Port are permanent positions, while the remaining 10% are seasonal. In addition, 90% of the permanent positions
are full-time. As of 2014, the average annual wage at the Port was $64,000 (InterVISTAS 2015).

Rail and trucking

Terminal and Stevedoring
Operations

4%
8%

Marine Activities

Government Agencies

50%

Logistics and Warehousing

24%

Port Authority
Administration

R

Other Port Related Activities

Figure 10: Breakdown of Direct Employment by Industry at the Port of Prince Rupert

D

Approximately 57% of employment at the Port is local to the Prince Rupert or Port Edward area, with the
remaining 39% of employment accruing to workers elsewhere in northern BC, and 4% accruing to workers from
other parts of BC and Canada (InterVISTAS 2015).
In addition to direct employment, the Port also generates approximately 1,710 indirect person years of
employment associated with industries that supply or provide services directly to port industries. Indirect jobs
account for $100 million in wages (InterVISTAS 2015). Induced employment, employment created from spending
by individuals employed both directly and indirectly by port industries, accounts for an additional 1,070 person
years of employment and $50 million in wages (InterVISTAS 2015).

Business and professional services, followed by shopping and speciality retail, transportation and logistics, and
construction equipment and contractors make up the largest proportion of business membership in the Prince
Rupert Chamber of Commerce (Table 10) with local construction, transportation and logistics and industrial supply
businesses being of most relevance for support to Project construction and operations.
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Table 10: Prince Rupert Chamber of Commerce Membership

Number of Registered Businesses

Advertising & Media

6

Agriculture, Fishing & Forestry

5

Arts, Culture & Entertainment

13

Business & Professional Services

45

Computers & Telecommunications

6

Construction - Equipment & Contractors

28

AF
T

Sector

Family, Community & Civic Organizations

15

Finance & Insurance

17

Government, Education & Individuals

12

Health Care

9

Home & Garden

10

Industrial Supplies & Service

9

Lodging & Travel

18
7

Personal Services & Care

3

R

Manufacturing, Production & Wholesale

5

Real Estate, Moving & Storage

6

Restaurants, Food & Beverages

17

Shopping & Specialty Retail

35

Sports & Recreation

10

Transportation & Logistics

29

D

Pets & Veterinary

Prince Rupert Chamber of Commerce 2016
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Aboriginal People
Lax Kw’alaams Band has over 3,872 registered members, of whom, 651 live on Lax Kw’alaams reserves (INAC
2017a). Through their band administration, Lax Kw’alaams have a business and employment services department
which works to identify, develop, and implement business opportunities within the community. Lax Kw’alaams
manages an employment and training database to support Lax Kw’alaams businesses and members find
opportunities (Lax Kw’alaams Band 2017a). Lax Kw’alaams has nine band-owned businesses, including:
Skeena River Helicopters - a joint venture between Metlakatla, Lax Kw’alaams, and Discovery Air
(Great Slave Helicopters Ltd.).



Rose Island Ventures – a company providing internet and cable services.



Lax Kw’alaams Holdings Ltd. – a real estate development company.



Lax Kw’alaams Ferry Corporation – provides vehicle and passenger ferry service between Aero Point and
the head of Tuck Inlet.



Coast Tsimshian Resources – Forest products.



Coast Tsimshian Fish Plant – Fish processing and sales.



Coast Tsimshian Enterprises – Limited partnership between Lax Kw’alaams and Metlakatla.



Embark Engineering – engineering services.



Coast Tsimshian Seafood – locally sourced fish products (Lax Kw’alaams Band 2017b).
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Metlakatla Ferry Service – provides ferry service between Metlakatla and Prince Rupert.

D



R

Metlakatla First Nation has a registered population of 967 members, of which, approximately 90 live on Metlakatla
reserves (INAC 2017b). The Metlakatla Development Corporation (MDC) is the independent business arm of the
Metlakatla Governing Council, responsible for growing MDC business base, identifying new business
opportunities, maintaining and strengthening existing businesses, and providing capacity development and skills
training. The MDC oversees six businesses including:



North Co-Corp – ferry service owned by Hartley Bay, Kitkatla and Metlakatla and provides service from
Prince Rupert to Metlakatla, Oona River, Kitkatla, and Hartley Bay.



Grassy Bay PetroCanada - full-service gasoline and diesel.



Coastal Shellfish Corporation - shellfish hatchery facility and farm.



Gat Leedm Logistics - land and marine based transportation and logistics services.



Coast Tsimshian Enterprises - Limited partnership between Lax Kw’alaams and Metlakatla (Metlakatla First
Nation 2016).

Metlakatla Development Corporation also operate the Coastal Training Centre in Prince Rupert which provides
accredited education programs from public and private education institutions to people in the Prince Rupert area.
Programs are open to all in the region (Coastal Training Centre n.d.).
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Kitsumkalum First Nation has 757 registered members, including 249 who live on reserve (INAC n.d.).
The Kitsumkalum Employment and Training Services support members in finding training and employment
opportunities, developing their resumes, and well as labour market information and career counselling
(Kitsumkalum First Nation 2017a). Kitsumkalum has five community businesses including:
Community hall event rental.



House of Sim-oi-Ghets Store - sells local arts and crafts.



Kitsumkalum Tempo Gas Bar and RV Park - includes a touchless car wash, convenience store, and fishing
tackle.



Kalum Rock Quarry and Logistics Park - provides aggregate supply for rip rap, concrete, and construction
aggregate products. The Logistic Park is 110 acres of land serviced with underground hydro, water, and
sewage available for warehouse or yard space.



Kalum Ventures Ltd. - the economic arm of the Kitsumkalum First Nation. Kalum Ventures holds a forest
licence (Kitsumkalum First Nation 2017b).

AF
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Gitxaala Nation has 1,997 registered members, with 422 members living on reserve (INAC 2017d). The Gitxaala
Employment and Education Development office provides support to members looking to further their education
(Gitxaala Nation n.d.). Gitga’at Nation has 766 registered members, with 143 members living on reserve (INAC
2017). The Gitga’at Development Corporation coordinates and undertakes community economic initiatives
including the following:
Gitga’at Forestry Inc. – Band owned forestry company.



Exploration of shellfish aquaculture business, including a Band-owned shellfish aquaculture farm.



Development of small scale, band owned hydroelectric project.



Development of the tourism sector (Gitga’at Nation 2004).

D
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Tourism is an important part of economic development in Gitga’at territory. Gitga’at has tourism development
protocols with wilderness, sport fishing, and sailing companies, outlining principles for sustainable tourism
development, guidelines for marine and terrestrial resources, coordinated planning, monitoring and information
sharing, and employment and training commitments (Gitga’at Nation 2004).

3.4.4.2

Nuisance

The Project’s proposed marine berth is located approximately 110 m from a residential neighbourhood located on
Graham Avenue in Prince Rupert. The residential neighbourhood is zoned for two family residential units, but is
directly adjacent to a Waterfront Industrial Zone where existing industrial development such as the CN rail yard
and the Westview Terminal are located. While the homes are only 110 m from the proposed marine berth, the
neighbourhood is situated on a bluff approximately 30 m above the industrial area. As indicated in Section 3.2.2,
industrial noise from the adjacent waterfront industrial zone can be heard from this neighbourhood.
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Baseline air quality and noise levels were characterized and gathered respectively at ten residences within this
near community, with each resident located within 3 km of the proposed marine berth. These residences, called
receptors, are considered as being locations with potential to be affected by the Project. Daytime and nighttime
baseline noise levels were identified at each receptor location. Existing air quality conditions (i.e., background
ambient air quality concentrations) within the Prince Rupert airshed are reported in Section 3.2.1. Existing noise
levels and conditions are outlined in Section 3.2.2.

3.4.5

Visual Amenities

AF
T

Visual amenities refers to the aesthetic character or condition of a visual environment which is related to its ability
to provide scenic appeal for viewers. Visual amenities have value to individuals, society, and the economy and
particularly to persons involved in recreational, tourism and residential land use activities. The Project has the
potential to alter the existing conditions of the visual environment from the addition of Project related built
structures (i.e., marine berth, rail barge and fuel distribution barge) and vessel movement activity (i.e., transits of
the rail barge and fuel distribution barge).
The visual amenities assessment addresses Project effects on the visual conditions in the visual environment
surrounding the Project. This section considers the existing viewing conditions and character of the Project’s
landscape setting, and the identification of key viewing locations to support the assessment of potential visual
effects of the Project.

3.4.5.1

Information Sources

D
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An understanding of the existing quality of visual amenities within the study area (Figure 11) was determined
through desktop literature and data review, spatial analysis, and photographic field surveys.
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Desktop Literature and Data Review
Information was collected and reviewed from the following secondary sources and reference material:
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) derived from Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) Canadian Digital Elevation
and local LiDAR terrain data (NRCan 2013).



Road networks from NRCan National Road Network (NRCan 2015).



Land-based and marine recreation and tourism locations from Recreation Sites and Trails BC, the BC
Marine Atlas, and the BC Visual Landscape Inventory (VLI) database (BCMCA 2017; MFLNRO 2011,
2016b).



Regional and local government land use plans to determine existing management objectives related to visual
amenities.



Information obtained from community groups’ websites and reports to determine land use activity locations
and potential values associated with visual amenities.



Project design data from Wolverine indicating the location and dimensions of the Project marine berth, rail
barge, fuel distribution barge, and barge transit routes.
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Visual quality in the study area has been studied recently for other industrial developments. The following studies
were reviewed to provide additional context and understanding of visual amenities in the Project area:
PNW LNG Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental Assessment Certificate Application –
Section 17: Visual Quality (Stantec 2014).



Aurora LNG – Environmental Assessment Certificate Application – Section 6.2: Visual Quality
(Aurora LNG Ltd. 2017).



Westcoast Connector Gas Transmission Project Environmental Assessment Certification Application –
Volume 1 Section 6 (Tera Environmental Consultants 2014).

D
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There are no provincial or federal regulatory requirements or specific visual assessment guidelines associated
with potential visual effects of marine berth and marine fuelling service projects. For this assessment, technical
methods for this visual effects assessment were adapted from elements of the Landscape Institute and Institute of
Environmental Management & Assessment’s Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA)
and the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management's (USDI BLM) VRM systems to
develop a characterization of existing viewing conditions and support an assessment of the potential visual impact
of the Project (LI/IEMA 2002; USDI BLM 1986). These systems provide a well-established framework for orderly
inventory and analysis of visual impacts for a variety of development applications, and offer a systematic
approach to identify visual qualities of natural and built environments that can be consistently described and
evaluated.
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Visibility Analysis and Viewpoint Identification
To support the assessment of the existing visual amenity conditions, preliminary visibility analysis was conducted
using a using a geographic information system (GIS) and terrain model data to determine potential areas in the
study area that would have a line-of-sight to the Project. Specific land-based locations where views could be
potentially restricted by the Project (i.e., due to screening from vegetation, land forms, or build structures) were
identified. This included viewing opportunities for motorists on regional and local roads (e.g., Highway 16, 2nd Ave
West), residents in nearby neighbourhoods, and viewers in local park and recreation areas (e.g., Waterfront Park)
within Prince Rupert. Various locations were identified with an unobstructed line-of-site with the marine
environment of Prince Rupert’s Inner Harbour and along portions of the eastern shore of Digby Island.

AF
T

Viewpoint locations representing potential public viewing opportunities were identified from the results of the
visibility analysis and considering established viewpoint selection criteria (LI/IEMA 2002; USDI BLM 1986).
Seven initial viewpoints were identified including land-based and marine-based locations representing potential
recreational areas, transportation routes, commercial tourism use areas, and areas of Aboriginal use. Viewpoint
identification was used to support the gathering of photographs during a photographic field survey.

Photographic Field Survey

A photographic field survey was conducted on 1 October 2017 to confirm the results of preliminary visibility
analysis, and capture panoramic landscape photographs of the Project site and portions of the barge transit
routes from identified viewing locations. The suitability of viewpoints was confirmed during the field survey and
locations were adjusted based on on-site observations of viewing conditions. Photographs and geographic
information captured during the field survey was organized into a photographic inventory of surveyed viewing
locations.

R

Viewpoints within the study area that demonstrate representative public viewing opportunities were selected from
the range of surveyed viewpoints as key viewpoints for further analysis and assessment of existing viewing
conditions. The survey viewpoints are shown on Figure 12. The results of the photographic field survey from key
viewpoints are provided in Appendix C.

Landscape Character Analysis

D

Analysis of the Project’s regional landscape was conducted to identify broad patterns of landscape character and
provide the context for more detailed assessments from key viewpoints. A description of the character of the
landscape setting provides a frame of reference from which to determine the scenic qualities of the existing
landscape and potential social concern or viewer sensitivity to visual disturbance.

Visually referencing the photographic inventory images, the existing landscape setting was assessed based on
the qualities of landscape features (i.e., landforms/waterbodies, vegetation, built structures). Viewer sensitivity
analysis was conducted based on factors related to viewing conditions from key viewpoints and known public
concern for visual quality2. While the study area does not intersect areas established in the BC VLI as visually
sensitive, information for nearby established visually sensitive areas were reviewed and considered to provide
additional understanding of scenic qualities and sensitivity as it has currently been assessed through the BC VLI
standards and procedures.

2

A key assumption of this technical approach to determining viewer sensitivity is that it relates to typical or known values viewers place on the
existing level of visual quality, and is not related to potential viewer preferences or concepts of beauty.
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Existing Conditions

Regulatory and Policy Setting
There are no regulations in BC that guide the management of effects of marine berth and marine fuelling service
projects on visual quality. However, guidance for the management of visual quality exists in part through
provincial, local municipal and public authority plans that provide visual design and development guidelines to
address potential visual impacts of development projects.

Prince Rupert Port Authority

AF
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The Project’s proposed marine berth site and anticipated barge transit routes fall within the Port and the
jurisdiction of the PRPA, a port authority responsible for federally owned waterfront properties within Prince
Rupert’s Inner and Outer Harbour areas. The PRPA has developed a land use plan that defines the planning
objectives and guidelines for their jurisdiction. PRPA’s land use plan does not delineate specific policies on the
management of visual quality, however, the plan specifies that the PRPA will consider public access and viewing
opportunities that do not interfere with the safe operational activities, and will liaise with recreational agencies to
determine the feasibility of creating and maintaining recreational opportunities within land and water areas
administered by the PRPA (AECOM 2011).

North Coast Land Resource Management Plan

D
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The Project is located within the boundaries of the NCLRMP area. The NCLRMP is a strategic provincial land and
resource management plan completed in 2005 and has been subsequently integrated, along with First Nation’s
strategic land use and marine use planning agreements and the Central Coast Land and Resource Management
Plan, into the Great Bear Rainforest Land Use Objectives Order established in 2016 (BC MSRM 2005; MFLNRO
2016a). The NCLRMP recognizes the value of visual quality within the planning area and includes general
guidance for visual management related to maintaining the quality of visual experiences. The intent expressed by
the NCLRMP is to “maintain the aesthetic quality of viewscapes from local and First Nations communities, as well
as from areas used by recreationists, tourists and travelers” (i.e., kayaking, marine wildlife viewing, guided fishing,
and boat tours), which were mostly identified outside of the Inner Harbour area through visual management
analysis conducted in 2003 (BC MSRM 2005; Davies & Adair 2003).

Prince Rupert Official Quality of Life Community Plan
The Project is located within the municipal boundaries of the City of Prince Rupert planning area. The QLCP was
adopted in 2008 and includes a vision for the general direction for future land use, social, economic, and related
activities in the City of Prince Rupert. Within the QLCP, Quality of Life Planning Principles indicate that the ability
to be “able to access a high quality environment including an attractive physical setting” is a priority for the
community (City of Prince Rupert 2015). Enjoyment of the environment is recognized within the vision where by
the marine and mountain environment are highly valued for residents and to support recreational opportunities.
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Landscape Character
The regional setting of the Project is characterized by the rugged terrain of coastal mountains, marine inlets, and
numerous low-lying islands of the North Coast region of BC. Vegetated land cover generally consists of uniform,
dense coastal forests dominated by coniferous species. Current land and marine uses include industrial port and
terminal facilities and shipping activity near Prince Rupert and on Ridley Island, urban residential and commercial
development in the City of Prince Rupert, and smaller settlements on Digby Island, at Port Edward, and in local
Aboriginal communities (i.e., Metlakatla, Lax Kw’alaams). Nearby transportation infrastructure includes Highway
16, local road networks facilitating access to port terminals, cruise ship and ferry terminals, and the Prince Rupert
Airport terminal on Digby Island.

AF
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The Project marine berth site is located in the Inner Harbour of the Port, a sheltered deep water channel between
Tuck Inlet to the northeast and Digby Island to the west. The ridgeline and steep slope of Mount Hays (625 m)
forms a prominent, naturally forested background to the south of the Project site. The north side of the Inner
Harbour consists of undulating terrain covered by uniform, dense coastal forests. The Inner Harbour shoreline
includes a number of bays and inlets (e.g., Russel Arm, Phillips Cove) with little evidence of disturbance to the
natural character. Venn Pass is located at the north end of Digby Island, and provide passage to the Metlakatla
First Nation reserve lands and village. Digby Island to the west of the Inner Harbour has relatively low relief and
dense to sparse coastal forested landcover. It contains two small rural settlement areas at Dodge Cove and
Crippen Cove.
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The City of Prince Rupert is located on an undulating bench between the lower slopes of Mount Hays and the
shoreline of the Inner Harbour. This forms a bluff that extends approximately 30 m above the Project site. The City
of Prince Rupert town site demonstrates land use patterns related to mostly single family residential development
and some commercial development near the downtown. There are numerous facilities for container, grain, and
bulk commodity terminals along the foreshore (i.e., Fairview Container Terminal), and adjacent to the Project site
(i.e., Westview Terminal, Railcar Barge Terminal). The Project site was previously used by harbour towage
companies. CN rail lines pass immediately south of the Project site and parallel the foreshore of Prince Rupert
providing a route for freight train movement through the city and to terminal facilities. These features produce a
local context of land use that is predominately industrial. The Atlin Terminal and Northland Cruise Terminal are
located to the east of the Project site and provide moorage for small ships and large seasonal cruise ship calls
respectively. The BC Ferries Terminal is located to the west of the Project and year-round passenger and vehicle
ferry service connecting Prince Rupert with Vancouver Island, Haida Gwaii, and Central Coast communities.
Fairview Harbour, Cow Bay Marina, and Rushbrook Harbour offer moorage for commercial fishing and tourism
vessels, and pleasure boats.
Marine use activity includes the movement and anchorage of large cargo ships within the Port, and the transiting
of smaller commercial tugs and barges related to marine towing services, and daily commercial fishing, marine
(e.g., Digby Island Ferry, water taxis) service and recreational boat movements.

Key Viewpoints
Three key viewpoints were selected to be used for assessment that demonstrate representative public viewing
opportunities from a range of view types and viewing distances within the Inner Harbour. Table 11 identifies the
three key viewpoints selected for analysis. Each viewpoint description includes the typical activities and viewing
conditions available at each location, the scenic qualities of the existing landscape, and potential sensitivity of
viewers at each location. The selected key viewpoints are shown on Figure 6.
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Table 11: Key Viewpoints

Location

Description

Viewpoint 1
(VP#1) –
Russell Point

411971 E
6019865 N



Marine-based view on the north side of Prince Rupert inner harbour
with views south towards the Project mooring site and barge transit
routes; approx. 2 km viewing distance.



View of prominent natural features including Mt. Hays, open water of
the inner harbor, and land use patterns related to residential and
commercial development of Prince Rupert, existing industrial and
tourism terminal developments (i.e., Westview Terminal, Fairview
Terminal, Northlands terminal, BC Ferries Terminal), and moored
vessels.



Views related to marine recreation (i.e., boating, kayaking), and local
residential transportation (i.e., commuting to Metlakatla village) which
are considered moderately to highly sensitive to visual change.



Marine-based view mid-distance along the ferry route between Digby
Island and Prince Rupert with views east towards Project mooring site
and transit routes; approx. 1.75 km viewing distance.



View of prominent natural features including Mt’ Hays, open water of
the inner harbor, and land use patterns related to residential and
commercial development of Prince Rupert, existing industrial and
tourism terminal developments (i.e., Westview Terminal, Railcar Barge
Terminal, BC Ferries Terminal), and moored vessels.



Views related to tourism and regional travel (i.e., Prince Rupert airport
ferry) and more infrequent short-term views related to local residential
transportation (i.e., commuting to Dodge Cove on Digby Island) and
marine recreation (i.e., boating, kayaking) which are considered
moderately to highly sensitive to visual change.

410518 E
6018415 N

R

Viewpoint 2
(VP#2) –
Digby Island
Ferry

AF
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Viewpoint (ID)

411445 E
6017634 N



Marine-based view near the BC Ferries terminal with views northeast
towards the Project mooring site and transit routes; approx. 1km
viewing distance.



View of prominent natural features including portions of Mt. Hays,
Mount Morse and the Tsimshian Peninsula, open water of the inner
harbor, and land use patterns related to residential development of
Prince Rupert, existing industrial and tourism terminal developments
(i.e., Westview Terminal, Aquatrain Terminal, BC Ferries Terminal),
and moored vessels.

D

Viewpoint 3
(VP#3) –
BC Ferry Route



Views related to marine recreation (i.e., nearby marina), and tourism
and regional travel (i.e., BC Ferries route) which are considered
moderately to highly sensitive to visual change.

Note: VP= viewpoint; approx. = approximately; E = Easting; N = Northing; Coordinates are provide in UTM Zone 9N NAD 83 projection
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FIRST NATIONS ENGAGEMENT
Regulatory Requirements and Identification of First Nations

This section summarizes Wolverine’s engagement with First Nations to provide information about the proposed
marine fuels service and to engage with them to understand potential environmental effects. As noted in the
PRPA’s Site Investigation Guidelines, the PRPA, as an agent of the Crown cannot delegate its obligations with
respect to consultations with First Nations, but can rely on engagement or consultation processes and
accommodation measures that are undertaken by its partners, including private proponents, to assist in meeting
its responsibilities.
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For Wolverine to obtain all required approvals for the Project, the PRPA and Transport Canada must be satisfied
that through Wolverine’s efforts or otherwise, that the federal authorities have fulfilled Canada’s duties to consult
with and, where necessary, accommodate First Nations arising from s. 35 of the Constitution Act 1982 in respect
of the Project.
The PRPA has identified that the Project is located within the traditional territory of the following First Nations:



Lax Kw’alaams Band



Gitga’at Nation



Metlakatla First Nation



Gitxaala Nation



Kitsumkalum First Nation



Kitselas First Nation

4.2

R

The following sections present a summary of engagement undertaken by Wolverine to date to identify potential
environmental effects to First Nations from the proposed marine fuel service.

Summary of Engagement

D

Wolverine developed a First Nations Engagement Plan (FNEP) to help guide the engagement process and sought
input from the Coast Tsimshian on the plan. Comments received were considered and minor revisions were
made. The Coast Tsimshian have been engaged in the environmental effects evaluation and on the basis of
agreements between Wolverine Terminals ULC and Coast Tsimshian for their participation within the scope of the
environmental effects evaluation process. Engagement activities with all First Nations at the time of submission of
this draft report have included:



Provided letters of introduction to leadership of each Tsimshian Nation, a project introduction meeting with all
First Nations, a copy of the draft Project Description for review and comments and an early review copy of
the draft environmental effects evaluation.



Followed up phone calls to confirm receipt of the Project Description and to answer questions with respect to
the Project.



As requested, met with Tsimshian Nation communities’ leadership and representatives to provide a
presentation on the Project components and answer questions.



Responded to correspondence from First Nations.



Discussed arrangements to enable Tsimshian Nations to consider potential effects from the Project.
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Invited each First Nation to the public Open Houses in October 2017.



Provided, and are continuing to provide opportunities and follow up for all Tsimshian Nations to provide
questions, comments, and concerns.



Requested information on potential effects to their use of lands and resources for traditional purposes.

Wolverine continues to engage with potentially affected First Nations and provide opportunities to discuss how
participate in the environmental effects evaluation process.

4.3

Key Comments from First Nations

Lax Kw’alaams Band

AF
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Wolverine has kept detailed records of comments and responses for each First Nation through the engagement
period. The following sections provide a summary of the key comments raised by each First Nation on the Project
Description document and up to the preparation of the draft environmental effects evaluation report. Additional
detail on comments and responses will be presented in the First Nations consultation report submitted with the
final environmental effects evaluation report.

Wolverine has engaged with Lax Kw’alaams Band representatives and met to present the Project, the Project
Description document and an early draft of the environmental effects evaluation for review. Key concerns
identified by Lax Kw’alaams Band during engagement on the Project’s environmental effects evaluation include
the following:
Spills, spill containment and effects of spills on the environment.



Safety of the vessels to be used for marine fuel storage and marine fuel distribution.



Effects to fish and fish habitat, shellfish, and marine mammals.



Effects to archaeological and heritage sites.



Effects to marine plants.



Cumulative effects on Lax Kw’alaams traditional territory.



Air quality.

D
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Metlakatla First Nation
At the direction of Metlakatla First Nation leadership, Wolverine has engaged with the Metlakatla Stewardship
Society (MSS) with respect to the Project and the environmental effects evaluation. Metlakatla was provided with
an introductory letter, a copy of the Project Description document and an early draft of the environmental effects
evaluation. Key concerns identified by MSS include:



Types of fuels being transported and associated risk



Accidents and malfunctions detailed analysis
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Effects on Metlakatla resources and harvesting



Effects of noise from construction on marine species



Effects of noise during operation on local residents



Selection of valued components for the environmental effects evaluation



Spatial and temporal boundary definition



Cumulative effects assessment within Metlakatla traditional territory



Potential fuelling sites with Prince Rupert Harbour



Opportunities to participate in environmental studies and provide input on reports



Effects to archaeological and heritage sites



Effects to air quality



Effects to Metlakatla resource users within Prince Rupert Harbour



Request for follow-up monitoring

Gitxaala Nation

AF
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Wolverine has provided a Project introductory letter and met with them to present the Project. Wolverine also
provided a copy of the Project Description document to the Gitxaala Nation. Wolverine further offered an
opportunity to participation in the environmental effects evaluation and provided a draft of the environmental
effects evaluation document. Gitxaala Environmental Monitoring (GEM) has identified the following key concerns
with the environmental effects evaluation:
Increased risk of accidents and malfunctions, such as fuel spills.



Increased shipping within the Port.



Effects to marine fish and fish habitat, marine wildlife and marine use.

D





Effects to harvesting practices, economic practices and cultural identity.



Opportunity for input on the Bunkering Plan.



Effects to Gitxaala’s harvesting rights, economy, cultural identity, and governance systems.



Cumulative effects within Gitxaala traditional territory.



Crown consultation with respect to the Project



Provision of a traditional ecological knowledge / traditional use study by Gitxaala Nation



Negotiation of a Gitxaala Nation Impact Benefits Agreement for the Project.
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Gitga’at Nation
Wolverine has provided a Project introductory letter and met with Gitga’at Nation to introduce the Project.
Wolverine has also provided a copy of the Project Description document and the opportunity for participation in
the environmental effects evaluation process. A copy of the draft environmental effects evaluation document for
review has been provided. Gitga’at Oceans and Lands Department (OLD) has provided comments related to the
Project Description or Project components. Gitga’at OLD has identified the following key concerns:
Rail transport to the Aquatrain terminal



Concerns with removal of existing infrastructure and dredging



Types of fuels and safety records of vessels used for transport



Energy required for operations



Safety and number of fuel barges



Concerns with the number, safety and operation of the fuel distribution barge



Identification of valued components, assessment methodology and collecting baseline data



Disturbing sediments, marine sediment quality, marine water quality and marine fish and fish habitat



Impacts to marine mammals.



Provision of a traditional ecological knowledge / traditional use study by Gitga’at Nation



Negotiation of a Gitga’at Nation Impact Benefits Agreement for the Project.
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Kiteselas First Nation

D

Wolverine has provided Kitselas First Nation with a Project Introductory letter and met with them to introduce the
Project. Wolverine has provided a copy of the Project Description document for review and comment and the
opportunity for participation in the environmental effects evaluation including a draft document for review. The
Kitselas Lands and Resources Department has identified the following key concerns with the environmental
effects evaluation:



Increased risk with rail transport of fuels.



Request for input on environmental effects evaluation.



Identification of valued components of the environment.



Provision of traditional ecological knowledge/traditional use study by Kitselas.



First Nations involvement in physical, biological and social environmental studies



Negotiation of a Kitselas Impact Benefits Agreement for the Project.
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Kitsumkalum First Nation
Kitsumkalum First Nation has been provided with a Project introductory letter and Project Introduction meeting
and a copy of the Project Description document for review and comment. Kitsumkalum have provided comments
in the Project introduction meeting and in a letter to CEA Agency on the Project. Comments included:
Disagreement with the Section 67 determination process.



Request for more thorough engagement.



Involvement in valued components selection.



Input on various studies from Kitsumkalum technical staff.



Involvement in determining temporal and spatial scope.



Concern about increased rail traffic transporting dangerous goods.



Disagreement with the consultation process



Provision of a traditional knowledge /traditional use study by Kitsumkalum



Negotiation of a Kitsumkalum impact Benefits Agreement for the Project

D

R
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Wolverine is committed to transparent, meaningful and timely Project communication and information sharing with
stakeholders, organizations, and communities, and will report on their efforts in accordance with PRPA regulatory
requirements for stakeholder and public engagement. It is important to note that Wolverine undertook a separate
consultation stream with First Nations.
In addition to meeting regulatory requirements identified by PRPA, the key objectives of the public and
stakeholder engagement were to:
Provide regular information to the public and stakeholders regarding the proposed Project in a timely and
effective manner.



Provide information through a variety of methods in a way that is a consistent, straightforward and easy to
understand.



Facilitate meaningful engagement opportunities with the public and stakeholders including opportunities to
provide feedback and address potential concerns.



Demonstrate to regulators and to the public how their input, issues and concerns are integrated into the
Project.



Support respectful public and stakeholder relationships throughout the Project.

AF
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5.1

R

To support the engagement process, Wolverine provided a range of opportunities for the public to provide
comment and has participated in a number of engagement events that are reported on in the following sections.

Public and Stakeholder Identification

D

Working closely with the PRPA, Wolverine developed a public and stakeholder plan to guide engagement. In
consultation with the PRPA, local government and elected officials, and the local community, key stakeholders
were identified for engagement. Stakeholders were identified based on the potential to be affected by the marine
fuel services Project, their proximity to the proposed marine berth, consultation activities reported by other
proponents in the area, and their anticipated interest in the Project.
As the marine fuel service is located in the Port, potentially affected stakeholder groups identified for engagement
are generally located within the North Coast Regional District. The general stakeholder groups included:



Regulatory agencies



Local government and elected officials



Industrial partners



Commercial interest businesses (including commercial fishing businesses)



Environmental interest groups



Marine and recreational sport users



Members of the public (e.g., nearby residences)
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Specific stakeholders and stakeholder groups were identified as the Project moved forward and the scope was
more clearly delineated. A summary of the stakeholders identified through regulatory and community interaction is
provided in Table 12.
Table 12: Summary of Identified Stakeholders

Stakeholder

Regulatory agencies

Prince Rupert Port Authority
Transport Canada
Fisheries and Oceans Canada
Environment and Climate Change Canada
Health Canada

Local government and elected officials

North Coast Regional District, Board
City of Prince Rupert, Council
District of Port Edward, Council
MLA North Coast (Jennifer Rice)
MP Skeena-Bulkley Valley (Nathan Cullen)

Industrial partners

Canadian National Rail

AF
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Category

Alaska Marine Highway Prince Rupert Terminal
BC Ferries Prince Rupert Terminal
Coast Tsimshian Enterprises
DP World Prince Rupert Inc. - Fairview Container Terminal
Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group - Westview Terminal
Prince Rupert Grain Ltd. - Prince Rupert Grain Terminal
Ridley Terminals Inc. - Ridley Coal Terminal
Tidal Transport & Trading Ltd. - Tidal Coast Terminals
AltaGas

R

Commercial interest businesses

D

Local businesses and business
organizations

Environmental interest groups including
non-governmental organizations

Prince Rupert District Chamber of Commerce
Community Futures Pacific Northwest
Union IL WU 505
Union IL WU 523
GW Nickerson
Northcoast Shipping Inc.
UFAWU (union representing commercial fishermen)
Prince Rupert & Port Edward Economic Development Corporation
Prince Rupert Lions Club
Ecotrust Canada
Prince Rupert Environmental Society
Skeena Fisheries Commission
Skeena Watershed Coalition
TBuck Suzuki Environmental Foundation
Skeena Wild Conservation Trust
Pacific Wild
Friends of Wild Salmon
World Wildlife Fund
Forest Ethics
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Stakeholder

Marine and recreational sport users

Tourism Prince Rupert
Local fishing charters
Prince Rupert Yacht & Rowing Club
Port Edward Harbour Authority
SAAM SMIT Canada

Community service providers including first
responders

BC Ambulance Service
BC Coast Pilots
Canadian Coast Guard
Pacific Pilotage Authority
Port Edward Fire Protection
Prince Rupert Fire Department
Prince Rupert Marine Rescue Society
RCMP
Royal Canadian Marine Search and Rescue Station 64
Western Canada Marine Response Corp.

Members of the public

5.2
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Category

Residents of Prince Rupert and Port Edward
General public

Project Phases and Public Engagement

R

The PRPA has identified two phases to the marine fuels service regulatory process where public and stakeholder
engagement was to be undertaken: the Project Description phase and the environmental effects evaluation
phase. The purpose of public engagement during the Project Description phase was to introduce the proposed
Project to the public and stakeholders and to gather public and stakeholders’ input and identify key issues that
were to be considered in the environmental effects evaluation.

D

The purpose of the environmental effects evaluation phase was to report back to the public and stakeholders on
how their comments were considered and the results of the environmental effects evaluation. A third phase, called
the determination phase, would allow Wolverine to post the results of the PRPA and TC decision on the
environmental effects evaluation on their website. It is understood that other than posting the PRPA and TC
determination decision on the PRPA website, no other public and stakeholder engagement will be required by
Wolverine for the determination phase.

5.3

Public Engagement Activities

Engagement with the public was undertaken to support the regulatory process for the environmental effects
evaluation and to build relationships and support for the marine fuels service. Public engagement commenced on
8 September 2017 with a news release announcing the marine fuels service. Excerpts of the release were
published in The Northern View newspaper (local to Prince Rupert) and the release was available on the PRPA
Facebook page and the Wolverine website.
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Engagement Events on the Project Description

The Project Description open house and public comment period were announced on 5 October 2017 with a notice
appearing in the Northern View newspaper, the PRPA Facebook page, and the Wolverine website. The public
comment period, during which the general public could provide comments on the Project Description document
was held from 5 October 2017 to 5 November 2017.

AF
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Wolverine held an open house on 17 October 2017 from 3 pm to 7 pm at the Crest Hotel in Prince Rupert to share
information on Wolverine as a company, the proposed marine fuels service, and the environmental effects
evaluation. Public comments on the Project Description document could be submitted at the open houses or
through the Wolverine website (https://wolverineterminals.com/contact/) or by mail. A second open house was
held on 19 October 2017 from 6 pm to 8 pm at the Community Centre in Port Edward with the same materials.
Materials presented at the open house events were in the form of banners, display boards and fact sheets
(Table 13, Appendix D). Wolverine also showed a continuous loop animation video that illustrated the sequence of
events from arrival of the loaded railcars at the Railcar Barge Terminal through fuelling of ships from the fuel
distribution barge to help the public better understand the operation. The animation is available on the Wolverine
website (https://wolverineterminals.com/project-description/).
Wolverine and Golder staff were in attendance to provide information on their areas of expertise with respect to
the marine fuels service and the environmental effects evaluation being undertaken. CN, the PRPA, and Western
Canada Marine Response Corporation also provided materials and staff to support public understanding of the
proposed service and explain their roles and responsibilities.
Table 13: Open House Materials Summary

Format

Our Commitment to Engagement, Prince Rupert Marine Fuels - A New
Service for the Port of Prince Rupert, Environmental Considerations, Risk
Assessment, Safety & Environment, Marine Berth Design

R

Wolverine Fact Sheets

Topics

Welcome, At a Glance, The Need & The Benefits, Environmental Effects
Evaluation, Project Design, Site Selection, Risks & Mitigation, Our
Commitment, We Want to Hear From You

Prince Rupert Port Authority

Display Board

CN

Display Board

Western Canada Marine
Response Corporation

Display Banners and Fact Sheets

D

Wolverine Display Banners

Wolverine also provided a presentation about the marine fuels service at the Prince Rupert Chamber of
Commerce on 19 October 2017 from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm. A question period followed the presentation where
Wolverine provided answers. Comment sheets were available at each place setting so that the Chamber
members could submit comments.
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Results of Engagement Events on the Project Description

The open house in Prince Rupert was attended by 59 people and the open house in Port Edward was attended by
six people. The Chamber of Commerce luncheon was attended by 97 people. Key issues raised during these
engagement events included:
Site location.



Noise from the rail and loading and unloading of railcars.



Air emissions from the product being transferred.



Employment opportunities and training required.



Community benefits.

AF
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A total of 11 comments on the Project were received during the Prince Rupert open house. Four comment letters
were submitted at the welcome desk upon arrival. One comment letter was addressed to the PRPA and three
comment forms were submitted at the open house. An additional four comments were provided on the open
house feedback forms.
A summary of comments and questions and responses is presented in Table 14. The comments were received at
the Prince Rupert open house or through the website.
Table 14: Summary of Stakeholder Comments and Proponent Responses

Response

Will there be odour from the marine fuels?

Barge design for both vessels will incorporate odour reduction
technology in their respective venting systems – i.e., a
hydrocarbon filter system specifically selected for vapour
abatement.

R

Stakeholder Comment / Question

D

Why this proposed site location?

A number of sites were evaluated throughout the Port of
Prince Rupert. The site was selected by the PRPA. There are
a number of advantages that made it economic and viable for
fuel service. The site was previously used for moorage by
harbour towage companies for more than 40 years. This
section of the coast has low quality fish habitat with no
identified sensitive terrestrial or aquatic environmental
features. The site is approximately 400 m from the Railcar
Barge Terminal where rail cars will be loaded onto the rail
barge. It is in proximity to existing industrial rail yard and
marine terminals for BC Ferries, Alaska State Ferries, wood
pellets and rail cars minimizes potential for increased
disturbance to local residents. The inner harbour location
minimizes transit distances from the Railcar Barge Terminal to
the Project’s marine berth. The location is aligned with the
PRPA’s approved Land Use Management Plan which
designates the area for “Marine Support Services” and with
the City of Prince Rupert’s Official Community Plan which
designates the area for “Waterfront Industrial”.
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Response

What jobs will be created by the service?

It is expected that 13 full time employees will be created in
vessel movement and ship-to-ship bunkering operations.
We will need an operations manager with a steam ticket and
we will need two people aiding with the barges for fuelling and
tugs. Wolverine will train people for the steam ticket. They may
be some more jobs with piloting the tugs depending on how
we procure the service.

What other community benefits will
Wolverine be providing to the community of
Prince Rupert?

Wolverine will be paying taxes to the City of Prince Rupert in
accordance with the tax regime for businesses located at the
water lot. Wolverine will lease an office in the city for business
operations. Wolverine is interested in supporting community
events such as sport and programs to support children’s
activities.

What about noise?

AF
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Stakeholder Comment / Question

A noise assessment of the marine fuel service has been
conducted as part of the assessment. Noise from the railcars
is an incremental change. Operation of the barge will occur
during day time hours and noise from the barges is not
expected to be noticeable from nearby homes.
With safety as a top priority and a corporate goal to target zero
incidents, the design and operations of the bunkering service
will be tailored to industry best practices. Spill and emergency
response plans will be in place, as required by both Transport
Canada and the Prince Rupert Port Authority.

What types of fuels are you moving?

All fuels will be marine grade with a flash point above 60
degrees Celsius. The primary fuels will be IFO 380, IFO 180
and marine diesel. Prince Rupert does not currently provide a
fuelling service which allows ships currently entering the Port
to apply for exemptions to allow them to burn high sulphur
fuel. With the addition of our proposed service ships will be
required to burn low sulphur fuel within the 200 mile limit.

R

What about spills and safety?

D

Are there any restrictions due to weather?

Wolverine anticipates that the PRPA will define operations
restrictions for poor weather conditions as part of the Port’s indevelopment bunkering plan. We will not operate when it is not
safe. We are trying to schedule so that delivery can have
some flexibility to accommodate weather conditions.

Please replace the Lot parks in the
residential areas starting with Allen Park as a
gesture of good faith you will not pollute our
harbour and air.

Wolverine will consider contributions to the community
however, replacing parks is a matter within the City of Prince
Rupert’s jurisdiction. Prevention is the focus of all operations
for Wolverine. The first consideration in all of our operating
plans is the safety and welfare of employees, the community
and the environment – including air, water, land, marine and
wildlife. Wolverine will put practices in place to prevent and
manage potential pollution of the harbour and air.

Smell and noise – independent assessment
of proposal

Golder will conduct assessments of predicted noise and air
quality for the environmental effects evaluation. The method
and results will be reviewed by the PRPA as part of the
evaluation.
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Response

Have you entertained the possibility of
servicing smaller vessels like the local tug
fleet, car ferries, fishing fleet? Coast guard
ships, bigger yachts and pilotage vessels that
are using diesel fuel? The problem in Prince
Rupert is we only have one diesel re-fuelling
station that is very congested and small for
mid-size vessels specially in the summer
months when the small recreational and
charter fleet are in action .The location you
have selected is perfect for the fleet
mentioned above i.e., room to manoeuvre
and proximity to south end of harbour where
the tugs, airport ferry, fishing fleet and
pilotage vessels use for moorage therefore
saving time. Incorporated used oil disposal
would be an asset and there is no sewage
disposal pumping ship to shore station in
Prince Rupert.

At this time, these services are not being contemplated for the
marine fuels service. However, Wolverine recognizes that
there is an interest in these services and will consider
opportunities in the future.

AF
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Stakeholder Comment / Question

Other comments provided on the comment forms to Wolverine included the following:

General concern identified with Prince Rupert Harbour: issues of toxicity, safety, noise and the general
“takeover” of the harbour.



“Everything is pretty well covered. Very good design of having self-contained barge. Because other agencies
involved TC, CN I don’t think there would be any safety issues as long as the regulations are followed and
there are no short cuts.”



“Glad to hear a project of this type planning to come to the north coast.”



Lack of trust in CN.



“I think this is a wonderful idea. Much needed in Prince Rupert.”



“I support the project. As a local resident, I believe this project will provide the infrastructure our community
needs to increase our ability to service large vessels. It will also have other spinoff employment.”

D
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5.4

Engagement Events on the Environmental Effects Evaluation

Wolverine proposes to hold an open house in Prince Rupert to present the results of the draft environmental
effects evaluation and seek feedback. The open house materials will focus on the concerns and comments that
were identified by the public in the Project Description and during the comment period. Key concerns of site
selection, noise, odour and air quality, employment and community benefits will be addressed in the materials
presented. Materials on the assessment of the other valued components of the environmental effects evaluation
will be available and subject matter experts will be on hand to answer questions from the public.
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Wolverine and the PRPA will notify the public of the 30-day comment period to receive comments on the draft
environmental effects evaluation report through the open house and on the website. The open house will be held
at approximately 15 days into the comment period.

D

R
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Comments will be compiled for consideration and where further study or clarification is required in the effects
evaluation, the report will be adjusted.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS EVALUATION
Scope of the Environmental Effects Evaluation

The scope of the proposed Project’s environmental effects evaluation must meet the requirements specified in
CEAA 2012 and by the federal authorities that are required to determine whether the proposed Project is likely to
cause significant adverse environmental effects.
Under CEAA 2012, the following environmental effects need to be taken into account:



a change that may be caused to the following components of the environment that are within the legislative
authority of Parliament:

AF
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 Fish and fish habitat as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Fisheries Act (R.S.C 1985).
 Aquatic species as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Species at Risk Act (S.C. 2002).

 Migratory birds as defined in subsection 2(1) of the Migratory Birds Convention Act (S.C.1994).



a change that may be caused to the environment that would occur on federal lands, in a province other than
the one in which the act or thing is done or where the physical activity, the designated project or the project
is being carried out, or outside Canada.



with respect to Aboriginal peoples, an effect occurring in Canada of any change that may be caused to the
environment on:

 health and socio-economic conditions
 physical and cultural heritage

 the current use of lands and marine resources for traditional purposes

R

 any structure, site or thing that is of historical, archaeological, paleontological or architectural significance

D

Based on the environmental effects that need to be taken into account and the description of the proposed
Project, the following environmental components form the framework of the environmental effects evaluation:



Air quality



Archaeological and heritage resources



In-air noise



Marine and land use



Marine and terrestrial biological resources



Socio-economics



Aboriginal use of land and marine resources for
traditional purposes



Visual amenities



Accidents

The depth of analysis required to better understand the proposed Project’s potential for causing significant
adverse environmental effects was determined through consultations with PRPA, Transport Canada, Tsimshian
First Nations, and the general public who reside in the City of Prince Rupert and District. Aboriginal businesses
such as Coast Tsimshian Enterprises was also consulted with to explore opportunities for the proposed Project to
provide potentially effected First Nations with socio-economic benefits.
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Methodology

The methodology used in the environmental effects evaluation follows those outlined in Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency’s 2014 document “Making a determination under section 67 of the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act 2012”. To assess effects on the environment from the Project, the environment has been broken
down into valued components, which are defined as fundamental elements of the physical, biological or socioeconomic environment (e.g., air, water, terrain, vegetation, wildlife, fish, birds). The selection of valued
components is based on the definition of environment and environmental effects in CEAA 2012 as well as other
regulatory requirements. Table 15 outlines the selected valued components and the rationale for their selection.
Table 15: Valued Components Selected for Effects Evaluation and Rationale for Selection

Physical Environment

Air Quality

In-Air Noise

Marine Water Quality

Rationale

AF
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Valued Component










Biological Environment

Potential nuisance effects.

Potential effects from fuel spills.
Regulatory requirements under Section 36 of the Fisheries Act prohibiting the
deposition of deleterious substances into watercourses or waterbodies frequented by
fish, unless authorized under the Act.
Regulatory requirements under Section 5 of the Migratory Birds Convention Act
which prohibits the deposit of a substance that is harmful to migratory birds.




Potential effects from removal of vegetation.
Potential regulatory requirements under the Species at Risk Act which prohibits the
killing, harming, harassing, capturing or taking of an individual listed as extirpated,
endangered or threatened.




Potential effects from removal of vegetation.
Potential regulatory requirements under the Species at Risk Act which prohibits the
killing, harming, harassing, capturing or taking of an individual listed as extirpated,
endangered or threatened.
Potential regulatory requirements under the BC Wildlife Act.

R

Terrestrial Vegetation

Potential odour nuisance effects.
Potential human health effects.
Project discharging air quality parameters of interest to the Prince Rupert airshed
(NO2, SO2, CO, PM10, PM2.5, VOC, benzene and H2S).
Project emitting greenhouse gas emissions (CO2, CH4 and N2O).





D

Terrestrial Wildlife

Fish and Fish Habitat (including
marine vegetation, marine
invertebrates, fish)





Marine Mammals



Potential effects from pile driving and from fuel spills.
Regulatory requirement under Section 35 of the Fisheries Act to avoid causing
serious harm to fish and fish habitat that are part of, or support, Commercial,
Recreational, or Aboriginal (CRA) fisheries.
Regulatory requirements under the Species at Risk Act which prohibits the killing,
harming, harassing, capturing or taking of an individual listed as extirpated,
endangered or threatened.
Potential effects from pile driving.
Regulatory requirements under the Species at Risk Act which prohibit the killing,
harming, harassing, capturing or taking of an individual listed as extirpated,
endangered or threatened.
Regulatory requirements under the Marine Mammal Regulations, pursuant to the
Fisheries Act, which the disturbance of marine mammals except when fishing for
marine mammals under the authority of the Regulations.
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Valued Component

Rationale



Marine Birds



Potential effects from fuel spills.
Regulatory requirements under the Species at Risk Act which prohibit the killing,
harming, harassing, capturing or taking of an individual listed as extirpated,
endangered or threatened.
Regulatory requirements under Section 5 of the Migratory Birds Convention Act
which prohibits the deposit of a substance that is harmful to migratory birds.

Social Environment
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Current Use of Lands and Marine
Resources for Traditional
Purposes





Archaeological and Heritage
Resources

Visual Amenities

Potential effects from construction of the marine berth may result in changes to the
current use of lands and marine resources for traditional purposes by First Nations
people.
Potential effects from barge operations may result in interference with use of or
access to, traditional use locations and marine harvesting areas.
Light, acoustic, visual quality or air quality effects from operation may degrade the
experience of those who participate in traditional use activities.
Regulatory requirements under CEAA 2012 5 (1)(c).





Potential alteration of the existing viewscape and related quality of visual aesthetics
of the Project area as it is valued by First Nations and local residents.
Navigation:



Project associated vessel traffic during construction and operations may increase
vessel traffic volumes in the Prince Rupert Harbour affecting overall navigability
of other vessels.

R



Regulatory requirements under the BC Heritage Conservation Act, indicates that all
archaeological sites that predate AD 1846 are automatically protected. Heritage
wrecks, consisting of the remains of vessels or aircraft after two or more years have
passed since they sank, crashed, or were abandoned, are also protected under the
Heritage Conservation Act.
Potential disturbance / impact to archaeological sites, materials, and features and
heritage wrecks during pile driving, structure removal, clearing and grubbing, capping
(placement of fills or concrete pouring) and general ground disturbance.
Potential effects from fuel spills.





D

Marine and Land Use




Socio-Economics



Offshore facilities and access restrictions around offshore facilities may
adversely affect navigation in the Prince Rupert Inner Harbour
Commercial and Non-Commercial Land and Marine Access and Use:




Consistency of operation-phase with local government plans and zoning bylaws.



Potential Project effects on noise and air quality could affect environmental
setting and quality of experience of commercial (e.g., guided tourism) and noncommercial (e.g., recreational boating and kayaking).

Navigation control management around offshore facilities, and Projectassociated construction and operational vessel traffic may affect marine
commercial (e.g., commercial fishing, guided tourism, nautical services) and
marine non-commercial (e.g., recreational boating, kayaking, and recreational
fishing) access and area use.
Environmental Setting:

Employment and Business Opportunities: Local employment and contracting
opportunities could provide local economic benefits.
Nuisance to Nearby Residents: Potential changes in air quality and noise could result
in nuisance to local residents.
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Spatial and Temporal Boundaries

The study area for the environmental effects evaluation is specific for each valued component. The extent of the
study area for each valued component is outlined in Table 16.
Table 16: Valued Component Study Areas
Valued Component

Study Area

Physical Environment




The area where Project air emissions are expected to occur.
Rail barge at the Railcar Barge Terminal, marine berth site and delivery chain
(bunkering).




The marine berth site and a 3 km buffer in all directions




Upland portion of the marine berth site.



The marine berth site for construction and the Port for operations.




The marine berth site for construction and the Port for operations.

First Nation Use of Lands and
Resources for Traditional Purposes



The upland portion of the marine berth site for construction and Port for
operations.

Archaeological Resources





Upland and near shore portion of the marine berth site.

Air Quality

Marine Water Quality
Biological Environment
Terrestrial Vegetation
Terrestrial Wildlife

Fish and Fish Habitat (including
marine vegetation, marine
invertebrates, and fish)
Marine Mammals
Marine Birds
Social Environment

Upland portion of the marine berth site and the Port for operations.

The marine berth site for construction and the Port for operations.

Prince Rupert Inner Harbour and a 100 m buffer around the marine berth site.
Employment and business opportunities:

R

Marine and Land Use

The marine berth site for construction and the Port for operations.
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In-Air Noise

D

Socio-Economics

Visual Amenities
Accidents

6.2.2













Prince Rupert



Air quality and noise study areas.

Metlakatla First Nation
Lax Kw’alaams Band
Kitsumkalum First Nation
Kitselas First Nation
Gitxaala Nation

Gitga’at Nation
Nuisance to nearby residents:
The area within a 4 km viewing distance of the marine berth site.
The marine berth site for construction and the Port for operations.

Determination of Significance of Adverse Residual Effects

Criteria that were used to assist in the determination of significance of adverse residual effects on valued
components is outlined in Table 17.
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Table 17: Criteria for Significance of Effects

Not Significant

Potentially Significant

Significant

Magnitude

Low - Effect is evident only at
or nominally above baseline
conditions.

Moderate - Effect exceeds
regulatory criteria or
published guideline values but
is less than that shown to
cause a harmful effect.

High - Effect exceeds values
documented to cause a
harmful effect.

Reversibility

Reversible.

Partially reversible.

Irreversible.

Geographic
Extent

Project Area - Limited to
project area.

Local Area – effect extends
beyond Project area to
surrounding area.

Regional Area – effect
extends beyond surrounding
are to regional area.

Duration

Short-term – 1 month.

Medium-term –1 year.

Long-term – multiple years.

Frequency

Infrequently.

Intermittently.

Frequently or Continuous.

6.3

Results

AF
T

Criteria

6.3.1
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Study Area

The spatial extent of the air quality assessment was defined as three main areas in which emissions to air are
expected to occur: the Railcar Barge Terminal, the proposed marine berth and the delivery chain. A description of
activities that will result in air emissions at each of these three areas is provided in Table 18.

R

Table 18: Air Emissions Locations and Activity Description

Location

Activities Resulting in Air Emissions

Railcar Barge
Terminal





Emissions to air from the generator, heater and boilers located on the rail barge.

Marine Berth



The mixing and transferring of fuel from the rail barge to the fuel distribution
barge.

Delivery Chain




Transport of the fuel distribution barge to the ocean going vessel.

Tug vessel exhaust emissions.

D

Transport of the rail barge to and from the railcar barge terminal and the marine
berth.

Engine, generator, heater and fugitive emissions from the fuel distribution barge
during fuelling (bunkering).
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Effects Evaluation
Potential effects of the Project were assessed semi-quantitatively based on the magnitude of emissions to air from
the Project compared to existing emissions; no dispersion modelling assessment was undertaken. The
assessment comprised quantification of Project related air emissions, and comparison to available information on
the magnitude of existing air emissions.

AF
T

The three main phases of the proposed Project are construction, operation and decommissioning. Project
emissions are expected to be intermittent in nature throughout the construction period, depending on the schedule
of activities. It is expected that the Project operation phase would result in the largest air emissions and potential
air quality effects from the three phases. Air emissions during the decommissioning phase are expected to be
similar to those during the construction phase. It is difficult to know what kind of technologies and associated
emissions rates can be expected as far into the future as the decommissioning would occur. As a result, the
environmental effects on air quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions was assessed for the Project operation
phase.
Air and GHG parameters which will be emitted from Project operational activities as a result of combustion and
fugitive emissions include:
Criteria Air Contaminants (CACs) including NO2, SO2, Carbon Monoxide (CO), Particulate Matter with a
nominal aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 microns (PM10) and PM2.5.



VOCs, including benzene.



Hydrogen sulfide (H2S).



GHGs including Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4) and Nitrous Oxide (N2O).

R



A description of Project activities resulting in air emissions that were included in the emissions quantification are
summarized in Table 19.
Table 19: Project Activities Included in Emissions Quantification

Emission Activity

D

Location

Railcar
Barge
Terminal

Loading of rail barge

Transport of rail barge
from Railcar Barge
Terminal to marine berth

Emission Type

Emission
Quantification
Method (Note 1)

Rail barge - Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Rail barge - Boiler

Combustion

(2)(5)

Rail barge - Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Tug boats - Main engine and
auxiliary generators

Combustion

(3)

Rail barge - Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Rail barge - Boiler

Combustion

(2)(5)

Rail barge - Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Fugitive emissions

Fugitive

(4)

Tug boats - Main engine and
auxiliary generators

Combustion

(3)
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Emission Activity

Marine
Berth

Transfer and mixing of fuel
from the rail barge to the
fuel distribution barge

Delivery
Chain

Emission Type

Emission
Quantification
Method (Note 1)

Rail barge - Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Rail barge - Boiler

Combustion

(2)(5)

Rail barge - Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Fugitive losses during transfer
and headspace

Fugitive

(4)

Fuel distribution barge Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Fuel distribution barge Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Tug boats - Main engine and
auxiliary generators

Combustion

(3)

Fuel distribution barge Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Fuel distribution barge Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Fugitive losses due to
transport

Fugitive

(4)

Tug boats - Main engine and
auxiliary generators

Combustion

(3)

Fugitive transfer and
headspace losses

Fugitive

(4)

Fuel distribution barge Generators

Combustion

(1)(5)(6)

Fuel distribution barge Heaters

Combustion

(2)(5)

Tug boats - Main engine and
auxiliary generators

Combustion

(3)

AF
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Location

Fuel distribution barge
during transport

D

R

Fuel distribution barge
during bunkering

Notes:
1)

Emission calculation method detailed in United States of America Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA 1996a and b) AP 42
Chapters 3.3 Gasoline and Diesel Industrial Engines, and 3.4 Large Stationary Diesel and All Stationary Duel-fuel Engines.

2)

Emission calculation method detailed in US EPA (2010) AP-42 Chapter 1.3 Fuel Oil Combustion.

3)

Emission calculation method developed for the Marine Emission Inventory Tool (MEIT) described in 2010 National Marine Emissions
Inventory for Canada (SNC Lavalin 2012).

4)

Emission calculation method detailed in US EPA AP42 (2008) Chapter 5.2 Transportation and Marketing of Petroleum Liquids.

5)

Emission calculation method detailed in British Columbia Ministry of Environment (BC MOE) (2016) 2016/17 B.C. Best Practices
Methodology for Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Emissions Including Guidance for Public Sector Organizations, Local Governments and
Community Emissions.

6)

Emission factors for NOX and CO taken from US EPA (2016) Federal Marine Compression Ignition Engines.
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Project related air emissions were quantified based on the following assumptions:
a)

Maximum annual throughput for fuel transfers (heavy fuel oil and marine diesel combined) based on 1,000
tonne/day, operating 365 days per year.

b)

Shore power will be available at the marine berth therefore reducing the need for generators to operate
continuously.

The estimated annual emission rates for CACs, VOCs, benzene and H 2S for the maximum annual fuel throughput
are summarized in Table 20.
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Table 20: Project Annual Air Emissions Rate, Maximum Annual Fuel Throughput

Annual Emission Rate (tonne/year)
CAC
NO2

SO2

122.0

12.2

CO

PM10

PM2.5

20.6

8.4

7.3

VOC

Benzene

H2S

0.44

0.0066

0.0009

The estimated annual GHG emission rates for the maximum annual fuel throughput are summarized in Table 21.

Table 21: Project Annual Greenhouse Gas Emission Rates, Maximum Annual Fuel Throughput

Annual Greenhouse Gas Emission Rate (tonne/year)

7,079

CH4

N2O

R

CO2

0.2

0.6

D

A comparison of Project-related emissions to available emissions totals is provided in Table 22. Project emissions
of CACs and VOCs were compared to Western Canada marine emissions estimated as part of the 2010 Canada
wide marine emission inventory (SNC Lavalin 2012). Project emissions of GHGs were compared to province wide
GHG emissions published by the Government of BC (Government of BC 2016).

Table 22: Summary of Emissions Comparison (tonne/year)
Source

CACs

GHGs

VOCs

Benzene

H2S

NO2

SO2

CO

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

CH4

N2O

Project

122.0

12.2

20.6

8.4

7.3

7,079

0.2

0.6

0.44

0.007

0.000
9

Regional(a)

75,628

41,940

6,489

5,523

5,081

50,347,046

426,29
8

6,646

3,227

n/a(b)

n/a
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CACs

Project
emissions
as a
percentage
of regional
emissions

GHGs

NO2

SO2

CO

PM10

PM2.5

CO2

CH4

N2O

0.2%

0.03%

0.3%

0.2%

0.1%

0.01%

0.0000
5%

0.01%

VOCs

Benzene

H2S

0.01%

-

-

Regional CAC and VOC emissions taken from Western Canada 2010 Marine based emission inventory (SNC Lavalin 2012). Regional
GHG emission taken from province wide GHG emissions (Government of BC 2016).

(b)

n/a = no summary data available on existing regional emissions.
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(a)

When compared to western Canada marine-based emissions the Project is expected emissions by less than
0.3%, and province wide GHG emissions of less than 0.1%. Given these small increases, the magnitude of the air
quality effect is classified as minor.
Project emissions are expected to be localized to the study area and immediate surroundings. Mitigation
measures will be used to reduce air emissions associated with both combustion sources (CACs and GHGs) and
fugitive sources (VOCs, H2S and benzene). The effect of air emissions is not likely to result in a substantial
change that will significantly alter air quality. There are no situations where there is a high probability of
occurrence of a permanent, long-term, or high magnitude residual environmental effect on air quality.
Consequently, the predicted residual effect on air quality is not significant.

Mitigation Measures

R

Mitigation measures that will be implemented for the Project’s operational phase that will act to reduce or
minimize air and GHG emissions are summarized in Table 23.
Table 23: Air Emissions Mitigation Measures

Emission Source

Mitigation Measures

Combustion
(CAC and
GHG
emissions)

Rail barge
Fuel distribution barge
Tugs




Avoid engine idling: Avoid tug idling while at berth.



Maintain equipment: Maintain generators, boilers and heaters
on barges according to manufacturers’ guidelines.



Emission limits: Tugs will meet the Tier II NO X emission levels
(Government of Canada 2005, Off-road Compression Engine
Emission Regulations SOR/2005-32).



Shore power: Shore power will be available at the marine
berth, thereby significantly reducing the need for generator
power on the barges.

D

Emission
Source Type

Minimize generator use: Minimize the generator use at Railcar
Barge Terminal and delivery chain.
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Emission Source

Mitigation Measures

Fugitive
(VOCs,
benzene and
H2S)

Rail barge
Fuel distribution barge
Tugs



Closed system: During the transfer of fuel cargo between the
barges vapour and odour emissions will be mitigated by using
a closed loop vapour recovery, scrubbers and venting system.



Industrial grade hydrocarbon filters, specifically designed to
mitigate potential odours, will be utilized to treat all fluids
discharged from the vapour space of the rail barge when not
connected to the closed loop system. This includes vapours
displaced during the rail car loading process.



Delivery chain vessels (bunkering): When delivery chain
vessels are suitably equipped, fuel tank headspace will be
vented through the fuel distribution barge’s scrubbers.

AF
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Emission
Source Type



Air Emissions Management Plan: Emission control activities
will be identified and emission controls will be integrated with
standard operating procedures.

Follow-Up Monitoring

Due to the intermittent and spatially dispersed nature of Project emissions air quality monitoring is not proposed.

6.3.2
In-Air Noise
Study Area

D

R

The environmental effects of noise was assessed for Project construction and operations. The noise study area
included the proposed marine berth area and a 3 km buffer in all directions. The noise study area was chosen to
allow for predictions of the potential Project noise impact over the area of the community of Prince Rupert and to
show the noise propagation from the Project in the form of equal loudness contours. Ten assessment receptors
were identified as being locations with potential to be the most impacted by the Project. The locations of the
receptors are presented in Table 24.
Table 24: Project Noise Assessment Receptor Locations

Assessment
Receptors

Description

UTM Coordinates (Zone 9)
Easting (m)

Northing (m)

R01

Occupied residence

412294

6018135

R02

Occupied residence

412029

6017774

R03

Occupied residence

412652

6018326

R04

Occupied residence

412596

6018281

R05

Occupied residence

412432

6018159

R06

Occupied residence

412217

6018023
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Description

UTM Coordinates (Zone 9)
Easting (m)

Northing (m)

Occupied residence

412176

6017940

R08

Occupied residence

412063

6017813

R09

Occupied residence

412010

6017676

R10

Occupied residence

412007

6017698

Effects Evaluation
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R07

Existing conditions were established based on a baseline noise survey conducted in August 2017 and the
ongoing PRPA continuous noise monitoring program. Baseline noise monitoring was conducted for a 24 hour
period at receptors R01 and R02 listed in Table 24. Baseline noise levels at the other receptor locations were
assumed based on noise levels measured at R01, R02, and the nearby PRPA continuous monitoring locations.
Baseline noise levels were assigned based on the proximity and the character of the dominating noise sources at
each location. Table 25 outlines the baseline noise levels for each assessment receptor.

Assessment Receptors

Leq,day [dBA]
7:00 AM to 10:00 PM

Leq, night [dBA]
10:00 PM to 7:00 AM

Ldn [dBA]

R01

54

55

61

53

48

55

61

55

63

61

55

63

54

55

61

R06

R

Table 25: Project Assessment Receptor Baseline Noise Levels

54

55

61

R07

54

55

61

R08

53

48

55

R09

51

52

58

R10

51

52

58

R02
R03
R04

D

R05
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Assessment of the potential health effects from the construction and operation of the Project have been based on
guidance from Health Canada’s Guidance for Evaluating Human Health Impacts in Environmental Assessment:
Noise (Health Canada 2017) and the BC Oil and Gas Commission’s British Columbia Noise Control Best
Practices Guideline (BC OGC 2009). The following scenarios were assessed:



One construction scenario:

 Installation of three new mooring dolphins
 Installation of a gangway connecting the marine berth to the shore



Three operational scenarios:

AF
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 Scenario 1: loading and unloading the rail barge at the Railcar Barge Terminal
 Scenario 2: rail barge in transit from Railcar Barge Terminal to marine berth site
 Scenario 3: rail barge and fuel distribution barge at berth

The assessment of noise for the operational scenarios includes the effects on sleep disturbance, speech
comprehension, and the change in percent highly annoyed (%HA). Since construction activities will last for less
than one year, construction activity noise impact has been assessed based on the chance of significant increase
in noise complaints. A low frequency noise (LFN) assessment was conducted for both construction and operation.
Table 26 summarizes the results at the ten assessment receptor locations for the construction phase and
operation scenarios.
Table 26: Health Assessment Results per Construction and Operation Scenario

Sleep
Disturbance

Speech Comprehension

Change
in %HA

Chance on
Increased Noise
Complaints

Low
Frequency
Noise
Issues

Nighttime Leq
<45 dBA for
continuous
noise

Daytime Leq <55 preferred
Daytime Leq <60 maximum

Increase
<6.5 %

Ldn >75 dBA

dBC – dBA
<20 dB

Construction
Phase

NA

NA

NA

Around threshold
at some locations
and above the
threshold for one
location due to
impact pile driver.

Below
threshold

Operation
Scenario 1

Above threshold
at all receptors.
Baseline
nighttime noise
levels already
exceed limit.

Above maximum threshold for
two receptors. Existing
daytime noise levels at these
receptors already exceed
threshold. All other receptors
meet preferred threshold.

Below
threshold

NA

Below
threshold

D

R

Threshold
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Sleep
Disturbance

Speech Comprehension

Change
in %HA

Chance on
Increased Noise
Complaints

Low
Frequency
Noise
Issues

Nighttime Leq
<45 dBA for
continuous
noise

Daytime Leq <55 preferred
Daytime Leq <60 maximum

Increase
<6.5 %

Ldn >75 dBA

dBC – dBA
<20 dB

Operation
Scenario 2

Above threshold
at all receptors.
Baseline
nighttime noise
levels already
exceed limit.

Above maximum threshold for
two receptors. Existing
daytime noise levels at these
receptors already exceed
threshold. All other receptors
meet preferred threshold.

Below
threshold

NA

Below
threshold

Operation
Scenario 3

Above threshold
at all receptors.
Baseline
nighttime noise
levels already
exceed limit.

Above maximum threshold for
two receptors. Existing
daytime noise levels at these
receptors already exceed
threshold. One other receptor
above the preferred threshold.
Some potential for speech
interference

Below
threshold

AF
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NA

Below
threshold

R

For the construction phase the calculated noise level exceeded the threshold of noise complaints at one receptor
and therefore some increased annoyance may occur. Impact pile driving is a major contributor to this noise level.
In the assessment calculations the worst case scenario for impact pile driving has been assumed. In the case that
quieter pile driving techniques are applied the noise level is predicted to be lower and thus decrease the likelihood
of exceeding the threshold of noise complaints at receptors. The LFN assessment indicates no LFN issues should
be experienced at any receptors.

D

The results indicate that for all operational scenarios the change in %HA did not exceed the threshold of 6.5%,
indicating that additional noise mitigation will not be required from an annoyance perspective. The results indicate
that the baseline noise levels exceeded the sleep disturbance threshold at all receptors, and that the Project
increased nighttime noise levels at the receptors by no more than 1 dB. Therefore there is no potential for
additional sleep disturbances in all scenarios. There is some potential for speech interference in Scenario 3 at
receptor R01; the calculated noise level was below the maximum threshold, but exceeded the preferred threshold.
The two receptors at which the maximum threshold was exceeded in all scenarios have baseline levels that
already exceeded the maximum threshold and the Project was not predicted to have an adverse effect. The LFN
assessment indicates no LFN issues should be experienced at any receptors.
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Mitigation Measures
It is expected that an undesirable increase in noise during construction activities would be reduced through the
implementation of acceptable mitigation measures where possible to avoid and limit adverse effects. Health
Canada and the BC OGC have recommendations on ways to reduce noise during construction (Health Canada
2017, BC OGC 2009). The following describes relevant construction noise mitigation measures to reduce
potential adverse effects and the likelihood of noise complaints:
Conduct construction activity during daytime hours (i.e., between 7:00 am and 9:00 pm).



Advise nearby residents of potential noise-causing activities and schedule these events to reduce disruption.



Fit all internal combustion engines with appropriate muffler systems.



Consider quieter alternatives to the noisiest equipment, such as a vibratory pile driver instead of an impact
type where feasible.



Minimize the use of engine brakes and period of engine idling.



Use acoustical screening from existing on-site buildings to shield dwellings from construction equipment
noise.

AF
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The barge design included measures to reduce noise emissions to the extent possible, including silencers
installed on the diesel generator exhausts and intake vents. These silencers have been considered in the Project
operation modelling.

R

Based on the heightened baseline noise levels in the study area and the results presented above, it is anticipated
that with the implementation of the above mitigation measures, the Project will not be significant with respect to inair noise.

Follow-Up Monitoring

D

Noise monitoring during construction and operations are recommended to identify whether implemented noise
mitigation measures are functioning as intended.

6.3.3

Marine Water Quality

Several potential effects to marine water quality may occur from construction and operation activities. These
activities along with their potential effects and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.
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Construction Activities
Use of Cementitious Materials in and Near Water
Release of cementitious material in water can alter pH levels and cause serious harm to fish. Lime, which is a
component of cement and concrete, dissolves easily in water and can drastically increase the pH of water. The
death of fish is considered serious harm to fish under the Fisheries Act. To avoid releasing cementitious material
in water, the following mitigation measures are recommended:
Have a qualified environmental monitor on-site during concrete works.



Prepare a Marine Water Quality Protection Plan as part of a Construction Environmental Management Plan.



Use pre-cast concrete structures where possible.



If cast-in-place concrete must to be used, keep pours isolated from marine waters until it cures
(approximately 48 to 72 hours).



Have a method on-site to neutralize pH of the water in the even that a spill to marine waters occurs.



Have a containment facility for wash-down water from concrete equipment.



Isolate and hold any water that contacts uncured or partly cured concrete until the pH is at background level
and the turbidity is less than 25 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU), measured to an accuracy of +/- 2 NTU.
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. Release of cementitious
material into marine water is expected to occur infrequently. If they do occur, the effect is expected to be low in
magnitude, reversible, local in extent, and short in duration.

Pile Driving

D

Sediment can be suspended during pile driving activities which could cause turbidity and total suspended solids
(TSS) to increase in the water column potentially affecting marine water quality and fish. To mitigate effects, the
following measures are recommended:



Have a qualified environmental monitor on-site during pile driving activities.



Prepare a Marine Water Quality Protection Plan as part of a Construction Environmental Management Plan.



Employ mitigation measures such as a silt curtain, to make sure that turbidity and TSS are below CCME
water quality guidelines for the protection of marine aquatic life during pile driving activities.

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects from pile driving activities on marine water quality are not
expected to be significant. The effect is expected to be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline
conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration, and infrequent.
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Accidental Spills of Deleterious Substances
Deleterious substances, such as fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment
(DFO 1992). To mitigate effects, the following measures are recommended:
Comply with international and Transport Canada engineering design requirements.



Follow recommendations of risk assessment.



Have a qualified environmental monitor on-site during construction activities.



Prepare a Spill Prevention and Emergency Response Plan as part of a Construction Environmental
Management Plan including measures to prevent spills and to report and clean up spills.
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects from accidental spills of deleterious substances are not
expected to be significant. The effect is expected to be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline
conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration, and infrequent.

Operation Activities

Accidental Spills of Fuel during Fuel Transfers

Spills of fuel can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment (DFO 1992). To mitigate effects, the
following measures are recommended:
Deploy a spill containment boom around the barges when they are secured at the marine berth as a
preventative measure to contain accidental spills.



Comply with PRPA operational procedures for bunkering.



Follow recommendations of risk assessment.



Restrict the location of fuel transfers within the harbour to those locations approved by the PRPA and various
marine terminal owners.



Have an attending tug on-site and ready to render assistance during the entire bunkering operation.



Avoid fuel transfers during extreme weather conditions, for example when winds are blowing or forecast to
blow above 21 knots.



Prepare a Spill Prevention and Emergency Response Plan for fuel transfers.

D

R



After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects from accidental spills of accidental spills of fuel during fuel
transfers are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to be low in magnitude (at or nominally above
baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration, and infrequent.
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Terrestrial Vegetation

Several effects to terrestrial vegetation may occur during construction activities. These activities along with
potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.

Construction Activities
Clearing and Grubbing
Potential effects to terrestrial vegetation from clearing and grubbing includes loss of native vegetation and spread
of invasive plant species. Measures to mitigate effects include:
Limit native vegetation removal where possible.



Plant and seed with native species and avoid planting invasive, non-native species during restoration
activities.



Treat and/or properly dispose of invasive plant species to prevent further invasion of naturally vegetated
areas and to increase the chance of survival of future plantings and natural regeneration.



If invasive plant species are discovered on-site during Project works, the occurrences should be reported to
the Northwest Invasive Plant Council (dial 1-866-44WEEDS) to document the occurrence.
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6.3.5

R

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Terrestrial Wildlife

D

Several effects to terrestrial wildlife may occur from construction activities. These activities along with potential
impacts and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.

Construction Activities

Clearing, Grubbing and Removal of Structures
Clearing and grubbing could result in the loss of nesting habitat for birds and potentially active bird nests. ECCC
has issued new, area-specific guidance regarding the nesting period of migratory species in Canada. The primary
way to reduce impacts to avian species is to avoid vegetation clearing in suitable habitat during sensitive time
periods or conduct active nest searches to confirm that no active nest are present.
The Project is within ECCC’s designated Region A2. The protected nesting period covering 95% of nesting bird
species in all habitats is 4 April through 17 August. Any development-related vegetation clearing or brushing
within this period will require a pre-clearing bird nest survey by a qualified avian biologist to comply with the
federal Migratory Birds Convention Act, provincial Wildlife Act, and potentially the federal Species at Risk Act
(if listed avian species nest on-site). The nest survey should also be completed on existing structures
(e.g., pilings, old bridge decks) due to the possibility of nesting birds on these structures. These measures are
recommended to avoid potential effects and to avoid contravention of the MBCA and the BC Wildlife Act.
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

6.3.6

Fish and Fish Habitat

Several effects to fish and fish habitat may occur from construction and operation activities. These activities along
with potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.

AF
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Construction Activities
Use of Cementitious Materials in and Near Water

As mentioned previously, the release of cementitious material in water can alter pH levels and can kill fish.
To avoid releasing cementitious material in water, follow mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water Quality
section.
After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Pile Driving

R

Sediment can be suspended during pile driving which could cause turbidity and TSS to increase in the water
column potentially affecting marine water quality and fish. Suspension of sediment from pile driving could
negatively affect marine water quality. Increased turbidity and/or TSS concentrations in the water column can
result in a disruption of feeding by visual predators such as juvenile salmon (Berg and Northcote 1985), can cause
gill abrasions (Birtwell 1999; Servizi and Martens 1987) and can cause respiratory distress in fish (Berg and
Northcote 1985).

D

Pile driving has the potential to injure fish, to create sound pressure levels which could exceed 206 dB SPLpeak
re 1 (µPa) and to adversely affect fish through direct mortality, sub lethal injuries, or behavioural changes (FHWG
2008; Caltrans 2001; Vagle 2003; SLR 2014; Caltrans 2015). In-water SPLs ranging from 131 to 135 dB (re 1
µPa) have been measured 1,000 m from the source and up to 200+ dB (re 1 µPa) at 1 m from the source
(Richardson et al. 1995). To mitigate effects, the following measures are recommended:



Follow mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.



Schedule pile driving to occur during the Marine/Estuarine Timing Windows for the Protection of Fish and
Fish Habitat for the area (Area 4A – Waterfront) which is November 30 to February 15.



Monitor underwater noise using a hydrophone during pile driving to determine if injury thresholds are being
exceeded.
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Accidental Spill of Deleterious Substances
Deleterious substances, such as fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment
(DFO 1992). To mitigate effects, follow mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.

Operation Activities

AF
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Accidental Spills of Fuel during Fuel Transfers

Spills of fuel can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment (DFO 1992). To mitigate effects to fish and
fish habitat from effects of accidental spills, the following measures are recommended:
Deploy a spill containment boom around the barges when they are secured at the marine berth as a
preventative measure to contain accidental spills.



Comply with PRPA operational procedures for bunkering.



Follow recommendations of risk assessment.



Restrict the location of fuel transfers within the harbour to those locations approved by the PRPA and various
marine terminal owners.



Have an attending tug on-site and ready to render assistance during the entire bunkering operation.



Avoid fuel transfers during extreme weather conditions, for example when winds are blowing or forecast to
blow above 21 knots.

D

R





Prepare a Spill Prevention and Emergency Response Plan for fuel transfers.

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

6.3.7

Marine Mammals

Several effects to marine mammals may occur from construction and operation activities. These activities along
with potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.
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Construction Activities
Impact Pile Driving
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Underwater noise generated from pile driving during piling installation has the potential to negatively affect marine
mammals. Potential effects range from changes in behaviour (i.e., avoidance) at low levels to strong disturbance
effects or temporary/ permanent hearing impairment at high levels. Pile driving of steel piles has the potential to
create sound pressure levels which could exceed the injury thresholds for aquatic mammals (Southall et al. 2007).
The underwater sound pressure levels caused by pile driving can be harmful to marine animals (Casper et al.
2012; Halvorsen et al. 2011; Halvorsen et al. 2012). The generation of underwater noise during pile driving and
the probability of impact are dependent on the type of pile being driven, the type of hammer, substrate type, water
depth and the species auditory capabilities (ICF Jones and Stokes and Illingworth and Rodkin Inc. 2009). To
mitigate effects, the following measures are recommended:



Visually monitor a marine safety perimeter of 250 m during impact pile driving activities. If a marine mammal
enters the marine safety perimeter during impact pile driving, activities should be suspended until such time
as the marine mammal leaves the marine safety perimeter.



Minimize concurrent multiple underwater noise generating activities where practicable (e.g., avoiding multiple
pile driving activities at the same time). Where multiple underwater noise generating activities are planned
they will be sequenced where possible to minimize cumulative underwater noise effects.

R

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Operation Activities

Transiting of Fuel Barges within the Port

Collision of vessels with marine mammals could occur during transiting which could cause serious injury or death
to the marine mammal. To mitigate effects, the following measures are recommended:
Follow Mariner’s Guide to Whale’s Dolphins and Porpoises of Western Canada while transiting. The Guide is
designed to help mariners reduce their risk of striking and killing or seriously injuring a cetacean, and
includes location densities and simple measures to greatly reduce the chance of an incident.

D



After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

6.3.8

Marine Birds

Several effects to marine birds may occur from construction and operation activities. These activities along with
potential impacts and proposed mitigation measures are outlined below.
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Construction Activities
Accidental Spill of Deleterious Substances
Deleterious substances, such as fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment
(DFO 1992). Fuel could be accidentally spilled into the water during fuel transfers and fuelling of ships which
could negatively affect marine birds. Fuel and oil absorbs into bird’s feathers which can decrease the feather’s
insulating, waterproofing and buoyancy properties. This change can lead to hypothermia, starvation and
potentially death. As well, Section 5 of the federal Migratory Birds Convention Act prohibits the deposit of
substances harmful to migratory birds into waters or areas frequented by migratory birds. To mitigate effects, the
following mitigation measures are recommended:
Follow mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.
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After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

Operation Activities

Accidental Spills of Fuel during Fuel Transfers

Spills of fuel can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic environment, including birds as indicated above. To
mitigate effects, the following mitigation measures are recommended:
Follow mitigation measures outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.



Restrict timing of fuel transfers to avoid extreme weather conditions to reduce chance of fuel spills.

R



D

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to
be low in magnitude (at or nominally above baseline conditions), reversible, local in extent, short-term in duration,
and infrequent.

6.3.9

First Nations Current Use of Lands and Resources for Traditional Purposes

Wolverine has reviewed a number of recently conducted studies with respect to First Nations current use of land
and marine resources for traditional purposes. Wolverine has also requested information from the Coast
Tsimshian on their ongoing use of marine species their activities that may be affected by the proposed marine
berth or fuelling activities.

The lands within 100 m of the marine berth location have been used as an industrial site since the grain elevators
were built in 1926 and have rendered this area unavailable for harvesting of plant materials, hunting, trapping and
other near shore uses. Furthermore, the land-based portion of the Project is currently not accessible to First
Nations and access restrictions are monitored by the CN Police Service. The proposed marine berth site
associated with the Project has been in use continuously from 1973 to 2013 for waterfront industrial purposes.
Since then the site has been used or prepared for use for industrial purposes and site access has been restricted.
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The existing disused steel piles may be removed and the new in-water marine berth will be extended to three
interconnected dolphins. Although the berth will be larger, it is not expected to interfere with any existing use since
the area has been used for industrial purposes for a lengthy period and it is incompatible with marine harvesting
activities. Confirmation of these limitations and restrictions will be sought from First Nations through engagement.
First Nations have not yet provided information on the locations of traditional use sites or activities so potential
effects to sites and activities will assessed or mitigated should such sites and activities be identified. Wolverine
will consider information provided by First Nations before final submission of the environmental effect evaluation.
Potential effects to First Nations use of lands and resources are presented in the following sections.

Pile Driving

AF
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Construction Activities



The proposed construction of the marine berth may result in increased noise that may affect the use of
nearby First Nations receptors at land and marine use areas.



Noise from pile driving could also affect marine mammals that are hunted by First Nations people.



Sediment can be suspended during pile driving which could cause turbidity and total suspended solids to
increase in the water column potentially affecting water quality and fish.

Accidental Spill of Deleterious Substances

Deleterious substances, such as fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic
environment (DFO 1992). Fuel could be accidentally spilled into the water during fuel transfers and fuelling of
ships which could negatively affect marine species harvested by First Nations.

R



Operation Activities

Transiting of Fuel Barges within the Port

Effects from impacts from vessels to marine mammals hunted by First Nations.



Light, noise and emissions from the barges and tug(s) may affect the desirability of the use of First Nations
sites.



Vessel traffic potentially affecting First Nations fishing and marine mammal migrations, fishing and
harvesting activities, and navigation.



Potential effect to fisheries due to ambient lighting and/or as a result of shadowing from vessel moorage at
berth.

D



Accidental Spill of Deleterious Substances



Deleterious substances, such as fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a detrimental effect on the aquatic
environment (DFO 1992). Fuel could be accidentally spilled into the water during fuel transfers and fuelling of
ships which could negatively affect marine species harvested by First Nations.
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Mitigation measures to reduce effects will be developed once First Nations have had the opportunity to provide
project-specific traditional knowledge and traditional use information.

6.3.10

Archaeological and Heritage Resources

AF
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Effects to unregistered archaeological and heritage resources, should they be present, may occur from the
proposed construction activities outlined below. These activities along with potential impacts and proposed
mitigation measures are outlined below.

Construction Activities

Pile Driving, Structure Removal, Ground Disturbance, Fill Placement

Under the terms of the BC HCA, all archaeological sites that predate AD 1846 are automatically protected.
Heritage wrecks, consisting of the remains of vessels or aircraft after two or more years have passed since they
sank, crashed, or were abandoned, are also protected under the HCA. Archaeological and/or heritage sites may
be present within areas proposed where pile driving, clearing, grubbing, structure removal, capping (fill placement
and concrete pouring) is proposed. These activities all have the potential to impact archaeological and heritage
sites by disturbing cultural deposits and features, damaging artifacts, hindering or increasing access to sites and
destroying contextual information that is essential for interpreting site function and/or age.
To mitigate potential effects, the following measures are recommended:

Apply recommendations described in an archaeological impact assessment of the Project area.



Within the marine environment, review any new data which may be acquired (e.g., diver-collected video of
the seabed) prior to construction, and consider Project redesign if a heritage wreck site is observed to avoid
impacts, if possible.



Develop a Project-specific Chance Find Management Plan, which should include guidance for recognition of
ship and boat structures. This plan should be in place prior to the construction, so that appropriate steps are
taken should unanticipated cultural materials, inadvertently be impacted or exposed during construction
when an archaeologist is not on-site.

D
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Project personnel should be briefed prior to site preparation and construction activities on how to identify
archaeological deposits and the proper work-stoppage and notification procedures to be followed in case
such strata or cultural sites are accidentally uncovered by ground disturbance activities.



In the event of impacts to a heritage wreck, the seabed in the vicinity of the find may be subject to a postimpact assessment and a detailed historical review conducted in an effort to identify the vessel.

After mitigation measures are applied, residual effects during construction on archaeological and heritage
resources are not expected to be significant. The effect is expected to be low in magnitude (at or nominally above
baseline conditions), irreversible, local in extent, short-term in duration, and infrequent.
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Marine and Land Use

The Project may interact with marine and land use subcomponents through three potential effect pathways:
Navigation (direct effect) – project associated traffic during construction and operations may interfere with
marine navigation in the Inner Harbour; access restrictions around offshore facilities during construction and
operations may affect localized navigation.



Area use and access (direct effect) – Project associated marine vessel traffic during construction and
operations may displace marine commercial and/or non-commercial activity from an area of use, and/or may
limit or eliminate access to an area of marine commercial or non-commercial activity and use.



Quality of environmental setting (indirect effect) – Certain changes in environmental conditions (i.e., air
quality, noise and visual amenities) generated by the Project may affect the quality of marine and land based
recreational and tourism (commercial and non-commercial) experiences.

AF
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Project effects are differentiated between activities associated with construction, operation of the Project facility
(i.e., marine berth) and operation activities (i.e., transiting of the rail bartge and fuel distribution barge).

Effects Evaluation and Mitigation Measures
Navigation

R

Project construction activities including the removal of existing disused steel piles and mooring structures along
the marine foreshore, installation of new mooring dolphins, associated gangways, and connections to land-based
utility services will occur within an area that has been in use continuously from 1973 to 2013 for waterfront
industrial purposes. Since then the site has been used or prepared for use for industrial purposes and the site
access has been restricted. Although the proposed marine berth will be larger, it is not expected to interfere with
commercial or non-commercial navigation since the area has been used for industrial purposes for a lengthy
period and it is incompatible with marine commercial and non-commercial activities.

D

Delivery of construction materials and supplies to the Project site will occur via marine transport over the six
month construction period, resulting in a small number of construction-related marine vessel movements into and
out of the Inner Harbour. During Project operations, the Project is expected to result in approximately 1.5 fuelling
trips to the Inner and Outer Harbour per day. During these trips the rail barge and fuel distribution barge will be
towed by tug operators who are experienced and qualified navigators in both the Inner and Outer Harbour.
Marine use activity in the Inner Harbour includes the movement and anchorage of large cargo, passenger ferry
and cruise ships, the transiting of smaller commercial tug(s) and barges related to marine towing services, some
commercial fishing, marine (e.g., Digby Island Ferry, water taxis) service and recreational boating. Constructionrelated marine traffic and barge traffic associated with Project operations would result in a small incremental
increase in marine traffic in the Inner Harbour (temporarily during construction and permanent during operations)
and potentially affect commercial and non-commercial marine navigation.
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The Project is expected to adhere to federal legislation related to navigation (e.g., Canada Shipping Act, PRPA
procedures and protocols). In addition, to reduce potential Project effects to commercial and non-commercial
navigation, Wolverine will:
Install navigational lights and signage in accordance with Transport Canada and PRPA requirements to
assist mariner navigation.



Provide Project location information to the Canadian Hydrogeographic Service and CCG to have the Project
added to future charts and be identified to commercial marine users.



Wherever possible, time barge transits through the Inner Harbour to avoid scheduled sailings for commercial
vessels, cruises and ferries, and other scheduled services in the Inner Harbour.



Maintain regular communication with other marine users as coordinated through MCTS.
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With the implementation of these mitigation measures, Project effects to commercial and non-commercial
navigation during operation are considered low in magnitude, reversible with decommissioning, limited to the local
area of the Inner Harbour in geographic extent, long term as barge movement will occur during operations, and
periodic during construction vessel movements and operational barge movements. With mitigation in place,
potential residual effects are considered not significant.

Commercial and Non-Commercial Marine

R

No key commercial or non-commercial marine use activities were identified in immediate proximity to the Project
site. Based on this, and as the Project facility is located within an existing limited-entry zone for marine use, no
construction or operational effects to area use or access for marine commercial and non-commercial services
within the immediate Project site are anticipated.

D

Marine vessels transporting construction–related materials and supplies to site, and the movement of
approximately 1.5 fuelling trips per day during operations may increase the frequency with which commercial and
non-commercial marine users in the Inner Harbour encounter Project-related and other existing vessel traffic,
resulting in need to change speed or direction to avoid collision. However, the incremental increase in
construction and operational vessel movements in the Inner Harbour are small relative to the existing vessel
movements in the harbour, and these navigational challenges are already present within a working harbour
environment that marine commercial and non-commercial activities are currently operating within.
The Project is expected to adhere to federal marine vessel transit, access and safety regulations. During
construction, marine users will be informed about the about the nature, location, status, and progress of
construction work, along with access restrictions and procedures for maintenance of commercial and noncommercial marine user safety. With these mitigation measures, and mitigation measures identified to address
potential Project effects on navigation, Project effects to commercial and non-commercial access and area use
during construction and operation are considered low in magnitude, reversible with decommissioning, limited to
the local area of the Inner Harbour in geographic extent, long term as barge movement will occur during
operations, and periodic during construction vessel movements, and operational barge movements. With
mitigation in place, potential residual effects are considered not significant.
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Environmental Setting Quality
The Project site is located in an existing industrial area of the Prince Rupert Harbour foreshore that his historically
been used for industrial purposes, with barge movements to occur within a working harbour environment that
marine commercial and non-commercial activities are currently operating within. As indicated in Section 6.3.2 InAir Noise Effects and Section 6.3.13 Visual Amenities Effects, residual Project effects to noise and visual
amenities are not anticipated to be significant. Project effects on the environmental setting and the quality of
experience for marine commercial and non-commercial users are anticipate to be negligible.

Commercial and Non-Commercial Land Access, Land Use, and Environmental Setting

AF
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The Project is compatible with the objectives of land use designations and marine and land use plans, and in
compliance with the PRPA 2020 Land Use Management Plan (AECOM 2011). The proposed marine berth site
has been in use continuously from 1973 to 2013 for waterfront industrial purposes. The land-based portion of the
Project is located on federal Crown lands under the jurisdiction of the Prince Rupert Port Authority and is currently
not accessible to the public, with access restrictions monitored by the CN Police Service. The Project will not
displace existing land based commercial or non-commercial activity or limit access to other commercial areas.
No change in current land-based public access restrictions is anticipated during construction or operations of the
Project. As there is currently no authorized non-commercial land use in the land based portion of the study area,
there is no linkage between the Project and quality of environmental setting for non-commercial land use during
construction or operations. Overall, Project effects to commercial and non-commercial land access, use or
environmental setting are not anticipated.

R

6.3.12
Socio-Economics
Local Employment and Business Opportunities

Project employment and contracting opportunities throughout Project construction and operations will provide
opportunities to the local work force and local contracting companies.

D

Project construction is expected to require approximately 30 direct jobs over a six month period. Possible job roles
would include:



barge superintendent



logistics and materials supply person



carpenter for the falsework



mechanic and helper



crane operator



party chief



electrician



pile bucks



engineer



rigger



environmental monitor



small craft operator to manage silt curtain



gaffer



surveyors



iron worker for rebar cage on the pile cap



tug assist with master and crew



local office representative



welder and welder's helper
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Operation of the Project will directly create approximately 13 long term, full-time jobs, including three shifts of four
workers and a manager. In addition, as the Project will require ongoing support from tug operators and CN, a
small amount of local employment and contracting opportunities will be created in these industries directly by the
Project.

AF
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It is expected that local and Aboriginal businesses in the Prince Rupert area would secure contracts to provide
goods and services to the Project during both the construction and operation phases of the Project. It is also
expected that these businesses would positively benefit from the revenue associated with these contracts.
As indicated in Section 3.4.4, Port related supply and service industries account for over 1,700 person years of
employment, signalling a strong and experienced skillset of Port-based experience with in the local economy.
In addition, the Prince Rupert and District Chamber of Commerce lists 28 construction, 29 transportation and
logistics, and 45 business and professional services as registered members, many of which could likely support
Wolverine’s construction and operation needs.
The proponent is committed to working with the identified First Nations to identify appropriate employment,
contracting, and training opportunities to further support local economic benefit to the region. Wolverine will
prioritize hiring of qualified First Nation and local candidates for direct employment opportunities and will support
local and First Nation procurement wherever possible. Wolverine will work with local and First Nations
organizations to post employment and contracting opportunities in an accessible manner so local and First Nation
businesses are aware of opportunities as they arise.
As potential effects associated with the employment and business opportunities are considered benefits, they are
not rated for significance.

Nuisance Effects

R

The potential for project-related construction and operations to cause nuisances effects such as sleep
disturbance, interference with speech comprehension, and change in percent highly annoyed (%HA) is described
in Section 6.3.2.

D

Potential nuisance effects of odour will be mitigated through the use of industrial hydrocarbon filters described in
Section 2.2.2.2.

6.3.13
Visual Amenities
Visual Assessment

The effects assessment follows the methodology outlined in Section 6.2, as well as the following technical
methods used to predict and characterize effects of Project-related changes to visual amenities.

A computer generated 3D landscape model was developed in landscape modelling software based on terrain
data and Project design information. The model allowed for the rendering of accurately located and scaled
simulations of the proposed marine berth and barge movement activity along the transit routes. For the three key
viewpoints, simulation images were composited with site photography to represent the Project’s predicted visual
character.
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The method of visual assessment used for this study is based on established professional criteria, standards from
the GLVIA system (LI/IEMA 2002). Visually referencing the photo-composite simulations for each key viewpoint,
qualitative analysis of the Projects visual character was used to determine the visual effects between the Project
and the existing viewing conditions. A visual impact assessment was completed for each key viewpoint to
determine to what degree the predicted visual character of the Project would create a visual change in the
landscape and affect the existing level of visual quality within the study area. Definitions of visual impact used for
the assessment were determined as follows:
Negligible – a very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements/features of the existing landscape.



Low – minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements/features of the existing landscape or introduction
of elements that are characteristic within the existing landscape.



Moderate – partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/features of the existing landscape or
introduction of elements that may be prominent and may partially change the existing landscape character.



High – a loss of or major alteration to key elements/features of the existing landscape or introduction of
elements considered to change in the existing landscape.
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Visual Amenities Effects

R

The Project may interact with visual amenities through potential effect pathways. Potential Project effects may
occur between activities associated with construction of the Project facility (i.e., marine berth) and operation
activities (i.e., transportation of the rail and fuelling barges). While there is the potential for Project effects during
construction from the removal of existing disused steel piles and mooring structures along the marine foreshore,
installation of new mooring dolphins, associated gangways, and connections to land-based utility services, the
Project will create visual effects that will last beyond construction and into the operations phase. Therefore, the
visual assessment focused on the effects of the Project during the operation stage as this is the period when the
Project expected to be at its largest extent and provide its most persistent contribution of visual effects.
Project effects for visual amenities are considered through the following effect pathways:
Visual impact of Project features (direct effect) – the visual character of the visible Project features result in a
change to current visual character.

D



Effects Evaluation and Mitigation Measures
Operational components of the Project are detailed in Section 2.3, and include the loading of marine fuel transport
rail cars onto the rail barge at the existing Railcar Barge Terminal, movement and mooring of the rail barge at the
marine berth for transferring of marine fuel to the fuel distribution barge, and delivering fuel to ships at anchor in
the Port via the fuel distribution barge.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate the design of the key operational components considered in the visual
assessment.
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Figure 13: Proposed Marine Berth Illustration

D

Figure 14: Rail Barge and Fuel Distribution Barge with Tugs Illustration

The visual impact assessment results for Project components visible from each key viewpoint during operation
are summarized in Table 27. See Appendix C for photo-composite simulation images from each key viewpoint.
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Table 27: Visual Impact Analysis

Visual
Impact
Rating

Rationale

Viewpoint 1
(VP#1)
- Russell
Point

Low



Small scale Project components are visible and occupy a very minor part
of the setting.



The addition of horizontal the forms of the rail barge, fuel distribution
barge, and tug; the marine berth would likely be visible when rail barge is
in transit at the Railcar Barge Terminal.



Project components are consistent with the industrial character of the
foreshore.



The Project components will be visually noticeable, but characteristic
within the existing landscape.



Small scale Project components are visible and occupy a minor part of the
setting.



The addition of horizontal the forms of the rail barge, fuel distribution
barge, and tug; the marine berth would likely be visible when rail barge is
in transit at the Railcar Barge Terminal.



Project components are consistent with the industrial character of the
foreshore.



The Project components will be visually evident, but characteristic within
the existing landscape.



Small scale Project components are visible and occupy a minor part of the
setting.



The addition of horizontal the forms of the rail barge, fuel distribution barge
and marine berth gangway; short vertical forms of the mooring dolphins.

Viewpoint 2
(VP#2)
- Digby
Island Ferry

Low

R

Viewpoint 3
(VP#3)
- BC Ferry
Route

Low
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Viewpoint
(ID)

Project components are consistent with the industrial character of the
foreshore.



The Project components will be visually evident, but characteristic within
the existing landscape.

D



Within the exposed foreshore the proposed marine berth site and open waters of the Inner Harbour, available
mitigation measures that may be applied to address adverse visual effects are limited. The following mitigation
measures are expected to partially reduce potential adverse effects:



Finish external surfaces of marine berth and barges, considerate of operational requirements, to reduce the
level of contrast with the existing landscape setting.



Re-vegetate area near the marine berth to reduce contrast and increase blending with the existing landscape
setting.

The overall level of visual impact indicated by analysis of the key viewpoints is considered to be low as visible
Project features will cause minimal visual disturbance to the existing visual condition. The predicted adverse
residual effects of the Project is considered to be of a ‘Low’ magnitude, as mitigation measures are limited in their
ability to further reduce visual effects. Geographic extent is considered as ‘Local Area’ as visual effects are most
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likely to be discernable within the study area. Duration will be ‘Long-term’ since visual effects area expected to
occur during construction and into operations. Frequency will be continuous as the marine berth and barges are is
expected to remain visible and barge transits area expected to be visible while the Project is operational. Visual
effects are likely to be ‘Reversible’ with decommissioning. Project features are predicted to be visible and overall
the visual impact of the Project is expected to result in minimal disturbance to most viewing opportunities within
the Visual Amenities study area. Consequently, residual effects for the Visual Amenities VC are considered not
significant.

6.3.14

Accidents and Malfunctions
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A fuel spill and human safety risk assessment was undertaken by Lloyd’s Register North America Inc. (LRNA) of
the marine berth and barge design component as well as the operation component of the Project. A review of the
berth and barge designs and marine transit, loading and unloading operations was carried out along with an
evaluation of the likelihood and consequence of credible hazard scenarios. Hazards were categorized into low,
medium, high and extreme risk categories. High risk hazards were deemed to need additional controls, while
extreme risk hazards were deemed as too risky to proceed. A number of additional recommendations were also
developed to further mitigate risk, especially those ranked as high risk or medium risk with major or catastrophic
consequences or high likelihood of occurrence.
The main hazards identified for the marine berth design included the proximity to the Westview Terminal,
environmental conditions, mooring design, and access to vessel and mooring dolphins. The risks for most of the
identified incident scenarios were ranked as low or medium risk, and were considered as broadly acceptable. The
hazard of adverse weather conditions (extreme cold or wind, reduced visibility) was ranked as high risk due to
potential high likelihood (probable) and moderate consequences. Measures to mitigate risk for the adverse
weather conditions is included in the list below.

R

The main hazards identified for the rail barge and fuel distribution barge designs included proper design and
construction to avoid major pollution, safety issues or vessel damage. As the barge will be designed to certain
design standards, and quality assurance and quality control plans are proposed, the risk was ranked as medium
and no further mitigation measures were recommended.

D

For the rail barge and fuel distribution barge operations, various hazards were identified along with numerous
potential scenarios that these hazards could occur in such as derailment, allisions, collisions, and adverse
weather conditions. Measures to mitigate risk to high risk hazards and medium risk hazards with major or
catastrophic consequences are included in the list below.
Recommended mitigation measures identified in the risk assessment included:



Develop dust wash off procedures.



Develop operational procedures during extreme weather conditions including suspension of operation.



Confirm operational procedures with Pinnacle Renewable Energy Group’s Westview Terminal.



Develop a training manual and job-specific procedures for workers.



Define the fire suppression system as per FSS Code and Transport Canada requirements.



Develop an inspection and maintenance procedure and mechanical integrity procedures for barges, tug(s)
and mooring systems.
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Develop an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) in accordance with Transport Canada and PRPA
requirements.



Develop corporate QA/QC plan for both barge designs.



Design and construct both barges as per class & MARPOL requirements.



Establish two means of escape from enclosed mechanical rooms on both barges.



Size vents 25% greater than the filling lines in both barges.



Develop standard operating procedures (SOP) for top deck track, loading and unloading of railcars on/from
rail barge.



Develop safe operational weather envelope and sea state for barges transit and operations.



Install closed circuit cameras at strategic locations to enhance marine berth security.



Develop internal management procedures for engaging properly trained personnel and working conditions
and proper management of personnel changes to reduce communication failure/ miscommunication risks.



Develop procedures to provide enhanced safety for workers when rail cars are being loaded and unloaded.



Have a back-up tug(s) on standby.



Implement procedures including Notice to Mariners, frequent internal auditing, and observation records.



Develop robust health, safety, security and environment guidelines and conduct external audits.



Develop SOPs for steam management and training of qualified personnel.



Provide signage on the dolphins.



Develop procedures to ensure fuel cargo flashpoint is greater than 60 ⁰C.



Deploy spill containment boom(s) around the vessels during fuelling operations.



Install drip proof direct hose connections.

D

R

AF
T
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Summary of Effects and Mitigation

Table 28 summarizes the environmental effects evaluation and recommended mitigation measures to avoid significant adverse environmental effects for
valued components.

Valued
Component

Project
Component

Activities

Air Quality

Operation





Direct rail barge
(generator, heater,
boilers) and tug
emissions at the
Railcar Barge
Terminal.

Transport of the rail
barge to and from the
Railcar Barge
Terminal to the marine
berth.
The mixing and
transferring of fuel
from the rail barge to
the fuel distribution
barge at the marine
berth.

Potential Adverse
Effect

Mitigation Measures

Significance
of Residual
Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects






Avoid tug idling while at berth.

Magnitude:
Minor

No



Maintain generators, boilers and
heaters on rail barge and fuel
distribution barge according to
manufacturers’ guidelines.



Increase in CAC
and GHG emissions
as a result of
Project combustion
activities.
Increase in VOC,
benzene and H2S
emissions as a
result of fugitive
losses.

R



AF
T

Table 28: Physical Environmental Effects Evaluation Summary for Valued Components

Transport of the fuel
distribution barge to
the ocean going
vessel.

D





Direct fuel distribution
barge emissions
during fuelling
(bunkering).



Minimize the generator use at
Railcar Barge Terminal and
delivery chain.

Tugs will meet the Tier II NOX
emission levels (Government of
Canada 2005, Off-road
Compression Engine Emission
Regulations SOR/2005-32).



Shore power will be available at
the marine berth, thereby
reducing the need for generator
power on each fuel barge.



Rail barge will be a closed
system so that vapour
emissions are not released to
the atmosphere, vapours can be
transferred between tanks.



The tanks’ headspace on each
barge will pass through a
scrubber with will reduce VOCs
from the airstream prior to being
vented to the atmosphere.

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic
Extent:
Local
Duration:
Medium
Term
Frequency:
Intermittentl
y
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Project
Component

Activities

Potential Adverse
Effect

Mitigation Measures

Construction



Installation of three
new mooring dolphins



Installation of a
gangway connecting
the marine berth to
the shore.



Increase in noise
levels.

D

R

In-Air Noise

Significant
Residual
Effects

No

When delivery chain vessels are
suitably equipped, fuel tank
headspace can be vented
through the fuel distribution
barge’s scrubbers.

AF
T



Significance
of Residual
Effects



Emission control activities will
be identified and emission
controls will be integrated with
standard operating procedures
(SOP).



Conduct construction activity
during daytime hours.

Magnitude:
Moderate



Advise nearby residents of
potential noise-causing activities
and schedule these events to
reduce disruption.

Reversibility:
Reversible

Fit all internal combustion
engines with appropriate muffler
systems.

Local



Consider quieter alternatives to
the noisiest equipment, such as
a vibratory pile driver instead of
an impact type where feasible.

Short-term



Minimize the use of engine
brakes and period of engine
idling.



Take advantage of acoustical
screening from existing on-site
buildings to shield dwellings
from construction equipment
noise.



Geographic
Extent:
Duration:
Frequency:
Infrequently
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Activities

Potential Adverse
Effect

Mitigation Measures

Significance
of Residual
Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects

Operation







Magnitude:

No



Rail barge in transit
from Railcar Barge
Terminal to marine
berth site.



Rail barge and fuel
distribution barge at
berth.



Increase in noise
levels.

Use of cementitious
materials in and near
water.



Release of
cementitious
material in water
can alter pH levels
and can kill fish.
The death of fish is
considered serious
harm to fish under
the Fisheries Act.

R

Construction

Loading and
unloading rail barge at
Railcar Barge
Terminal.

D

Marine
Water
Quality

Project
Component

Install silencers on the
generator exhausts and intake
vents.

AF
T

Valued
Component
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Have a qualified environmental
monitor on-site during concrete
works.



Prepare a Marine Water Quality
Protection Plan as part of an
Environmental Protection Plan.

Low
Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic
Extent:
Local
Duration:
Long-term
Frequency:
Intermittentl
y
Magnitude:
Low
Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic
Extent:



Use pre-cast concrete
structures where possible.

Local



If cast-in-place concrete needs
to be used, it must be isolated
from marine waters during use
and until it cures (approximately
48 to 72 hours).

Frequency:
Infrequent



No

Duration:
Short-term

Have a method on-site to
neutralize pH of the water in the
even that a spill to marine
waters occurs.
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Project
Component

Activities

Potential Adverse
Effect

Mitigation Measures

Pile driving.



Sediment can be
suspended during
pile driving which
could cause
turbidity and TSS to
increase in the
water column
potentially affecting
marine water quality
and fish.

D

R





Accidental spills of
deleterious
substances.



Deleterious
substances, such as
fuel, oil and
lubricants, can have
a detrimental effect
on the aquatic
environment.



Isolate and hold any water that
contacts uncured or partly cured
concrete until the pH is at
background levels units and the
turbidity is less than 25 NTU,
measured to an accuracy of +/2 NTU.



Have a qualified environmental
monitor on-site during pile
driving.



Prepare a Marine Water Quality
Protection Plan as part of an
Environmental Protection Plan.



Significant
Residual
Effects

Magnitude:
Low

No

Have a containment facility for
wash-down water from concrete
equipment.

AF
T



Significance
of Residual
Effects

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic
Extent:

Employ mitigation measure,
such as a silt or bubble curtain,
to make sure that turbidity and
TSS are below CCME water
quality guidelines for the
protection of marine aquatic life
during pile driving.

Local



Follow recommendations of risk
assessment.

Magnitude:
Low



Have a qualified environmental
monitor on-site during
construction activities.

Reversibility:
Reversible



Prepare a Spill Prevention and
Emergency Response Plan as
part of an Environmental

Duration:
Short-term
Frequency:
Infrequent

No

Geographic
Extent:
Local
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Project
Component

Operation

Activities



Potential Adverse
Effect

Mitigation Measures

Accidental spills of
fuel during fuel
transfers.



Fuel could be
accidentally spilled
into the water during
fuel transfers and
fuelling of ships
which could
negatively affect
marine water
quality.

Duration:
Short-term

Have a boom around the barge
while docked at the marine
berth to collect any small spills
that may occur.

Magnitude:
Low



Follow recommendations of risk
assessment.

Geographic
Extent:



Restrict the location and timing
of fuel transfers to avoid
sensitive environmental
locations and extreme weather
conditions.

Local





Prepare a Spill Prevention and
Emergency Response Plan for
fuel transfers.

Significant
Residual
Effects

Frequency:
Infrequent
No

Reversibility:
Reversible

Duration:
Short-term
Frequency:
Infrequent

D

R

Significance
of Residual
Effects

Protection Plan including
measures to prevent spills and
to report and clean up spills.

AF
T

Valued
Component
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Table 29: Biological Environmental Effects Evaluation Summary for Valued Components
Significance of
Residual Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects?

Limit native vegetation removal where possible.

Magnitude: Low

No

Plant and seed with native species and avoid
planting invasive, non-native species during
restoration activities.

Reversibility:
Reversible

Treat and/or properly dispose of invasive plant
species to prevent further invasion of naturally
vegetated areas and to increase the chance of
survival of future plantings and natural
regeneration.

Local

Valued
Component

Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

Terrestrial
Vegetation

Construction











Clearing,
grubbing and
removal of
structures.

AF
T

Construction

Loss of native
vegetation and spread
of invasive plant
species.



Loss of bird nesting
habitat and active bird
nests.



If invasive plant species are discovered on-site
during Project works, the occurrences should
be reported to the Northwest Invasive Plant
Council (dial 1-866-44WEEDS) to document the
occurrence.



Avoid clearing and grubbing from 4 April to
17 August.



R

Terrestrial
Wildlife

Clearing and
grubbing.



Construction



Use of
cementitious
materials in
and near
water.



Release of
cementitious material
in water can alter pH
levels and can kill fish.
The death of fish is
considered serious
harm to fish under the
Fisheries Act.

D

Fish and
Fish Habitat



If clearing and grubbing is to be undertaken
from 4 April to 17 August, preclearing bird nest
surveys should be conducted by a qualified
avian biologist.
Bird nest survey should also be completed on
existing structures (e.g., pilings, old bridge
decks) before they are removed due to the
possibility of nesting birds on these structures.

To avoid releasing cementitious material in
water, follow mitigation measures outlined in the
Marine Water Quality section.

Geographic Extent:
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent

Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent
Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent
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Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

Significance of
Residual Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects?







Magnitude: Low

No

Pile driving.

Sediment can be
suspended during pile
driving which could
cause turbidity and
TSS to increase in the
water column
potentially affecting
marine water quality
and fish.

To mitigate effects, follow mitigation measures
outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.

Reversibility:
Reversible

AF
T

Valued
Component
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Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent



Pile driving has the
potential to injure fish.





Schedule pile driving of steel piles during the
Marine/Estuarine Timing Windows for the
Protection of Fish and Fish Habitat for the area
(Area 4A – Waterfront) which is November 30 to
February 15, if possible.

Magnitude: Low

Conduct underwater noise monitoring using a
hydrophone during pile driving.

Local

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Duration: Shortterm

R

Frequency:
Infrequent

Accidental
spills of
deleterious
substances.



Deleterious substances,
such as fuel, oil and
lubricants, can have a
detrimental effect on
the aquatic
environment.

D





Follow mitigation measures outlined in the
Marine Water Quality section.

Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent
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Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

Significance of
Residual Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects?

Operations







Magnitude: Low

No

Accidental
spills of fuel
during fuel
transfers.

Spills of fuel can have a
detrimental effect on
the aquatic
environment.

Restrict the location fuel transfers to avoid
sensitive environmental locations, including kelp
and eelgrass beds, and restrict timing of fuel
transfers to avoid extreme weather conditions.

Reversibility:
Reversible

AF
T

Valued
Component

1771805-014-R-RevD

Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent



Pile driving.



Underwater noise
generated from pile
driving has the potential
to negatively affect
marine mammals.



R

Construction

D

Marine
Mammals

Operations



Transiting of
rail barge and
fuel
distribution
barge within
the Port.



Collision of vessels with
marine mammals could
occur during transiting
which could cause
serious injury or death
to the marine mammal.

Establish a marine safety perimeter of 250 m to
be visually monitored by a qualitied EM during
pile driving activities. If marine mammal enters
the marine safety perimeter during pile driving,
these activities will be suspended until such time
as the aquatic mammal departs outside the
marine safety perimeter. Activities will not
resume until it is visually confirmed that the
aquatic mammal is outside the marine safety
perimeter, or if a minimum of 10 minutes has
elapsed since the animal was last sighted within
the safety perimeter.



Concurrent multiple underwater noise
generating activities will be minimized where
practicable (e.g., avoiding multiple pile driving
activities at the same time). Where multiple
underwater noise generating activities are
planned they will be sequenced where possible
to minimize cumulative underwater noise effects.



Follow Mariner’s Guide to Whales, Dolphins and
Porpoises of Western Canada while transiting.
The Guide is designed to help mariners reduce
their risk of striking and killing or seriously
injuring a cetacean, and includes location
densities and simple measures to greatly reduce
the chance of an incident.

Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent

Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent
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Valued
Component

Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

Significance of
Residual Effects

Significant
Residual
Effects?

Marine Birds

Construction







Magnitude: Low

No

Deleterious substances,
such as fuel, oil and
lubricants, can have a
detrimental effect on
the aquatic environment
including birds.

To mitigate effects, follow mitigation measures
outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.

Reversibility:
Reversible

AF
T

Accidental
spills of
deleterious
substances.

Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent

Operations



Accidental
spills of fuel
during fuel
transfers.



Deleterious substances,
such as fuel, oil and
lubricants, can have a
detrimental effect on
the aquatic environment
including birds.



To mitigate effects, follow mitigation measures
outlined in the Marine Water Quality section.



Restrict timing of fuel transfers to avoid extreme
weather conditions to reduce chance of fuel
spills.

Magnitude: Low

No

Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm

D

R

Frequency:
Infrequent
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Table 30: Social Environmental Effects Evaluation Summary for Valued Components
Valued
Component

Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

First Nations
Current Use of
Lands and
Resources for
Traditional
Purposes

Construction



Pile driving.



Noise effects could affect the use of
harvesting areas by First Nations
people.



Operations



Transiting of rail
barge and fuel
distribution barge
within the Port.



Transiting of the trans-loading
barge and distribution barge could
affect navigation to specific
resource sites.

Operations



Accidental spills of
fuel during fuel
transfers.



Construction




Pile driving.
Clearing and
grubbing.
Removal of
disused structures.
Placement of fill.



Accidental spills of
fuel during fuel
transfers.







Magnitude:
Reversibility:
Geographic Extent:
Duration:
Frequency:



To be developed with
input from First Nations.

Magnitude:
Reversibility:
Geographic Extent:
Duration:
Frequency:

Impacts to marine fish, mammals,
shellfish, birds, and water quality
could affect species used by First
Nations people resulting in changes
in preferred harvested species or
perceived contamination of species.



To be developed with
input from First Nations.

Magnitude:
Reversibility:
Geographic Extent:
Duration:
Frequency:

Impacts to archaeological materials
or other heritage resources located
in the surface and sub-surface
areas, including the seabed within
the Project area by disturbing or
destroying cultural deposits and
features, damaging artifacts, and
destroying contextual information
that is essential for interpreting site
function and age.



To mitigate effects, follow
mitigation measures
outlined in the
Archaeology and Heritage
section.

Magnitude: Low
Reversibility:
Irreversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent

No

Deleterious substances, such as
fuel, oil and lubricants, can have a
detrimental effect on the aquatic
and terrestrial environment
including archaeological and
heritage resources.



To mitigate effects, follow
mitigation measures
outlined in the
Archaeology and Heritage
section.

Magnitude: Low
Reversibility:
Irreversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Shortterm
Frequency:
Infrequent

No

AF
T

D

Operations

Sign.
Residual
Effects

To be developed with
input from First Nations.

R

Archaeological and
Heritage
Resources

Significance of
Residual Effects
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Project
Component

Visual Amenities

Construction
and
Operations

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures









Construction and
operation of marine
berth.
Transiting of rail
barge and fuel
lightering barge
within the Port.

Visibility of marine berth and
transiting of barges within the Port
will provide minimal visual
disturbance to the existing visual
condition.



Marine and Land
Use

Construction
and
Operations





Marine vessel movements
associated with Project
construction, and movement of rail
barge and fuel distribution barge
during operations will increase
marine traffic within the Inner
Harbour and could affect marine
access and use of other
commercial and non-commercial
vessels.

D

R



Construction and
operation of marine
berth.
Transiting of rail
barge and fuel
distribution barge
within the Port.










Significance of
Residual Effects

Sign.
Residual
Effects

Finish external surfaces of
marine berth and barges
components, considerate
of operational
requirements, to reduce
the level of contrast with
the existing landscape
setting.
Re-vegetate area near the
marine berth to reduce
contrast and increase
blending with the existing
landscape setting.

Magnitude: Low
Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local Area
Duration: Longterm
Frequency:
Continuous

No

Install navigational aids
within the vicinity of the
terminal to assist mariner
navigation.
Provide Project location
information to the
Canadian Hydrographic
Service and CCG to have
the Project added to future
charts and be identified to
commercial marine users.
Wherever possible, time
barge transits through the
Inner Harbour around
established sailings for
commercial vessels,
cruises and ferries, and
other scheduled services
in the Inner Harbour.
Maintain regular
communication with other
marine users as
coordinated through
MCTS.
Adherence to marine
vessel transit, access and
safety regulations.

Magnitude: Low
Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local Area
Duration: Longterm
Frequency:
Periodic

No

AF
T

Valued
Component
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Project
Component

Project Activities

Potential Adverse Effect

Mitigation Measures

Socio-Economics

Construction
and
Operations



Direct employment
and contracting
opportunities with
the Project during
construction and
operations.



Project employment and contracting
opportunities will provide
opportunities to the local work force
during construction and operations.




R



Operation



D



Installation of three
new mooring
dolphins.
Installation of a
gangway
connecting the
marine berth to the
shore.
Rail barge in transit
from Railcar Barge
Terminal to marine
berth site.
Rail barge and fuel
distribution barge
at berth.






Change in daytime and nighttime
noise at residences within close
proximity of the Project.



Sign.
Residual
Effects

Communications to
marine users on the
nature, location, status,
timing and progress of
construction work;
communicate access
restrictions and
procedures to marine
users.

AF
T



Significance of
Residual Effects

Prioritize hiring of qualified
First Nation and local
candidates for direct
employment opportunities.
Support local and First
Nation procurement
wherever possible.
Work with local and First
Nations organizations to
post employment and
contracting opportunities
in an accessible manner
so local and First Nation
businesses are aware of
opportunities as they
arise.

Magnitude: n/a
Reversibility: n/a
Geographic Extent:
n/a
Duration:
n/a
Frequency: n/a

No

Implement In-Air Noise
mitigation measures
identified in Table 23.

Magnitude: Low
Reversibility:
Reversible
Geographic Extent:
Local
Duration: Long
term
Frequency:
Intermittent

No
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CLOSURE
We trust the information contained in this report is sufficiently detailed for your current purposes. If you have any
questions regarding this report, please contact the undersigned at 1-250-635-3444.

Golder Associates Ltd.

BD/DK/asd

Drew Kaiser, RPBio
Associate, Project Director

AF
T

Bart DeFreitas, MSc, RPBio, PMP
Associate, Project Manager

Golder and the G logo are trademarks of Golder Associates Corporation
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Photo 1: Aerial photo of proposed marine berth site, circa 2012.

Photo 2: Aerial photo of proposed marine berth site, circa 2012.
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Photo 3: Overview of proposed marine berth site, view southeast (October 2017).

Photo 4: Disused steel piles and concrete abutment at proposed marine berth site, view northwest (May 2017).
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Photo 5: Disused steel piles and gangway (catwalk) at proposed marine berth site, view east (May 2017).

Photo 6: Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal, view east (October 2017).
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Photo 7: Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal ramp, view north (May 2017).

Photo 8: Aquatrain barge at Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal, view west (May 2017).
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Photo 9: One of three 1.5 m diameter steel pipe breasting dolphins installed during 2015 to fortify the
Prince Rupert Railcar Barge Terminal (May 2017).

Photo 10: Example of ocean going cargo vessel that could be a customer of the proposed marine fuels service
(October 2017).
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Figure 1: Viewpoint 1 (VP#1) - Russell Point
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Figure 1: Viewpoint 2 (VP#2) – Digby Island Ferry
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Figure 2: Viewpoint 3 (VP#3) - BC Ferry Route
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Figure 1: Viewpoint 1 (VP#1) - Russell Point Simulation
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Figure 2: Viewpoint 2 (VP#2) – Digby Island Ferry Simulation
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Figure 3: Viewpoint 3 (VP#3) - BC Ferry Route Simulation
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Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service – Project Description
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Wolverine Terminals is proposing to construct and operate Prince Rupert marine fuels service, a marine
fuel delivery service for the Port of Prince Rupert that would enable cargo vessels anchored or berthed in
the Port to refuel.
The Port is one of the only major global ports to not offer marine fuelling service for cargo ships. In the
absence of marine fuelling services at the Port, cargo ships must carry enough fuel to make a round trip or
detour to an alternative West Coast port (including the Port of Vancouver) to fuel. The additional fuel
carried to make the round trip displaces potential cargo and increases shipping cost.
In 2016, 461 vessels visited the Port and that number is forecasted to grow. Having a local fuel service will
assist in achieving this forecasted growth. Types of vessels that visit the Port include cruise ships, cargo
ships, ferries, fishing vessels and private boats. The scope of this service includes fuel associated with cargo
ships and ferries.
Aside from the lack of fuel the Port has many strategic advantages that would help support future growth.
The Port is the closest North American port to Asia and has the deepest natural harbour in North America.
The Port also has direct access to a rail network with connections to markets across North America and
significant capacity to increase traffic volumes.
The Port was designated a National Harbour in 1972 and is under the jurisdiction of the Prince Rupert Port
Authority (PRPA). Established under the Canada Marine Act, the PRPA is mandated to support Canada’s
trade activity by facilitating and expanding the movement of cargo and passengers within the Port. The
PRPA would be the lead federal authority responsible for reviewing the proposed service and ensuring it
meets all rules and regulations relating to the safe, efficient and environmentally responsible handling of
shipping traffic. The proposed service will be assessed to determine if there will be potential physical,
biological or human (social) effects and what measures are needed to eliminate or mitigate potential
significant adverse environmental effects.
2.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Project Summary
Wolverine Terminals’ Prince Rupert marine fuels service would provide the Port with a marine fuelling
service capable of fuelling cargo ships, increasing the port’s capacity and enhancing the Port’s ability to
attract more traffic. The Port is currently one of the only North American West Coast ports that cannot
offer fuelling service to cargo ships.
The proposed service includes the construction of a marine berth and the operation of a marine fuelling
service in the inner and outer harbours of the Port. The marine berth would be located at a site previously
used by harbour towing companies adjacent to the Westview Terminal owned by Pinnacle Renewable
Energy Group, providing direct access to the existing Aquatrain Terminal. Refer to Figure 1 attached for
the location of the services’ proposed marine berth location.
Project construction would primarily be marine based, however some onshore work may be required.
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Construction components of the service would include:
x
x
x
x

Installation of three new mooring dolphins that would be interconnected.
Installation of a gangway connecting the marine berth to the shore.
Connections to land-based electrical, water and gas utility services.
Off-site fabrication of a rail barge and a fuel distribution barge.

Operational components of the service would include:
x
x
x
x
x

Loading rail tank cars onto a rail barge at the existing Aquatrain Terminal.
Towing and mooring the rail barge to the nearby marine berth.
Offloading marine fuel from the rail cars into the rail barge.
Transferring the marine fuel to a fuel fuel distribution barge.
Delivering fuel to ships anchored or berthed in the inner and outer harbours of the Port via the
fuel distribution barge.
Background and Rationale

Current marine fuel supply to the region has historically been transported from refineries in Vancouver or
Puget Sound. The fuel must then be transported by tug and barge through the Inside Passage to Prince
Rupert, increasing the cost of marine fuel in northwest B.C. The high cost of transporting marine fuel to
the Prince Rupert area currently makes fuelling at the Port less economic to the extent that much of the
trans-Pacific shipping currently arriving at the Port leaves Asian home ports with enough fuel to make the
round trip. This potentially impacts the amount of cargo a ship can carry and makes the trip to Prince
Rupert less economic than other competing West Coast ports.
All marine fuels for the proposed service would be transported to Prince Rupert via rail, avoiding the Inside
Passage between Puget Sound and Prince Rupert. The volume of fuel delivered to Prince Rupert would
depend on a number of economic factors, however it is estimated that volumes would be 1,000 tonnes
per day.
The Port of Prince Rupert’s direct and extensive rail network access means that marine fuels can be readily
sourced from anywhere at the best available price across North America. Providing fuel at a competitive
price would increase the attractiveness of the Port as a potential destination and make it more competitive
with other West Coast ports.
Proponent Information
Wolverine Terminals ULC is a Calgary, Alberta-based company focused on the safe and efficient
development of energy-related marine terminals at key ports in Canada and the U.S. As a Canadian
subsidiary of Wexford Capital LP (75 per cent ownership) and Gulfport Energy Corporation (25 per cent
ownership), Wolverine’s experienced team has resources and a strong track record of building and
operating safe, environmentally responsible and successful energy service businesses.
Wexford Capital LP is an SEC-registered investment advisor with over US$4 billion in assets under
management as of December 31, 2013 including US$2 billion in the energy and natural resources sectors.
Listed on the NASDAQ (symbol: GPOR), Gulfport Energy Corporation is a value-driven, growth-oriented
exploration and development company with an enterprise value of approximately US$5 billion USD It was
formerly part of Wexford’s portfolio.
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Proponent Contacts:
ATTN: Public Relations
Fifth and Fifth #2600, 605 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 3H5
Email: info@wolverineterminals.com
3.0 PROJECT INFORMATION
Project Components and Activities – Construction
3.1.1

Marine Berth

The marine berth is comprised of three mooring dolphins installed approximately 30 metres from the shore
at a water depth of approximately 20 metres. The mooring dolphins would be supported by steel and
batter piles that would be affixed to the seabed and capped with concrete. It is anticipated the piles would
be installed using conventional methods.
Each mooring dolphin would consist of approximately nine steel piles, each with a diameter of 1.6 metres,
that would be driven into the underlying bedrock. The total marine seafloor footprint of the three mooring
dolphins is estimated to be less than 30 metres2. The mooring dolphins will be connected with gangways
that will enable operators to attach mooring lines to the individual dolphins.
A small bridge (gangway) would also be constructed from one of the mooring dolphins to an onshore
landing area to provide site access. An intermediate pile support would be required at the mid-span of this
gangway. Pedestrian access to the project site would be via this gangway and through one or more crew
transport vessels that will be capable of landing at a floating dock attached to one of the mooring dolphins.
Figure 2 and Figure 3, attached, show the location of the project’s proposed marine berth site.
3.1.2

Rail Barge

The rail barge is designed to be compatible with the existing Aquatrain Terminal ramp and to
accommodate 24 rail tank cars on deck (Figure 4). Each rail tank car would have a capacity of approximately
100 tonnes. The total capacity which includes rail car storage and below deck tanks will be approximately
12,500 metric tonnes. The rail barge dimensions are approximately:
x
x
x

135 metres in length
a beam of 32 metres
a depth of 7 metres

Design components for spill prevention and response, safety systems, noise suppression and air emissions
are based on Transport Canada requirements and industry best practices, with the storage tank design
allowing for segregation of multiple grades of fuel. The barge will have four rail lines of six rail tank cars,
with each rail tank car aligning with a dedicated catchment basin and the entire top deck surrounded by
coaming.
3.1.3

Fuel Distribution Barge

The fuel distribution barge is a state-of-the-art conventional barge capable of blending and offloading fuel
to ocean-going vessels (Figure 5). The fuel distribution barge will operate in accordance with Transport
Canada requirements and industry best practices to avoid spills and minimize air, noise, and light
emissions.
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The fuel distribution barge will have a capacity of approximately 4,800 metric tonnes. Its dimensions are
approximately:
x
x
x

82 metres in length
a beam of 20 metres
a depth of 6 metres

Industry best practices for spill prevention and response (including a spill boom that will be available to
quickly surround the barge), noise suppression, air emissions and fuel storage will be incorporated into
the design. The cargo tanks will be completely protected by double bottom and wing tanks. These tanks
meet requirements set out in the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
(MARPOL), the International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals (ISGOTT) as well as all applicable
regulations.
Project Components and Activities – Operations
3.2.1

Aquatrain Terminal

Railcars containing marine fuels would be transported by rail to the existing Aquatrain Terminal in Prince
Rupert. Full rail tank cars would then be loaded onto the rail barge at the Aquatrain Terminal during
appropriate tide heights. Once the rail tank cars are emptied at the proposed marine berth, they would be
transported back to the Aquatrain Terminal. The unloading and loading of rail tank cars to and from the
rail barge at the Aquatrain Terminal would be handled by rail personnel.
3.2.2

Marine Berth Site

With the rail tank cars loaded onto the rail barge, a tug will be used to maneuver the rail barge to the
marine berth. At the marine berth, the marine fuel will be transferred from the rail tank cars into heated
tanks located below deck. Fuel will then be transferred from the rail barge to the fuel distribution barge.
Once filled, the fuel distribution barge will be towed to vessels requiring fuel at designated locations within
the inner and outer harbour.
The rail barge will be able to generate sufficient power to operate essential systems during transportation,
berthing operations and fuel offloading. It is anticipated that electricity and natural gas will be available
from shore.
3.2.3

Marine Fuel Transfers

Loading, conventional pumping and metering systems will be used to load fuel onto the receiving vessels.
The volume of fuel to be transferred will be controlled by a programmable and automated pumping
system.
The marine fuel transfers, called “bunkering”, will be supervised by a certified individual (e.g. master mate,
engineer, or tanker-man). A pre-fuelling work plan will be prepared for each operation, as vessels may vary
in design and fuelling procedure. The pre-fuelling plan will be discussed for each receiving vessel during a
pre-fuelling meeting with all crew members. The pre-fuelling plan will detail the total volume of fuel to be
pumped into the receiving vessel, fuel quality, the number of tanks to be filled, the amount of fuel to be
delivered to each tank, and the fuel level and tank volume at which topping off procedures may apply.
3.2.4

Barge Spill Prevention Systems

Rail Barge
The rail tank car offloading process on the rail barge will be fully enclosed with multiple layers of
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containment. The contents of each rail tank car will be offloaded using a hose connected to its bottom
valve.
In the unlikely event of a hose or valve failure, the fuel will be contained by the catchment sump located
under the rail tank cars. These sumps will be inset into the main deck, measuring approximately 2 metres
long by 1 metre wide and 1 metre deep. A coaming lip will extend around the sump above the level of the
main deck to prevent rainwater from entering the system. When not in use, the sumps will be protected
by a cover. The sumps will drain directly to marine fuel disposal tanks. An additional layer of containment
will be provided by a spill coaming around the entire barge deck.
All rainwater collected will be diverted to a tank equipped with water filtration prior to discharge.
Fuel Distribution Barge
Fuel will be transferred from the fuel distribution barge to the receiving vessel using a conventional hose
connection. Hoses and equipment will be thoroughly inspected prior to each use; a coaming will surround
the pump metering skids; and a spill boom will be readily available and deployed by a separate vessel (e.g.
the tug) in the unlikely event of an overboard spill.
In addition to the spill containment systems, industry best practices and procedures will be developed with
the target of zero spillage during all operations. Emergency spill response procedures will be developed in
alignment with existing best practices, procedures and resources at the Port and implemented as defined
in the Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP). Crews will also be trained, and regularly re-trained,
in the use of spill response equipment, practices and procedures.
Project Schedule
Subject to regulatory approvals and confirmation of a final investment decision, the proposed project
schedule, which includes First Nations and public engagement; regulatory submissions, review and
decisions; detailed engineering; construction and fabrication, would see Prince Rupert marine fuels service
operational by early 2019, according to the following proposed schedule.
x
x
x
x

Mid-2018: Regulatory approval and detailed engineering complete
Early 2019: Construction of the marine berth
Early 2019: Off-site fabrication of the two barges
Mid-2019: Delivery and commissioning of the barges

Additionally, comprehensive First Nations and Public Engagement Plans will be developed and
implemented throughout the lifecycle of the project.
4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING
The proposed project is not subject to an environmental assessment under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act (CEAA) 2012 as it is not a “designated project” under the Regulations Designating Physical
Activities (SOR/2012-147). However, the proposed project meets the definition of a “project” on federal
lands. A “project” is defined by Section 66 of CEAA 2012 as a physical activity that is carried out on federal
lands or outside Canada in relation to a physical work and is not a designated project. For the proposed
service, the physical activity is the construction of the marine berth and the operation of the vessel
refuelling activities. The proposed services’ physical work is the installation of new vessel mooring dolphins
in parts of the marine environment defined as federal lands.
The proposed service is located on federal lands managed by the PRPA, a Canada Port Authority
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established under Section 8 of the Canada Marine Act. In accordance with Schedule 3 of CEAA 2012, the
PRPA is defined as a Federal Authority that has powers, duties or functions in relation to an assessment of
the environmental effects of a “designated project” or “project” on federal lands within the PRPA’s
jurisdiction. Section 67 of CEAA 2012 specifies that Federal Authorities such as the PRPA must not make a
decision about a proposed “project” on federal lands unless the proposed “project” is determined to be
unlikely to cause significant adverse environmental effects, or the Governor in Council decides that those
effects are justified.
Transport Canada (TC) is also considered to be a Federal Authority for the proposed service due to their
administration of the Navigation Protection Act (R.S.C. 1985). There will likely be a requirement for TC to
review an application to their Navigation Protection Program and consider granting an approval that allows
the service to proceed.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is not considered to be a potential Federal Authority for the proposed
service at this time because the proposed service can likely be constructed and operated in a manner that
avoids causing serious harm to fish or contravening Species at Risk Act (S.C. 2002) prohibitions. Health
Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada are also not considered to be potential Federal
Authorities for the proposed service at this time because the proposed service can likely be constructed
and operated in a manner that avoids causing significant adverse environmental effects to human health
or the environment. Federal Authorities such as the PRPA and TC may seek expert advice from DFO, Health
Canada and Environment and Climate Change Canada to assist in decision making.
An environmental effects evaluation of the proposed service is required to assist Federal Authorities in
their determination of the proposed services’ likelihood of resulting in significant adverse environmental
effects.
5.0 PROJECT SETTING AND SITE INFORMATION
Information on the physical, biological and human (social) environment is being gathered for the
environmental effects evaluation to describe the existing environment in and around the proposed marine
berth location.
Physical Environment
Physical environmental effects being evaluated include air and noise emissions. Information is currently
being gathered at, and adjacent to, the proposed marine berth location to determine potential impacts.
Indigenous traditional knowledge provided by First Nations during ongoing engagement regarding these
physical components will be integrated into the environmental effects evaluation. The methods for
integration will be reviewed with First Nations.
Biological Environment
Important biological components being evaluated at, and adjacent to, the proposed service include
terrestrial, freshwater and marine plants and animals. These plants and animals are considered important
to First Nations and the public.
Some species of plants and animals are important for commercial, recreational, and Aboriginal fisheries or
for ecological reasons. Other species of plants and animals are considered important as they are
considered at risk and require special attention and consideration. Identifying plant and animal habitat
(places where plants and animals live) is critical to determining potential impacts as some areas of the Port
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are considered more significant or sensitive than others.
The on-land portion of the proposed marine berth is limited to the concrete landing and proposed gangway
that will provide site access. Terrestrial vegetation and wildlife is expected to be limited at this site due to
its proximity to an active rail yard that has been in continuous operation for more than 100 years. The
nearest mapped sensitive wildlife habitat is a great blue heron (Ardea herodias fannini) nest colony about
600 metres southwest of this site (BC CDC 2017b).
There are no freshwater watercourses or waterbodies at or immediately adjacent to the on-land portion
of the proposed marine berth. The closest freshwater watercourse is located about 700 metres northeast
of the proposed marine berth.
Various marine plants and animals live in the Port including eelgrass, kelp, fish, invertebrates, mammals
and birds. Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the PRPA, and other organizations have mapped sensitive
shorelines and marine habitats in and adjacent to the Port and proposed marine berth location. The results
of this mapping suggests that the marine environment at and near the proposed marine berth location has
low fish habitat value (WWF-Canada North Coast program 2011).
Eelgrass and kelp provide important places for marine animals to live. Eelgrass and canopy forming kelp
have been found along parts of the coast in the Port, but none were found along the shoreline at the
proposed marine berth location (BCMCA 2010).
Some important fish known to live in the Port include salmon, trout and herring. There are several streams
that flow into the Port and surrounding waters that support spawning of Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha), chum salmon (O. keta), coho salmon (O. kisutch), pink salmon (O. gorbuscha), sockeye
salmon (O. nerka), coastal cutthroat trout (O. clarkii clarkii) and rainbow trout (O. mykiss) (BC MOE 2017).
These salmon and trout likely travel through the Port (migrating) and may spend some time feeding
(rearing) and preparing for spawning (holding) in the Port as well. Herring are known to spawn along part
of the coastline in the Port, but not at or adjacent to the proposed marine berth location (DFO 2016).
Twelve fish species at risk might also live in the Port, but none have been confirmed except for coastal
cutthroat trout (BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). A portion of the coastline around the Port
has been classified based on its fish habitat value to help determine the impacts of future marine
infrastructure (PRPA 2011). The coastline adjacent to the proposed project marine berth location has been
classified as having low fish habitat value (PRPA 2011).
Types of invertebrates that live in the Port include crab, shrimp and urchins. The Port overlaps with
important areas for inshore Tanner crab, Dungeness crab, green sea urchin and shrimp (Clarke and
Jamieson 2006; DFO 2015). The endangered northern abalone may live within the jurisdiction of the Port,
but it is unlikely to live at the proposed marine berth location based on the physical and biological
characteristics of the site.
Ten marine mammals occur in the Port of Prince Rupert (BCMCA 2010), and six of these are species at risk
(BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). The Port overlaps with important areas for the northern
resident killer whale, humpback whale and Steller sea lion (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a).
Types of birds that occur in the Port include waterfowl, raptors, seabirds and shorebirds. Nine bird species
at risk might live in the Port (BC CDC 2017a; Government of Canada 2017b). The Port overlaps with an
Important Bird Area for waterfowl and seabirds (IBA Canada 2017), and an important area for black and
white-winged scoters (Clarke and Jamieson 2006a, b; DFO 2016).
Indigenous traditional knowledge provided by First Nations during ongoing engagement regarding these
biological components will be integrated into the environmental effects evaluation. The methods for
integration will be reviewed with First Nations.
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Human Environment
Human environment (social environment) effects that will be assessed for the environmental effects
evaluation include archaeology, heritage, land and marine use, socioeconomics, and visual amenities.
Information on existing social environment conditions will be gathered through secondary data collection
(literature review), primary data collection (key informant interviews) and through First Nations and public
engagement.
The methods for identifying and integrating information regarding the use of lands and resources by First
Nations for traditional purposes will be addressed during ongoing engagement.
6.0 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND MITIGATION
Wolverine Terminals is committed to working collaboratively with First Nations and the public to identify
potential adverse effects of the proposed service on physical, biological, and human environment
components and to develop measures that will be effective at avoiding, mitigating, or otherwise managing
potential adverse effects.
The environmental effects evaluation is in the early stages of development, however, a preliminary list of
potential adverse effects and mitigation measures is included below.
Physical Environment
Potential adverse effects to the physical environment may include noise and air emissions. Mitigation
measures may include restricting construction and operation hours to certain periods and limiting fuel
transfers to certain locations in the Port.
Biological Environment
Potential adverse effects to the biological environment may include effects from marine fuel spills on
marine plants and animals. Multiple spill prevention and containment systems, such as double walled hulls,
spill catchment basins, and spill coaming, have been incorporated into the design of the rail barge and fuel
distribution barge to prevent spills from entering the marine environment. Additional mitigation measures
may include limiting fuelling to certain areas within the Port and restricting fuelling during adverse weather
and ocean conditions.
In addition to the spill prevention and containment systems, industry best practices and procedures will
be developed with the target of zero spillage during all operations. Emergency spill response procedures
(including a spill boom that will be available to quickly surround the barge) will be developed in alignment
with existing best practices, procedures and resources at the Port and implemented as defined in the
Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP). Crews will also be trained, and regularly re-trained, in the
use of spill response equipment, practices and procedures.
Human Environment
Potential adverse effects to the human environment may include:
x
x
x

Navigation from increased vessel traffic within the Port.
Land and/or marine access, use and tenures due to project No Unauthorized Entry Areas, road and
marine transportation of materials and supplies during construction, marine fuel loading and
transfer during operations.
Visual quality during project construction activities and operations of the new marine berth.
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x

Nearby human receptors from changes to the noise, visual and/or air quality environment during
construction and operations and associated nuisance effects.

Potential effects and mitigation measures relating to Indigenous use of lands and resources for traditional
purposes will be identified in collaboration with First Nations during ongoing engagement.
7.0 PROJECT ENGAGEMENT PLANS
Public and Stakeholder Engagement Plan
Wolverine Terminals’ Prince Rupert marine fuels service is committed to transparent, meaningful and
timely stakeholder engagement with local government(s), the public, regulatory agencies, local businesses,
and interest groups. Wolverine Terminals’ public engagement objectives include:
x
x
x
x
x

Providing regular information to the public and stakeholders regarding the proposed Project in a
timely and effective manner.
Providing information through a variety of methods in a way that is a consistent, straightforward
and easy to understand.
Facilitating meaningful engagement opportunities and dialogue with the public and stakeholders,
including opportunities to provide feedback and address potential concerns.
Demonstrating to regulators and to the public how their input, issues and concerns are addressed
and integrated into the Project.
Supporting respectful public and stakeholder relationships throughout the lifecycle of the Project.

Wolverine Terminals is developing a Public and Stakeholder Engagement Plan that meets PRPA
engagement requirements. Under this Plan, the project will: identify affected stakeholders; develop and
implement engagement tools (including website, informational materials and mailouts, a toll-free project
information phone line and voicemail, project information email address and, potentially, social media
tools); collaboratively exchange information about the proposed service during stakeholder meetings and
public information session(s)/open houses; gather and consider stakeholder input; and address
stakeholder questions and concerns.
First Nations Engagement Plan
Wolverine Terminals has developed an engagement stream designed specifically to share information with
– and seek input from – affected First Nations. The objectives of the First Nations Engagement Plan are to:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Identify each affected First Nation’s preferred approaches for engaging with Wolverine Terminals.
Provide timely and relevant information to each affected First Nation, allow for a reasonable
review period and actively seek and respond to feedback and input regarding issues and interests.
Identify capacity and resources that affected First Nations may require to assist them with
effectively participating in the regulatory review process.
Involve First Nations in the environmental effects evaluation process.
Gather sufficient background information on the use of lands and resources for traditional
purposes to adequately assess potential effects.
Collaboratively develop measures to avoid, mitigate or otherwise manage potential significant
adverse environmental effects.
Develop long-term mutually beneficial relationships with First Nations.

Wolverine Terminals will seek input from affected First Nations and the PRPA in developing the First
Nations Engagement Plan and in identifying potential impacts the proposed service may have on First
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Nations. The First Nations Engagement Plan will guide activities with First Nations to help inform PRPA’s
and Transport Canada’s determination of whether the project is likely to result in significant adverse
environmental effects.
The First Nations Engagement Plan will be designed to meet the required regulatory and procedural
aspects of Indigenous engagement.
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Figure 5: Fuel Distribution Barge Conceptual Design
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Public Notice
Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service Open House
and Invitation to Comment
Wolverine Terminals ULC is proposing to construct and operate a marine vessel fuelling service
within the Port of Prince Rupert.
The proposed Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service is subject to an environmental effects
evaluation under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012) to assist Federal
Authorities in their determination of the proposed services’ likelihood of resulting in signiﬁcant
adverse environmental effects.
A description of the proposed services’ construction and operations activities are presented
in the draft Project Description document available at www.wolverineterminals.com.
Wolverine Terminals is hosting the following two open house events to receive public comments
to be considered in the environmental effects evaluation.
Crest Hotel
222 1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert, BC
October 17, 2017
from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

District of Port Edward Community Centre
770 Paciﬁc Avenue, Port Edward, BC
October 19, 2017
from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Written comments will be received by Wolverine Terminals until 5:00 p.m. (PST)
November 5, 2017.
Comments can be submitted by mail to:
Wolverine Terminals
#2600, 605 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, T2P 3H5
Attention: Public Relations
or
By email to info@wolverineterminals.com
Subject line: Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service
or
By submitting written comments
on the forms provided at
the open house events.

www.wolverineterminals.com

Welcome
wolverineterminals.com

At a
GLANCE
Wolverine Terminals is proposing to build
and operate a new marine fuelling facility
to serve cargo vessels at the Port of Prince
Rupert. Wolverine Terminals is conducting
an Environmental Effects Evaluation of the
proposed fuelling service in accordance
with the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012).
Federal authorities such as the Prince
Rupert Port Authority and Transport
Canada will review the Environmental
Effects Evaluation and determine
whether the proposed service is likely
to result in significant adverse
environmental effects.
Regulatory approvals issued by
federal authorities are required before
construction and operations can begin.

Wolverine Terminals Proposed
Marine Fuels Service Mooring Site

ABOUT WOLVERINE TERMINALS
A Calgary, Alberta-based private company focused on
the safe and efficient development of energy-related
marine terminals at key ports in Canada and the U.S.
CONSTRUCTION
• Three new mooring dolphins to serve as a marine
berth for two new barges
• Gangways connecting mooring dolphins to each
other and to the shore
• Connections to land-based electrical, water
and gas utility services
• Off-site fabrication of a rail barge and a fuel
distribution barge
OPERATIONS
• Transfer of rail cars on and off rail barge
at existing CN Aquatrain Terminal
• Tug transport of the rail barge to and from
marine berth
• Transfer of marine fuel from rail cars to below
deck fuel storage tanks on rail barge
• Transfer of marine fuel from rail barge
to fuel distribution barge
• Tug transport of fuel distribution barge
to vessels docked or anchored at approved
locations within the Port
PROJECT SCHEDULE
Preparation of Project Description
Mid-2017
Sept-Dec 2017

Public open houses, meetings with
First Nations and stakeholders

Oct 5-Nov 5, 2017 30-day public comment period
on Project Description
Canadian National Rail
Aquatrain Terminal

Dec 2017

Preparation of Environmental
Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

30-day public comment period
on Environmental Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

Public open house, meetings
with First Nations and stakeholders

Mid-2018

Regulatory approval and final
engineering

Early 2019

Construction of the marine berth*

Early 2019

Off-site fabrication of the
two barges*

Mid-2019

Delivery and commissioning
of the barges – operations begin*

* Pending regulatory approvals

wolverineterminals.com

The Need
& THE BENEFITS
Prince Rupert is one of the only major
ports in the world to not offer marine
fuelling services for cargo ships,
a significant competitive disadvantage.
Marine fuel from existing suppliers
would have to be towed by tug and
barge from refineries in Vancouver,
Oregon or Washington to Prince Rupert
through the Inside Passage, increasing
environmental risks and fuel cost.

INCREASING THE
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
• Introduction of marine fuelling
operations makes Port of Prince Rupert
a full-service port capable of supporting
capacity for growth
• Wolverine Terminals would solve
the problem of today’s high cost of
importing marine fuel via tug, which
makes fuelling at the port uneconomical
• Port’s rail network means access
to more economic fuels… a compelling
competitive advantage for the port
and the region
• Project would displace volumes for
marine fuelling at other Pacific Rim Ports
• Trans-Pacific ships currently leave Asian
ports with enough fuel to make the
round trip, potentially reducing cargo
capacity

BECOMING A FULL-SERVICE PORT
BOOSTS REGIONAL ECONOMY
• Closest North American port to Asia
• Deepest natural harbour in
North America
• Full-service fuelling facility increases
opportunities for more cargo traffic
at the Port of Prince Rupert
• Approximately 13 full-time local
employees to be hired, with many
more indirect jobs supported by
increased investment and traffic
at the Port of Prince Rupert
• Wolverine Terminals is committed
to using local and regional resources
and services wherever feasible

wolverineterminals.com

Project
DESIGN
The proposed marine fuelling service for
cargo vessels at the Port of Prince Rupert
will require the construction of a new
marine berth, rail barge and fuel
distribution barge.

Marine Berth

Rail Barge

MARINE BERTH
• Three steel mooring dolphins installed
in seabed ~30 metres from shore at a water depth
of ~20 metres
• Each mooring dolphin consists of nine steel piles
affixed to the seabed and capped with concrete
• Total marine seafloor footprint of the three
mooring dolphins estimated to be less than 30 m2
• Small bridge (gangway) from one of the mooring
dolphins to shore
• Mooring dolphins interconnected with gangways
to attach mooring lines to dolphins
RAIL BARGE
• Compliant with international and Canadian
(Transport Canada) standards and regulations
• Compatible with existing CN Aquatrain
Terminal loading ramp
• Navigation only via tug between CN Aquatrain
Terminal and proposed marine berth
• Accommodate up to 24 rail tank cars on deck
(each tank car capacity: ~100 tonnes)
• Marine fuel cargo capacity: 12,500 tonnes
(includes rail tank car capacity and tanks)
• Length: 135 metres
• Beam: 32 metres
• Depth: 7 metres
Safety features
• Fixed fire detection and suppression system
• Spill containment at each railcar catch basin
• Vapour recovery closed loop loading system
• Double-walled steel cargo tanks
• Light, noise and air emissions control measures

Fuel Distribution Barge
FUEL DISTRIBUTION BARGE
• Conventional design suitable for carriage
of fuel cargo with a flash point exceeding 60 °C
• Compliant with international and federal
(Transport Canada) standards and regulations
• Navigation only via tug between proposed marine
berth and approved fuel transfer locations
• Capacity: ~4,800 tonnes
• Length: 82 metres
• Beam: 20 metres
• Depth: 6 metres
Safety features
• Fixed fire detection and suppression system
• Spill containment and response measures
• Vapour recovery closed loop loading system
• Double-walled steel cargo tanks
• Light, noise and air emissions control measures

wolverineterminals.com

Site
SELECTION
The best possible location for the mooring
site has been selected to minimize safety
and environmental risk.
The intended use of the site is consistent
with land and marine use planning
objectives described in Port of Prince
Rupert 2020 Land Use Management Plan
and City of Prince Rupert zoning bylaws.

:HVWYLHZ
7HUPLQDO

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Minimal disturbance to the community
in terms of air, noise, odour and
light emissions
• Small footprint for dock
• Proposed rail barge and fuel distribution
barge are low profile vessels
• No identified environmentally sensitive
habitat for marine or terrestrial species
SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS
• Public access restricted at foreshore
by railway
• Egress/access to shore for first responders
• Separation from navigation channel
• Uninterrupted lines of sight for collision
avoidance
• Sheltered harbour
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Deepwater, nearshore dock
• Optimal transit distance to anchorage
• Ease of access to ships at dock
and minimal interaction with port traffic
• Proximity to the CN Aquatrain Terminal
(~400 metres)
• Power potentially available
• Natural gas (fuel gas) potentially available

3URSRVHG0DULQH)XHOV
6HUYLFH0RRULQJ6LWH
&1$TXDWUDLQ
7HUPLQDO
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Our
COMMITMENT
OUR COMMITMENT TO FIRST NATIONS

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY

Wolverine Terminals has developed an
engagement plan designed specifically
for First Nations, with a commitment to:

Wolverine Terminals is committed
to transparent, meaningful and timely
engagement with the community.
Our commitment includes:

• Identify affected First Nations and gather
information on the use of lands and resources
for traditional purposes to assess potential
effects and impacts
• Identify preferred approaches for engagement
• Provide timely and relevant information
• Seek and respond to feedback and input
regarding issues and interests
• Collaboratively develop measures to avoid,
mitigate or manage adverse effects of
the project
• Develop long-term, mutually beneficial
relationships with First Nations

• Providing regular information
in a timely and effective manner
• Facilitating meaningful engagement
opportunities and dialogue, including
opportunities for the community
to provide feedback and identify concerns
• Building and sustaining relationships
throughout the lifecycle of the project
and operations
WOLVERINE TERMINALS IS ENGAGING AND
SEEKING INPUT FROM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Nations
City of Prince Rupert
District of Port Edward
Residents of Prince Rupert and Port Edward
North Coast Regional District
Local businesses, industry and unions
Marine and recreational sport users
Local first responders
Environmental organizations

OUR COMMITMENT TO
THE ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY
Wolverine Terminals is committed to the
protection of the environment and the safety
of the public.
The first consideration in all our operating
plans is the safety and welfare of employees,
the community and the environment –
including air, water, land, marine and wildlife.
We will work closely with First Nations, the
community, regulatory agencies and public
officials to collectively design, build and
operate a safe and responsible marine fuelling
facility at the Port of Prince Rupert.

wolverineterminals.com

Risks &
MITIGATION
AIR

Wolverine’s priority is to operate in the
safest and most reliable way possible
every day for the safety of the environment,
the public, and personnel.

Anticipated Mitigation Measures
• Emission management during construction as required
• Emission abatement during operations
• Monitoring will be proposed if deemed appropriate

Barge design will conform to industry best
practices to minimize air, noise, odour and
light emissions.

Anticipated Mitigation Measures
• Limited construction hours
• Engine idling restrictions
• Exhausts to be fitted with appropriate silencers

NOISE

Fuel tanks will meet requirements of
International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships
(MARPOL) and Transport Canada
regulations.

SPILLS
Anticipated Mitigation Measures
Rail Barge
• Spill boom around barges during berth loading /
unloading process
• Fully enclosed rail tank car offloading process
with multiple layers of containment
• Rail tank car contents offloaded using a hose
connected to bottom valve
• Fuel will be contained by the catchment sump
located under the rail tank cars in the unlikely
event of a hose or valve failure
• Sumps will be inset into the main deck and
a coaming lip will extend above to prevent
rainwater from entering the sump system
Fuel Distribution Barge
• Cargo tanks protected by double bottom
and wing tanks
• Fuel transferred from the fuel distribution barge to
receiving vessels using proven industry connection
• Pump skids surrounded by coaming
Response Procedures
• Emergency spill response procedures developed
in alignment with best practices, procedures and
resources at the Port
• Procedures to be implemented as defined in the
Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP)
• Crews will be trained, and regularly re-trained,
in the use of spill response equipment, practices
and procedures

LIGHTING
Anticipated Mitigation Measures
• Industry best practices to control light emissions

wolverineterminals.com

Environmental Effects
EVALUATION
To assist federal authorities in making
their determination, Wolverine Terminals
will conduct an Environmental Effects
Evaluation of the proposed Prince Rupert
Marine Fuels Service.
The first consideration in all operating
plans is the safety and welfare of
employees, the community, and the
environment – including air, land, marine
and wildlife.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW WILL CONSIDER
POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON
Fish and Fish Habitat
• Marine vegetation
• Marine fish and fish habitat
• Marine mammals and birds
Terrestrial and Wildlife Resources
• Terrestrial vegetation
• Terrestrial wildlife
Air Quality
• Potential for dust emissions during construction
• Engine exhaust and volatile organic compounds
during operations
Noise
• Potential for noise disturbance to nearby
residential areas
Land and Marine Use
• Marine commercial use
• Marine recreation
• Navigation
• Commercial and recreational land use
Socio-economic
• Employment and business opportunities
• Local road traffic
• Nuisance to nearby residents, businesses
and recreational users
Visual Amenities
• Viewing quality experienced by viewers within
Prince Rupert Harbour
Archaeological Resources
• Pre-AD 1846 terrestrial and marine heritage resources
• Post-AD 1846 historical sites
• Heritage shipwrecks
WHERE APPLICABLE, INFORMATION
WILL BE OBTAINED FROM
• Government environmental reports and industry
documents and databases
• Targeted interviews with government
representatives, land and marine users
• Information received from First Nations
• Mapping land and marine uses and activities
• Regional economic and infrastructure
development reports and plans
• Employment and business profiles
• Air quality and noise assessments results
• Site surveys and interviews and predictive modelling

wolverineterminals.com

We want to
HEAR FROM YOU!
We welcome your questions and
suggestions on the Prince Rupert Marine
Fuels Service.
PROVIDING YOUR INPUT
• Fill out a comment form today at the
open house
• Send feedback online using the comment
form at www.wolverineterminals.com
• Email info@wolverineterminals.com
• Talk to a representative today
HOW WILL COMMENTS BE ADDRESSED?
Wolverine will track and respond to
comments and concerns raised by First
Nations, the public and key stakeholders.
Comments and concerns related to the
proposed service will be considered in the
Environmental Effects Evaluation process.

PRINCE RUPERT MARINE FUELS SERVICE – ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING PROCESS
We are here
Project
Feasibility
Assessment
and
Conceptual
Design

Project
Description is
distributed to
stakeholders
and the public
for consideration
Public
Comment
Period and
Open House

Review
and
consideration
of feedback
provided

Draft
Environmental
Effects
Evaluation
Report

Public
Comment
Period
and
Open House

Finalize the
Environmental
Effects
Evaluation
Report

PRPA and
Transport Canada’s
Determination of
Project’s Likelihood
for Significant
Adverse
Environmental Effects

First Nations Engagement

• Wolverine is engaging with First Nations who may be impacted by the
proposed service to better understand First Nations’ concerns and interests.
• The proposed Prince Rupert marine fuels service mooring site is located
on federal lands administered by the Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA)
and therefore subject to the PRPA’s land use management principles,
environmental assessment requirements, and operational procedures.

wolverineterminals.com

Our Commitment to Engagement

Wolverine Terminals’ proposed Prince
Rupert Marine Fuels Service is committed
to transparent, meaningful and timely
engagement throughout the lifecycle
of the project with First Nations, local
government, the public, regulatory agencies,
local businesses, and interest groups.
Wolverine Terminals’ public engagement
objectives include:
•

•

•

•

•

providing regular information to
the public regarding the proposed
project in a timely and effective
manner;
providing information through a
variety of methods in a way that is a
consistent, straightforward and easy
to understand;
facilitating meaningful engagement
opportunities and dialogue with
the public, including opportunities
to provide feedback and address
potential concerns;
demonstrating to regulators and to
the public how their input, issues and
concerns are being addressed and
integrated into the project; and
supporting respectful public
relationships throughout the lifecycle
of the project.

Wolverine Terminals is engaging and
seeking input from:
• First Nations
• City of Prince Rupert
• District of Port Edward
• Residents of Prince Rupert
and Port Edward
• North Coast Regional District
• Local businesses and industry
• Marine and recreational sport users
• Community service providers

First Nations

Project Schedule

Wolverine Terminals has developed an
engagement plan designed specifically to share
project information with – and seek input from –
affected First Nations. Wolverine Terminals is
working with First Nations to understand their
use of lands and marine resources and support
their involvement in the Environmental Effects
Evaluation.

Mid-2017

Preparation of Project Description

Sept-Dec 2017

Public open houses, meetings with
First Nations and stakeholders

Oct 5-Nov 5, 2017

30-day public comment period
on Project Description

Dec 2017

Preparation of Environmental
Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

30-day public comment period
on Environmental Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

Public open house, meetings
with First Nations and stakeholders

Mid-2018

Regulatory approval and final
engineering

Early 2019

Construction of the marine berth*

Early 2019

Off-site fabrication of the
two barges*

Mid-2019

Delivery and commissioning
of the barges – operations begin*

Opportunities for
Participation and Input
•

•

•

•

The proposed service requires federal
government approvals before construction
and operations can begin
30-day public comment period ending
November 5, 2017 to provide feedback on
the Project Description
Open houses and meetings with
stakeholders and interest groups will be
held during 30-day comment period to
gather feedback
Open houses and meetings will be held to
gather feedback on the draft Environmental
Effects Evaluation report during a second
30-day comment period

* Pending regulatory approvals

More information
Wolverine Terminals ULC
Fifth and Fifth #2600
605 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 3H5
Tel: 1-403-930-6440
wolverineterminals.com
info@wolverineterminals.com

Prince Rupert Marine Fuels
A New Service for the
Port of Prince Rupert
Overview

Why is this so important?

Wolverine Terminals is proposing to
construct and operate Prince Rupert
Marine Fuels, a marine fuel delivery service
for the Port of Prince Rupert that would
enable cargo vessels anchored or berthed
in the port to fuel locally.

Wolverine Terminals’ proposal would provide
safer, more reliable, more environmentally
friendly and more affordable marine fuel sources
for Prince Rupert and the surrounding area.

The port is one of the only major global
ports to not offer marine fuelling service
for cargo ships. In the absence of marine
fuelling services at the port, cargo ships
must carry enough fuel to make a round
trip or detour to an alternative west coast
port (including the Port of Vancouver) to
fuel. The additional fuel carried to make the
round-trip displaces potential cargo and
drives up shipping cost.
In 2016, 461 vessels visited the port and
that number is forecasted to grow. Having
a local fuel service will assist in achieving
this forecasted growth. Types of vessels that
visit the port include cruise ships, cargo
ships, ferries, fishing vessels and private
boats. The scope of this project includes
fuel associated with cargo ships and ferries.
Aside from the lack of a fuel delivery service,
the port has many strategic advantages
that would help support future growth. The
port is the closest North American port to
Asia and has the deepest natural harbour
in North America. The port also has direct
access to a rail network with connections
to markets across North America and
significant capacity to increase traffic
volumes.
The port was designated a National Harbour
in 1972 and is under the jurisdiction of
the Prince Rupert Port Authority (PRPA).
Established under the Canada Marine Act,
the PRPA is mandated to support Canada’s
trade activity by facilitating and expanding
the movement of cargo and passengers
within the port. The PRPA and Transport
Canada are anticipated to be the federal
authorities responsible for reviewing the
Environmental Effects Evaluation and
determining whether the proposed service
is not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects.

A marine fuelling service for cargo ships in the
Port of Prince Rupert is currently not available
due to the high cost of transporting marine fuels
by tug and barge through the Inside Passage
between Puget Sound and Prince Rupert. This
high cost of transporting marine fuels makes
fuelling at the port uneconomical and ships
either carry enough fuel to complete the return
trip or detour to another West Coast port to
refuel. This impacts the size of cargo a ship
can carry, a significant disadvantage for Prince
Rupert, compared to other West Coast ports.
Providing fuel at a competitive price to ships
visiting the Port of Prince Rupert would increase
the attractiveness of the port as a potential
destination and would displace volumes for
marine fuelling at other Pacific Rim ports.
All fuel would be transported to Prince
Rupert via rail, avoiding the Inside Passage.

The Port of Prince Rupert’s direct and extensive
rail network access means access to more
economic fuels… a distinct and compelling
competitive advantage for the port and the
region.

Becoming a full-service port
boosts regional economy
•
•
•

•

•

Closest North American port to Asia
Deepest natural harbour in North America
Direct access to a rail network with
connections to markets across North
America and significant room to increase
traffic volumes
Approximately 13 full-time local employees
to be hired, with many more indirect jobs
supported by increased investment and
traffic at the Port of Prince Rupert
Wolverine Terminals is committed to
developing a plan using local community
resources to realize the employment
opportunities

Regulatory and
Environmental Permitting
The proposed service is defined as a
“project” under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012). Under
Section 67 of CEAA 2012, federal authorities
such as the PRPA and Transport Canada
must not make a decision about a proposed
“project” on federal lands unless they
determine that the carrying out of the
proposed project is not likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects.

Project Summary

Operations Components

For years, fuelling facilities at the Port of Prince
Rupert have been contemplated but never
achieved due to economics. While the demand
for fuel is substantial, it was below the economic
threshold of the fuelling facilities of the time.
Wolverine Terminals has used its ingenuity to
solve this problem and has developed new
systems and processes that work in Prince
Rupert.

•

Construction Components
•

•

•
•

Installation of three new mooring dolphins
to serve as a marine berth for two new
barges
Installation of a gangway connecting the
mooring dolphins to each other and to the
shore
Connections to land-based electrical, water
and gas utility services
Off-site fabrication of a rail barge and a fuel
distribution barge

Westview
Terminal

•
•
•
•

Loading rail tank cars onto a rail barge at
the existing CN Aquatrain Terminal
Towing and mooring the rail barge to the
nearby marine berth
Transfer of marine fuel from rail cars to
below deck fuel storage tanks on rail barge
Transferring the marine fuel to a fuel
distribution barge
Delivering fuel to ships anchored or
berthed in the inner and outer harbours of
the port via the fuel distribution barge

Project Schedule
Mid-2017

Preparation of Project Description

Sept-Dec 2017

Public open houses, meetings with
First Nations and stakeholders

Oct 5-Nov 5, 2017

30-day public comment period
on Project Description

Dec 2017

Preparation of Environmental
Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

30-day public comment period
on Environmental Effects Evaluation

Jan 2018

Public open house, meetings
with First Nations and stakeholders

Mid-2018

Regulatory approval and final
engineering

Early 2019

Construction of the marine berth*

Early 2019

Off-site fabrication of the
two barges*

Mid-2019

Delivery and commissioning
of the barges – operations begin*

Proposed Marine Fuels
Service Mooring Site
CN Aquatrain
Terminal

* Pending regulatory approvals

Wolverine Terminals will conduct an
Environmental Effects Evaluation to
assist federal authorities in making their
determination.

About Wolverine Terminals
Wolverine Terminals ULC is a Calgary,
Alberta-based company focused on the safe
and efficient development of energy related
marine terminals at key ports in Canada and
the U.S. Wolverine Terminals’ experienced
team has resources and a strong track
record of building and operating safe,
environmentally responsible and successful
energy service businesses.

More information
Wolverine Terminals ULC
Fifth and Fifth #2600
605 – 5th Avenue SW
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 3H5
Tel: 1-403-930-6440
wolverineterminals.com
info@wolverineterminals.com
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Environmental Considerations
Risk Assessment

Project Setting and
Site Information
Wolverine Terminals is proposing to
construct and operate a marine fuel
delivery service for the Port of Prince Rupert
that would enable cargo vessels anchored
or berthed in the port to fuel locally.
Wolverine Terminals’ first priority is to
operate in the safest and most reliable way
possible every day for the safety of the
environment, the public, and personnel.
Our goal is to design a service that will have
minimal impact on the surrounding area.
The proposed service is defined as a
“project”under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act 2012 (CEAA 2012).
Under Section 67 of CEAA 2012, federal
authorities such as the Prince Rupert Port
Authority and Transport Canada must not
make a decision about a proposed “project”
on federal lands unless they determine that
the carrying out of the proposed project
is not likely to cause significant adverse
environmental effects.
Wolverine Terminals will conduct an
Environmental Effects Evaluation to assist
Canadian authorities in making their
determination.

Environmental
Effects Evaluation
Information on the biophysical, physical
and human (social) environment within
the Port of Prince Rupert is being gathered
to support the proposed service’s
Environmental Effects Evaluation.

BIOPHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Fish and Fish Habitat

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Air Quality

The environmental review will consider potential
effects on:
• Marine vegetation
• Marine fish and fish habitat
• Marine mammals and birds

There is potential for dust emissions during
construction, and engine exhaust and volatile
organic compounds during operations.

Information will be obtained from:
• Government and industry documents and
databases
• Site surveys and interviews
• Information received from First Nations
and stakeholders

Terrestrial and Wildlife
Resources
The environmental review will consider potential
effects on:
• Terrestrial vegetation
• Terrestrial wildlife
Information will be obtained from:
• Government and industry documents and
databases
• Site surveys and interviews
• Information received from First Nations
and stakeholders

The environmental review will:
• Identify sources of air emissions
• Quantify annual air emissions
• Qualitatively assess air emissions
Anticipated mitigation measures include:
• Emission management during
construction as required
• Emission abatement during operations
• Monitoring will be proposed if deemed
appropriate

Noise
The environmental review will undertake
predictive noise modelling for construction
and operation to identify potential noise
levels at nearest residential receptors.
Anticipated mitigation measures include:
• Use of industry-standard mufflers
• Acoustic enclosures for engine generators

HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
Land and Marine Use

Visual Amenities

The visual setting is characterized by the rugged
coastal mountains, marine inlets and dense
The environmental review will consider potential coastal forests of the North Coast. Nearby land
effects on:
and marine uses include industrial ports and
• Marine commercial use
terminals, shipping activity and residential
• Marine recreation
development within Prince Rupert.
• Navigation
The environmental review will consider potential
• Commercial and recreational land use
effects on:
Anticipated mitigation measures include:
• Viewing quality experienced by viewers
• Government and industry documents
within Prince Rupert Harbour
and databases
Information will be obtained from:
• Targeted interviews with government
• Established visual inventories
representatives, land and marine users
• Visual quality management objectives in
• Information received from First Nations
strategic land and marine use plans
• Mapping land and marine uses and
• Information received from First Nations
activities
• Mapping and analysis of viewing
conditions from key viewpoints

Socio-economic

The environmental review will consider potential Archaeological and
effects on:
Heritage Resources
• Employment and business opportunities
• Local road traffic
The environmental review will consider potential
• Nuisance to nearby residents, businesses,
effects on:
recreational users
• Pre-AD 1846 terrestrial and marine
heritage resources
Information will be obtained from:
• Post-AD 1846 historical sites
• Regional economic and infrastructure
• Heritage shipwrecks
development reports and plans
•
•
•

Employment and business profiles
Information received from First Nations
Air quality and noise assessment results

Information will be obtained from:
• Government environmental and
archaeological reports, external and
internal in-house archives, historical data,
bathymetry, satellite imagery
• Information received through
communications with First Nations
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Safety & Environment

Putting Safety First

Spill Prevention Systems
•

Wolverine Terminals’ first priority is
operating in the safest, most responsible
way possible.

Prevention is the focus of all operations. The first
consideration in all of our operating plans is the
safety and welfare of employees, the community
and the environment – including air, water, land,
marine and wildlife.

The proposed Prince Rupert Marine Fuels
Service will use the most current barges,
fuelling technology and procedures
available. Additionally, we will be
implementing industry best practices for
spill prevention and response, noise, air
emissions and fuel storage and handling.

These considerations will apply to every aspect of
Wolverine Terminals’ Prince Rupert Marine Fuels
Service, and will be integrated into the design
and operations of the vessels that will form the
basis of our operations.

Safe, responsible, reliable
operations…

By complementing the technology and
procedures with highly trained, skilled
personnel to operate the equipment,
Wolverine Terminals plans to provide a
safe, responsible, reliable marine fuelling
capability in Prince Rupert for many years
to come.
Additionally, emergency spill response
procedures
will
be
developed,
implemented and defined in the Shipboard
Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (as required
by regulatory authorities), in the unlikely
occurrence of a spill. While Wolverine’s
goals and expectations are to operate a
safe, responsible and reliable fuel service,
we will be prepared to respond to potential
incidents.

•

•

•

Rail Barge
The rail barge is designed with a double-hull
catchment sump under each rail car, and
peripheral coaming surrounding the entire deck.
There will also be spill response equipment on
board, as well as a floating containment boom
surrounding the barge when moored.

•

Industry best practices and procedures will
be employed with a target of zero spillage
during all operations
Emergency spill and emergency response
procedures developed in alignment with
the Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency
Plan, and in collaboration with the Port
Authority
Crews will be trained – and re-trained – in
spill and emergency response equipment,
practices and procedures
Rainwater will be directed to the bilge tank
and treated prior to pumping off
Rail tank car offloading process will be
fully enclosed with multiple layers of
containment

Motorized engines will be equipped with
residential mufflers for noise suppression, and air
emissions will conform to industry best standards.
Light emissions will be minimized through the
use of flat lens light standards.

Fuel Barge
The fuel distribution barge design will conform
to industry best practices and will minimize air,
noise, and light emissions.
The fuel barge will be equipped with a deckmounted container with spill response
equipment for rapid deployment. The Fuel Barge
will be a modern double-hulled vessel. Motorized
engines will be designed to best industry
standards to minimize noise and air emissions.
The fuel tanks will meet the requirements set
out in the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), as
well as Transport Canada regulations.
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Marine Berth Design

For years, fuelling facilities at the Port of
Prince Rupert have been contemplated
but never achieved due to economics.
While the demand for fuel is substantial,
it was below the economic threshold of
the fuelling facilities of the time. Wolverine
Terminals has used its ingenuity to solve
this problem and has developed new
systems and processes that work in Prince
Rupert.
Prince Rupert Marine Fuels would provide
marine fuelling service in the inner and
outer harbour of the Port of Prince Rupert
using Transport Canada approved fuel
barges. The proposed design is in the
early phase of regulatory assessment and
final engineering is to be completed once
regulatory approval is received.

Proposed Marine Berth Location

CN Aquatrain
Terminal

Proposed Site
The proposed marine berth is located on federal
lands within the Port of Prince Rupert, at a site
previously used by harbour towage companies
since 1973.
The location was selected to minimize safety and
environmental risk.

Construction Components
• Installation of three new mooring
dolphins to serve as a marine berth
for two new barges
• Installation of a gangway connecting
the mooring dolphins to each other
and to the shore
• Connections to land-based electrical,
water and gas utility services
• Off-site fabrication of a rail barge and
a fuel distribution barge
Operations Components
• Loading rail tank cars onto a rail barge
at the existing CN Aquatrain Terminal
• Towing and mooring the rail barge to
the nearby marine berth
• Transfer of marine fuel from rail cars
to below deck fuel storage tanks on
rail barge
• Transferring the marine fuel from
the rail barge to the fuel distribution
barge
• Delivering fuel to ships anchored
or berthed in the inner and outer
harbours of the port via the fuel
distribution barge

•
•

•

•

•

Relatively sheltered from adverse weather
and extreme waves
Located approximately 400 m from CN’s
Aquatrain Terminal minimizes
transportation distance of rail barge
Intended use consistent with land and
marine use planning objectives described
in Port of Prince Rupert 2020 Land Use
Management Plan and City of Prince Rupert
zoning bylaws
Existing secured waterfront industrial zone
with currently in-use road, rail and marine
access
No identified environmentally sensitive
habitat for marine or terrestrial species

Marine berth

Marine Berth
The marine berth is comprised of three
mooring dolphins installed approximately
30 metres from the shore in a water depth of
approximately 20 metres. The mooring dolphins
would be constructed from steel piles driven
into the seabed and capped with concrete. The
piles will be installed using conventional pile
driving methods. The mooring dolphins will be
interconnected with gangways that will enable
crew to attach mooring lines to the individual
dolphins. A small bridge (gangway) would
also be constructed from one of the mooring
dolphins to the shore to provide access
or egress.

Fuel distribution barge

Rail Barge

Fuel Distribution Barge

Wolverine Terminals will use the existing CN
Aquatrain Terminal to load rail cars onto the rail
barge. The barge will be able to accommodate
up to 24 rail tank cars on deck. Each rail tank
car will have a capacity of approximately 100
metric tonnes. The total barge capacity will be
approximately 12,500 metric tonnes (including
rail tank car capacity and tanks). The rail barge
dimensions are approximately:

The fuel distribution barge design will conform
to industry best practices and will minimize air,
noise, and light emissions.

•
•
•

135 metres in length;
a beam of 32 metres, and
a depth of 7 metres.

The barge is an inherently safe design with a
double hull and spill prevention under each
rail car. Additionally, there will be a peripheral
coaming surrounding the entire deck. There
will also be spill response equipment on
board, as well as a floating containment boom
surrounding the barge when moored.
Motorized engines will be equipped with
residential mufflers for noise suppression, and
air emissions will conform to industry best
standards. Light emissions will be minimized
through the use of flat lens light standards.

The fuel distribution barge will have a capacity
of approximately 4,800 metric tonnes. Its
dimensions are approximately:
•
•
•

82 metres in length;
a beam of 20 metres; and
a depth of 6 metres.

The barge will be equipped with a deckmounted container with spill response
equipment for rapid deployment. The fuel
distribution barge will be a modern doublehulled vessel. Motorized engines will be
designed to best industry standards to minimize
noise and air emissions. The fuel tanks will meet
the requirements set out in the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships (MARPOL), as well as Transport Canada
regulations.
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Rail barge
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Open House Feedback Form
Note: this form is to provide feedback on the Open House and not intended as a Public Comment submission with respect to the Project Description.
Thank you for attending Wolverine Terminals’ Open House to learn more about the proposed Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service.
To help us improve future events and ensure we are meeting your informational needs, please take a few minutes to ﬁll out this survey.
How much did you know about the proposed Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service before today’s session?
1

2

3

4

5

A little

A lot

Did today’s session increase your knowledge of Wolverine Terminals and its proposed Marine Fuel Service?
1

2

3

4

5

A little

A lot

What kind of information were you expecting to receive at this open house?
Regulatory process

How you can participate

Community investment

Site selection

Fuelling operations

About Wolverine Terminals

Environmental mitigation plans

Needs / beneﬁts

Expectations in an Emergency

Spill response plans

Local job opportunities

other (please tell us)

After the session, do you feel we left out some important information?
Please tell us

Tell us if you agree with the following statements.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The information provided was helpful.
Wolverine Terminals staff answered all my questions.
I had a good opportunity to ask questions and contribute.
I understand how Wolverine Terminals would respond in an emergency.
I liked the format of the open house.
I was given enough lead time to attend the open house.
I look forward to the next update.
I know how to leave a public comment about the Project Description.
Comments

Name

Organization

Protecting Your Privacy: Personal information provided on this form relates directly to the consultation process being undertaken by Wolverine Terminals. The data collected will be used to provide you with
additional information, respond to your questions and concerns, and to supplement Wolverine Terminals’ regulatory requirements. No other use will be made of this information.
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